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CHAPTER
AN OVERVIEW

I

OF THE CONTROVERSY

PAUL'S PORTRAYAL

SURROUNDING

OF JUDAISM

Introduction
This thesis will address
whether

St. Paul is being fair and accurate

of first-century
justification.
making

the current

Judaism's
The Apostle

an unfair

caricature

to its conception

arguments

is currently
of Judaism,

of

being accused
especially

standing

of

in regard

before God

This first chapter will serve to

these accusations,
involved

in his appraisal

on the doctrine

of how a righteous

could be attained.!
document

teaching

debate over

to layout

in this debate,

the issues and

and then to assess

its

significance.
What does Paul state that the Judaism
taught concerning
righteousness

justification

before God?

two will examine

Romans

of his day

or the attainment

of

To answer this question,

3:19-31 where the Apostle

delineates,

or has been interpreted

distinction

or antithesis

clearly

as delineating,

which he believes

chapter

the

exists between

IFor example, James D. G. Dunn, "The New Perspective on
Paul," The John Rylands University Library Bulletin 65
(1982-83):97, who contends "that the picture of Judaism
drawn from Paul's writings is historically false, not simply
inaccurate in part but fundamentally mistaken."
1

2
Christianity

and Judaism

work will primarily

on this topic.

concentrate

what St. Paul is asserting
doctrine

of justification

passages

from his writings

characterization
this thesis,

evaluated.

by faith.

statement

controversy

The major thrust of

the Scriptural

to be a comprehensive

or to cover every statement

Judaism.

which

of what Paul holds to be the heart of the

clearly

on this topic.

himself

The antithesis

to justification

as the attempt

to attain

of a passage

Judaism.2

that Paul's portrayal

Chapter

where he

by faith, which Paul

righteousness

by "works of the Law," has traditionally
first-century

study

It rather seeks to be a

examination

expresses

foundation

should be based and

issue formed by a careful
expresses

of the

Two other significant

further.

This is not intended

he makes concerning

out precisely

will also be used to clarify his

then, is to establish

of all of Paul's writings

concise

upon drawing

to be the antithesis

of Judaism

upon which the current

This exegetical

before God

been attributed

to

three will demonstrate

of Judaism's

doctrine

of justification

2This is well represented, for example, by Hugo
Odeberg, Pharisaism and Christianity, trans. J. M. Moe (St.
Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1964), 6-7, who states:
"The antitheses between Christianity and Pharisaism was a
fundamental one and was so interpreted by both parties.
It
was an antithesis -- one might properly sayan
enmity -which was reflected in eternal and peripheral matters.
But the antithesis between Jesus and the Pharisees, between
Paul and Judaism, also involved the extreme basic principles, teachings and experiences upon the recognition or
denial of which the entire existence of society was dependent."

4

base upon which

such a vital

oped, discussed,

debated,

Contemporary
Whether
Judaism

and evaluated.

Views on This Issue

or not St. Paul is, in fact, being fair to

in his portrayal

significant

issue can be further devel-

of that religion

issue in our day.4

survey of the question

Francis

dominated

pauline

opens his

attack on Judaism and
is increasingly being
scholars that the answer to
be taken for granted.s

that "modern Pauline

to a remarkable

of the apostle,"6

Watson

with this statement:

What is the nature of Paul's
Judaizing Christianity?
It
recognized by New Testament
this question can no longer
Since it is charged

has become a

Martin

studies are still

extent by Luther's
Luther's

interpretation

corpus and even the theology

as a whole is often attacked,

interpretation
of the

of the Lutheran

or at least called

Church

into

4See, for example, the very recent study of Stephen
Westerholm, Israel's Law and the Church's Faith:
Paul and
His Recent Interpreters (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing,
1988).
Unfortunately, a copy of Westerholm's work was not
available until after the vast majority of this thesis was
completed.
Westerholm treats a number of scholars who will
not be presented in this brief overview.
For his discussion
of the following, see the pages of Westerholm's book noted
here in parentheses:
William Wrede (16-22), W. G. Kummel
(53-65), Ulrich Wilkens (75-81), John W. Drane (88-90).
The
publication of Israel's Law and the Church's Faith certainly
accents the contemporary relevance of the issue under
consideration here.

York:

SFrancis Watson, Paul. Judaism and the Gentiles
Cambridge University Press, 1986), 1.
6Ibid.,

2.

(New

5
question

within

must question
lutherische

this debate.7

As Hans Hubner

"wie im 16. Jahrhundert

Paulusdeutung

This century

has witnessed

of first-century

to reevaluate
of legalism

its beliefs,

interpret

an increasing

Judaism

ob die

number

of

of the "traditional"

Judaism,

and which then attempt

particularly

or "works righteousness."

which are often written

wird gefragt,

zu recht besteht."8

studies which are openly critical
assessment

has stated, we

in regard to charges
Many of these works,

from a Christian

perspective,

in a much more favorable

manner,

and also

7St. Paul is cited as most clearly expressing the
central Lutheran doctrine of justification by grace alone,
through faith alone, for Christ's sake alone.
In regard to
justification in Romans, The Apology to the Augsburg
Confession, Concordia Triglotta (St. Louis:
Concordia,
1921), no. 147, p. 87, states: "Paul discusses this topic
especially, and declares that, when we believe that God, for
Christ's sake, is reconciled to us, we are justified freely
by faith."
Concerning both the positive assertions and the
exclusions made in this doctrine of justification, Luther
wrote, "Of this article nothing can be yielded or surrendered" (Smalcald Articles, Triglotta, no. 2, p. 461).
As
a result, in classical Lutheran theology justification is
the "articulus stantis et cadentis ecclesiae."
See, for
example, Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, 4 vols. (St.
Louis:
Concordia, 1951), 2:512.
Especially subject to the "attacks" considered here
are statements such as this from Martin Luther, "Lectures on
Galatians" (1535), Luther's Works, American Edition, vol.
26, ed. Jaroslav Pelikan and Walter A. Hansen, trans.
Jaroslav Pelikan (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House,
1963), 9: "For if this doctrine of justification is lost,
the whole of Christian doctrine is lost. And those in the
world who do not teach it are either Jews or Turks or
papists or sectarians."
BHans Hubner, "Pauli Theologiae Proprium,"
New
Testament Studies 26 (1980): 445.
"As is asked in the
sixteenth century, whether the Lutheran interpretation
Paul is justified."

of

6
decry what has been seen as an improper
attitude

among Christian

out the centuries.
this debate,
Three general
developments
American
studies

scholarship

Hubner

toward Judaism

interestingly

factors which have contributed
in the twentieth

century,

into university

curriculums,

universities

through-

states that in

"die Frage kommt vor allem von Amerika

scene, are the incorporation

many American

and unfounded

her."9

to these

particularly

on the

of Jewish/Judaic
the disentanglement

from their ecclesiastical

of

roots,

and the Holocaust.lo
In regard to the previous,
Judaism,

James Charlesworth

more negative

depictions

of

has concluded:

Our view of Early Judaism has been less shaped by a
sensitive and first-hand knowledge of the Jewish
sources, than by second-hand acquaintance with these
sources, read with prejudices, even polemics, inherited
by many earlier writers, notably F. Weber, E. Schurer,
P. Billerbeck, W. Bousset, and R. Bultmann.ll
9Ibid.

"The question

comes above all from America."

lORobert Goldenberg, "Review of The Origins of AntiSemitism by John G. Gager," Religious Studies Review 11
(October 1985):335.
Clark Williamson, "The New Testament
Reconsidered:
Recent Post-Holocaust Scholarship," Quarterly
Review 4 (Winter 1984):37,
concludes that although a
decisive challenge to "the anti-Judaic hermeneutical model
arose before the period of Hitler's Holocaust against the
Jews (1933-45); it is only since the Holocaust.
. that
it has been picked up and renewed within the discipline of
biblical scholarship."
llJames H. Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha and the New Testament (New York:
Cambridge University
Press, 1985), 30-31.
The works he cites are Ferdinand
Weber, Judische Theologie auf Grund des Talmud und verwandter Schriften (Leipzig, 1897); Emil Schurer, Geschichte
des jildischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, 3 vols., 3rd
and 4th ed. (Leipzig:
J. C. Hinrichs, 1898-1901); Hermann

7
Criticism
George

of the works of these writers,

F. Moore,12

that a number

gate.

has led some recent scholars

of these influential

unfair evaluation

to Christianity,

earn salvation,
Charlotte
which

negatively

had made an

[and] denying

she asserts

to propa-

by them as "an-

based on the belief that works

Klein has enumerated

this negative

resources

to assert

of Judaism which they continue

Judaism was portrayed

tithetical

which began with

the grace of God."13
the following

four categories

are the result of, and have perpetuated,

depiction

of first-century

Judaism:

1) The term "late Judaism" for the period from Ezra to
Bar Kochba implies a state of deterioration and decline.
2)

The characterization made of the piety of this time
is legalistic and based upon observance of the Law.

3) The Pharisees
Jesus.

are portrayed

4) The responsibility

as the arch-enemies

of

and guilt for the death of Jesus

L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament
aus Talmud und Midrasch, 4 vols. (Munchen, 1922-23);
Wilhelm Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums im neutestamentlichen Zeitalter (Berlin, 1903); and Rudolf Bultmann,
Das Urchristentum im Rahmen der antiken Religionen (ZUrich,
1949).
For a more detailed evaluation of these works, see
Geza Vermes, "Jewish Studies and New Testament Interpretation," Journal of Jewish Studies 31 (1980):1-17, especially
5-9.
12George F. Moore, "Christian Writers on Judaism,"
Harvard Theological Review 14 (1921):197-254.
For a review
of the significance and effects of Moore, see Jacob Neusner,
"'Judaism' After Moore:
A Pragmatic Statement," Journal of
Jewish Studies 31 (1980):141-56.
13Williamson,

40.

8
is attributed

to Judaism

and the Jews.14

Along with such criticisms,
positive

correctives

Gager strives

others have asserted

which they feel should be made.

to demonstrate

that during New Testament

(1) much Gentile opinion was favorable
sign of vitality,

many Gentiles

to Jews,

were attracted

and (3) most early Christian

attitudes

to Judaism,

while continuing

to practice

rituals.15

However,

of before

in the right perspective,

characterizes

(2) as a
to Judaism,

were also favorable
a number

of its

on Paul"16

by asserting

[A.D.] 70 kept grace and works

did not trivialize

ments of God and was not especially
Sanders has concluded

times

it is E. P. Sanders who has opened up

what Dunn calls a "new perspective
"that the Judaism

John

marked

the command-

by hypocrisy."17

that the term "covenantal

the overall

basis and outlook

nomism"

best

of Judaism.

Covenantal nomism is the view that one's place in God's
plan is established on the basis of the covenant and
that the covenant requires as the proper response of man
his obedience to its commandments, while providing means
of atonement for transgression.
. Obedience maintains one's position in the covenant, but does not earn
God's grace as such.
. Righteousness in Judaism is a

14Charlotte Klein, Anti-Judaism in Christian Theology,
trans. E. Quinn (London:
SPCK, 1978), 15-126.
These four
areas are covered individually in chapters two through five.
15John Gager, The Origins of Anti-Semitism
(New York:
Oxford University Press, 1983), 3-10 and 35-159.
16Dunn,

97.

17E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1977), 427. He asserts [59], that
previous misconceptions are "based on a massive perversion
and misunderstanding
of the material."

9

term which implies the maintenance
group of the elect.18
Sanders

clearly

salvation

aims to demonstrate

was granted

to His commands

sponse.19

While Jacob Neusner

was merely

he agrees that Sanders'

in Palestine
demonstrating

before

the required

such as his, Charlesworth

re-

of Sanders'

label of "covenantal

of the Temple,"

that to be the case, Sanders'
success."20

that

and that

type of religion

the destruction

a complete

belief

has been critical

nomism must have been the general

pronounced

Judaism's

freely by God's election

submitting

methodology,

of status among the

prevalent
and in

"work must be

On the basis of works

concludes

that

Weber's systematic categorization of Judaism, and any
projection of Early Judaism as a system of rigid
legalistic subservience through a binding system of
works-righteousness
to a deus ex machina [has now been]
shattered.21
J. Christiaan
"destroyed

Beker confidently

this anti-Jewish

18Ibid.,

states that Sanders

bias in scholarship

has

once and for

75, 420, and 544.

19Ibid., 141, 146-47, 420. He contends [420], that
statements which "sound like" legalism are not to be taken
as doctrine but as exhortations toward obedience which
"maintains one's position in the covenant."
2oJacob Neusner, "Comparing Judaisms," History of
Religions 18 (1978):178, 180.
In regard to his methodology
Neusner concludes [191]:
"Sander's book is so profoundly
flawed as to be hopeless and, I regret to say it, useless in
accomplishing its stated goals of systemic description and
comparison."
Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha
and the New Testament, 55, concurs that Sanders "does not
allow for the fundamental diversities in early Judaism."
21Charlesworth, The Old Testament
the New Testament, 47.

Pseudepigrapha

and

10
all."22
Reading

the New Testament

hardly escape

the conclusion

harshest

critic

However,

in the scholarly

the case.
nize[s]

of Judaism

Critical

in the Gospels
the Pharisee

have indeed
of Nazareth,"

various

streams

phia:

Pharisaism.23

of our day, this is not

today "increasingly

between

Jesus and the Pharisees

of later hostility

As a result,

and have placed

of the Judaism

in Donald Hagner's

between

and the church of the
contemporary

Jewish

Jesus within

volume

entitled

Matt. 23:1-36;

the
the

This is aptly

of his day.25

The Jewish

22Johan Christiaan Beker, Paul the Apostle
Fortress Press, 1980), 340.
23For example,

recog-

"found it easier to appreciate

Prophet

summarized

circles

of the synagogue

late first century."24
scholars

and, especially,

are the products

leaders

one can

that Jesus himself was the

scholarship

that the conflicts

text as it stands,

(Philadel-

Luke 11:39-52;

John 7:45-

8:49.
24Williamson, 41. For example, Norman Perrin, The New
Testament:
An Introduction (Chicago:
Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1974), 171, writes:
"So the diatribe against
tthe scribes and Pharisees' in Matthew 23 does not reflect a
conflict between Jesus and the scribes and Pharisees of his
day, but one fifty years later between Matthew and their
descendants spreading their influence from Jamnia."
25F. F. Bruce, Apostle of the Heart Set Free (Grand
Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1977), 462. However, he also counters
this here by pointing out that since Jewish scholars "have
had difficulty in recognizing [Paul] as the product of a
rabbinical eduction.
. [he] represents an enigma with
which they cannot readily come to terms."

11
Reclamation

of Jesus.26

As a further example,

the Jewish

scholar

Leo Baeck has concluded

that "Jesus, in all his

traits,

is completely

Jewish character.

a genuine

. He

was a Jew among Jews."27
While removing

the anti-Judaistic

may have gained widespread
our day, attempts
Apostle

acceptance

at reaching

traits

from Jesus

among the scholars

any consensus

regarding

Paul have not been quite so successful.

prevalent

contemporary

attitude

of

the

The

seems to be the following:

Whereas Jesus had come to reform Judaism, Paul had
subverted it; Jesus, more than ever, seemed to belong
on the side of Judaism against Paul who belonged on the
side of Christianity.28
A chief contention
and, particularly,
combined

of the Religionsgeschichte

the Hegelian

F. C. Baur was that Paul

both Jewish and Hellenistic

form the synthesis

of "catholic

school

elements

in order to

Christianity."29

Baur

26Donald Hagner, The Jewish Reclamation of Jesus (Grand
Rapids:
Academie Books, 1984).
In his preface, p. 13, he
asserts:
"Today the Jewish reclamation of Jesus appears to
be a healthy enterprise."
However, he goes on to contend
(15], that this reclamation "is manifestly unsuccessful
because the data of the Gospels cannot be separated or
understood apart from the christological perspective of
their authors."
27A. Freidlander, Leo Baeck:
Teacher of Theresienstadt
(New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968), 58; quoted
in Williamson, 43.
28Hagner,
eds. D. Hagner
1980), 146.

"Paul in Jewish Thought," in Pauline Studies,
and M. Harris (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans,

29 "christlichen Universalismus."
F. C. Baur, in Geschichte der Christlichen Kirche, (Tubingen:
L. Fr. Fues,
1863), Vol. 1: Kirchengeschichte
der Drei Ersten Jahrhun-

12
concluded
through

that Paul's

the barriers

ticularism

chief significance
of Judaism

of Judaism

tianity."30

Christianity

and rose out of the par-

into the universal

Beker asserts

Adolf von Harnack

idea of Chris-

that this movement

and the viewpoint

"from its so-called

and the key to his achievement
thing Jewish."3l

was that he "broke

"climaxed"

that Paul liberated

Jewish

limitations

was his antipathy

It is then commonly

which he was able to create by virtue

Hellenistic
authentic

background

and his consequent

Chris-

of his

unfamiliarity

with

Judaism."32

While this school of thought
tion and, incidentally,
its methodology
expanded,

to every-

held that Paul, rather

than Jesus, was "the founder of the new religion
tianity,

in

portrayed

concerning

especially

has faced steady opposiJudaism

quite negatively,

Paul has been picked up and

by a number

of Jewish

scholars.

derte, 44-53.
For a survey of this line of thought from
Baur through to Bultmann, see Victor Paul Furnish, "The
Jesus-Paul Debate," Bulletin of the John Rylands University
Library 47 (1965):342-81.
30Baur, Geschichte der Christlichen Kirche, 1:45.
"die
Schranken des Judenthums durchbrach und den judischen
Particularismus
in der universell Idee des Christenthums
aufhob."
31Beker, 339; though he believes
picture is "completely erroneous."

[340], that this

32Hagner, "Paul in Jewish Thought," 145. Here he
attributes the origin of this idea to Heinrich Graetz,
Geschichte Juden von den altesten Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart,
11 volumes (Leipzig, 1853-70), who "anticipated the direction future Jewish scholarship was to take concerning both
Jesus and Paul."

13
Claude Montefiore

concluded

that Paul "was never a Rabbinic

Jew at all, or he has quite forgotten
was and is."33
syncretistic

elements

that he became
Judaism. "34

Joseph Klausner,

Types of Faith.

existential

(rrluTLS)

converted

the pagan,

antithesis

Buber strove to demonstrate

of

his Two

and the Pharisees

of faith (Ml~b~) which consisted

reprein

trust and the finding of one's self in associa-

tion with the community.
Hellenistic

Judaism

Paul, summarizes

the complete

Jesus, Judaism,

sented a religion

emphasizing

in the Hellenized

"anti-Judaism,

Martin

what Rabbinic

Judaism,

primarily

On the other side were Paul,

and Christianity

as an intellectual

which stressed

faith

assent to truth which

the individual.3S

The negative

evaluations

of these Jewish

regard to Paul and his relationship
now been adopted

among non-Jewish

scholars

with Judaism

writers.

in

have also

Dunn concluded

this:
For rabbinic specialists the emphasis in rabbinic
Judaism on God's goodness and generosity, his encouragement of repentance and offer of forgiveness is plain.
Whereas Paul seems to depict Judaism as coldly and
calculatingly legalistic, a system of (works' righteous-

33Claude Montefiore, "Rabbinic Judaism and the Epistles
of St. Paul," Jewish Quarterly Review 13 (1901):206.
34Joseph Klausner,
Macmillan, 1943), 443.
nothing in the teaching
mystical elements in it
authentic Judaism."

From Jesus to Paul, (New York:
Yet he also writes [466], "There is
of Paul -- not even the most
-- that did not come to him from

3SMartin Buber, Two Types of Faith, trans. N. Goldhawk
(New York:
Harper and Row, 1961), 170, 171-74.

14
ness, where
works.36
Lloyd Gaston
Gospels,

agrees

is earned

that "whatever

by the merit of good

the general

it is Paul who has provided

structure
Luther

salvation

for Christian

effect of the

the theoretical

anti-Judaism,

from Marcion

through

and F. C. Baur down to [Rudolf] Bultmann."37
As a result of such accusations,

come under close scrutiny
interpretations

Paul's writings

and received

various

on this issue in attempts

reactionary

to resolve

it.

First of all, there are those who are sharply critical
Paul and simply assert that he was wrong.
Sanders'

work, A. J. M. Wedderburn

qualification,
caricature

of what first century

lieve."38

Heikki

misrepresent

and distort

Jewish-Christian
36Dunn,

Riisinen

Judaism

opponents.39

with some

"is a grotesque

(or modern)

concurs

of

Based upon

believes,

that Paul's portrayal

have

Jews be-

that Paul does indeed

in his struggles

He also concludes

against
that

98.

37Lloyd Gaston, "Paul and the Torah," in Anti-Semitism
and the Foundations of Christianity, ed. Alan T. Davies (New
York:
Paulist Press, 1979), 48; cited with agreement by
Gager, 11.
38A. J. M. Wedderburn, "Paul and the Law," Scottish
Journal of Theology 38 (1985):617.
Here he also states
that this "has rightly been recognized, notably by Sanders."
39Heikki Riisinen, "Paul's Conversion and the Development of His View of the Law," New Testament Studies 33
(1987):404-419.
He states [414]:
"Paul's talk about the
law is characterized by a mixture of negative and positive
elements, and it has always surpassed the power of scholars
to do justice to both sides."
Sanders, Paul and Palestinian
Judaism, 467, however contends that "it is the Gentile

15
"contradictions
features
Heikki

and tensions

of Paul's

Raisanen

troversy

theology

satirically

surrounding

"theological

have to be accepted
of the law."4o
attributes

as constant

As a result,

the current

Paul to Protestant

con-

scholarship's

cult of the apostle."41

On the one hand, the clarity, profundity and cogency of
Paul's theological thinking is universally praised.
On
the other hand, it does not seem possible to reach any
unanimity whatever as to what his message really was.42
These negative
because

evaluations

of what the Apostle

Judaism,

but also because

doctrine

of repentance,

antecedents
prophetic
doctrine

of Paul are not only made

explicitly

states concerning

of what he omits.

Moore questions

of repentance,

which.

of the

"how a Jew of Paul's

could ignore, and by implication

doctrine

Speaking

deny, the great
. was a cardinal

of Judaism."43

As a result of such criticisms,

attempts

to alter what

question and the exclusivism of Paul's soteriology which
dethrone the law, not a misunderstanding
of it or a view
predetermined by his background."
40Heikki RMisanen, Paul and the Law, Wissenschaftliche
Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 29 (Tubingen:
J. C. B.
Mohr, 1983), 11, emphasis his.
Westerholm, 87-101, discusses Raisanen's view, along with those of Hubner and Drane,
in his sixth chapter which is aptly entitled "The 'Hobgoblin' of Consistency"!
41Raisanen,
42Ibid.,

Paul and the Law, 15.

4.

43George F. Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of
the Christian Era (New York:
Schocken Books, 1971), Longer
Notes and Discussions, 1:151.
To him this seems "inexplicable."
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is termed

the "traditional"

appraisal

of Judaism

that the "traditional
defenders

For example,
religion

have been made.44
reading

pretend."45

define more narrowly

interpretation

The charge here is

is not as pure exegesis

Some scholars

have attempted

those whom the Apostle

Montefiore

of Paul's

contends

of Paul tended towards

as its

to

is attacking.

that "the pre-Christian
this poorer and inferior

440ne prime example of this besieged "traditional"
interpretation is Martin Luther's, "Lectures on Romans"
(1515-16), Luther's Works, American Edition, vol. 25, ed.
Hilton C. Oswald, trans. Walter G. Tillmanns and Jacob A. O.
Preus (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1972).
For
example, on Romans 2:11, p. 182, Luther states:
Paul "says
these words primarily against the conceit of the Jews, who
boasted about their reception of the Law and bragged that
they were its hearers and disciples.
. The Jews wanted
God to act in such a way that he would bestow the good on
the Jews only and the evil on the Gentiles only, as if
because they were the seed of Abraham, they should automatically be like Abraham in merits."
He further concludes at
Romans 3:16, p. 232:
"Here he [Paul] depicts their fate.
First is ruin, that is, they are ground to pieces, cut down,
humiliated in both body and soul, as is plain in the case of
the Jews, who tare like chaff which the wind drives away,'
as Ps. 1:4 says;
"
A more contemporary example is found in C. K. Barrett,
A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, Black's New
Testament Commentaries (London:
Adam & Charles Black,
1957), 71. Speaking of those who judge one another (Romans
2:1) he states:
"The supreme representative is the Jew who
takes his stand upon the Law and from that secure eminence
deals out instruction to and passes sentence upon mankind .
. It is the essence of [Paul's] message that.
. the Jew
becomes not the moral tutor but the scapegoat of humanity.
His death warrant is, as it were, written on his own birth
certificate.
The Law, the religion of the Old Testament in
which he glories, accuses him in order that the whole world
may be found guilty."
45Paul Van Buren, "Theological Education for the
Church's Relationship to the Jewish People," Journal of
Ecumenical Studies 21 (Summer 1984):493.
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type" of Diaspora

Judaism.46

then, Paul was not opposing
Judaism

Diaspora

form of Judaism

Judaism. "47

present

On another

that the "brunt of Paul's

itself, but Christian
problem."48
claiming

Judaism.

Gaston provides

a Christian
Rabbinic

"an aberrant

in the Hellenized

front, Bill Loader conargument

is not Judaism

It is an internal

yet another

Christian

alternative

by

that Paul did not write to Jews, but "to Gentile

Christians,

dealing

with Gentile

his view Paul's negative
against

the Palestinian,

of A.D. 500 (or 50), but rather

exceptional

eludes

When he became

Judaism,

Christian

assertions

but at Gentiles

problems."49

In

were not directed

"infatuated

with Jewish

46Claude Montefiore, "The Genesis of the Religion of
St. Paul," in Judaism and St. Paul
(New York:
Arno Press,
1973), 93. For a rebuttal of this position by another
Jewish scholar, see Hans Schoeps, Paul, trans. H. Knight
(Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1961), 37-40, who views
Paul's approach [37], as a "radicalized Pharisaism."
47Bill Loader, "Paul and Judaism:
Is He Fighting
Strawmen?" Colloguim 19 (1984):15.
See also Montefiore,
"The Genesis of the Religion of St. Paul," 17-22 and 85-93,
as he discusses the relevance of A.D. 500 Rabbinic Judaism
to the Palestinian Judaism of the first century, and pp. 94100 where he describes the "inferior" Judaism of the
Diaspora and Apocalypticists.
48Loader, 16. This is somewhat true in regard to the
initial and specific situation which Paul addresses in
Galatians, and perhaps also in Romans as will be seen.
However, Loader here recognizes that what Paul says also
"had the effect of reducing all to a state of unsalvation,
including all Jews."
49Gaston, 56.
"arose as a gentile

He also asserts [58], that legalism
and not a Jewish problem at all."
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ways and intent on playing
Attempts
theology

have also been made at reinterpreting

as a whole.

first century

Jewish."50

Judaism

On the basis of the recent works on
by Sanders

that "the main lines of Pauline
for many centuries

tion.52

Such a radical

Mysticism

the theology

by Albert

50Williamson,
51Krister
(Philadelphia:

. have
that

thought

Schweitzer.

In The

asserted

a "subsidiary

He proposed

into ques-

of Paul's

Schweitzer

by faith was merely
of Paul.53

.

As a result,

has been called

of Paul the Apostle,

justification

interpretation

reinterpretation

in our century

it is argued

as Paul's central doctrine,

on justification,

was initiated

and others,

been out of touch."51

which has long been evaluated
his teaching

Paul's

that

crater"

in

that the center of

48.

Stendahl,
Fortress

Paul Among Jews and Gentile
Press, 1976), 1.

52Yet much more is at stake here than Paul's central
doctrine.
Pieper, 2:404, adds that "justification sola fide
is the central doctrine of Christianity."
Luther's commentary on Psalm 117 (1530), Luther's Works, American Edition,
vol. 14, Selected Psalms III, ed. Jaroslav Pelikan, trans.
Edward. J. Sittler (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House,
1958), 37, offers the following as the core of Christian
doctrine:
"Without any merit, as a gift of God's pure grace
in Christ, we attain righteousness, life, and salvation, and
that there is no other way or path, no other means or
effort, that can help us to attain it.
. If this one
teaching stands in its purity, then Christendom will remain
pure and good, undivided and unseparatedj for this alone,
and nothing else, makes and maintains Christendom."
The
Solid Declaration of the Formula of Concord, Concordia
Triglotta, no. 3, 917, affirms that one "must have justification right in order to have the other doctrines right."
53Albert Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle,
trans. W. Montgomery (New York:
Seabury Press, 1968), 225.
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Paul's

thought was an apocalyptic

of being
related

"in Christ."54
directly

reevaluating

Paul's primary

nevertheless
concern

or central

has stated that it is Krister
reopened

Stendahl's

Stendahl
central

difference

to his theology,

He contends

between

the rights of Gentile

that

Luther and

on this point.57

that, instead of being

"a doctrine

out by Paul for the very specific

aware-

in the light of

the 16th and the 1st century"

then goes on to conclude

defending

who "has

is "the Pauline

with his conscience."56

there is "the most drastic
Paul, between

In

the discussion."55

point of departure

struggle

thought.
here, W. D.

Stendahl

ness of sin [which] has been interpreted
Luther's

here,

opened the door for

of the debate under consideration

dramatically

is not

to the topic under consideration

methodology

Davies

which consisted

While his conclusion

Schweitzer's

the context

mysticism

of faith was hammered

and limited purpose

converts

of

to be full and

54Ibid., 101-40, especially 124; see also idem, Paul
and His Interpreters, trans. W. Montgomery (London:
A. & c.
Black, 1950), 223-26.
For a critique of Schweitzer, see W.
D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, vii-xv.
55Davies,

"Paul and the People

of Israel,"

15, note 3.

56Stendahl, "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective
Conscience of the West,"
Harvard Theological Review 56
(1963):200.
On 203-205, he traces the origins of this
"introspective conscience" back to Augustine.
57 Ibid., 200.
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genuine

heirs of the promises

ing Stendahl's
depiction

approach,

hermeneutic,"

Williamson

interpreting

Lutheran
assurance

struggle

has been the

Paul through

Lutheran

also issues a "stern caution"

with conscience

one is reinterpreting,

Davies concurs

and Luther's

[and) can result

.

. in attributing

that he did not hold."6o

that "Stendahl

to find in the justification
core of paulinism."61

is justified

of the individual

However,

he asserts

accompaniment,

in refusing

by faith the

that "the

of Jesus is the point of departure

ism, and its inevitable

quest for the

To do so is "to fail to note that

to Paul a view of Judaism

Law, its method."62

that the

Paul in light of the Augustinian-

of salvation.

messiahship

Follow-

that "the standard

and then argues

all along has been "reading

spectacles. "59
against

Dunn posits

of the Judaism which Paul rejected

reflex of Lutheran
problem

of God to Israel."58

for paulin-

the criticism

of the

Stated another way, the center of

58Stendahl, Paul Among Jews and Gentiles, 2, emphasis
mine.
He contends [9), that Paul's call was not a conversion, but involved the secret revelation that "the Gentiles
will become part of God's people without having to pass
through the Law." Loader, 14, properly counters that
Stendahl bases his case largely upon his controversial
interpretation of Romans 9-11.
Davies, "Paul and the
People of Israel," 26-29, also criticizes Stendahl on this
point.
59Dunn, 99.
60Williamson,
61Davies,
62Ibid,

5.

47.

"Paul and the People of Israel,"

15, note 3.
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Paul's

"theology

opposed

lay not in justification

to works,

important

by faith as

as that was, but in participa-

tion in the life, death and resurrection

of Jesus the

Christ."63
Davies

emphasizes

Jewish position
Jamnia

that before

against Christianity

(c. A.D. 90-100),

were not separated
to this pre-Jamnian
and the founding
in a similar

the hardening

of the

at the Council

of

the church and the Jewish community

from one another.
period

He advocates

in our day.

a return

After the Holocaust

of the State of Israel, we are once again

situation

which demands

that we sit again at the feet of Paul, whose mind is a
clue to the pre-Jamnian period, to learn afresh that the
debate between Jews and Christians, separated as they
now are, is a familial one.64
All of this leads Watson
'delutheranizing
However,

to conclude

that "the process

Paul' is already well under way."65
such a strong assertion

should not overlook

the fact that there have been voices of protest
against

of

these attempts

to move justification

raised

away from the

63Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, XXVll.
This is
similar to Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 468, who
also stresses "participation in Christ's death" as the
central focus of Paul's soteriology.
Hubner, 450, evaluates
this view to be a "Schweitzer redivivus."
64Davies,

"Paul and the People

65Watson,

18.

of Israel,"

37.
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center of Paul's

theology.66

by faith as Paul's
justification

These maintain

justification

central motif since "what underlies

by faith is fundamental

to pauline

thought,

even where the terms do not appear."67
In addition,
Paul's

portrayal

advocates
Bultmann

the more "traditional"

of Judaism

and defenders.68
attempts

interpretation,

continues

himself

of

to find prominent

From his dialectical

to distance

warning

interpretation

somewhat

approach,
from Luther's

that "one easily confuses

Paul with

66For example, Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and
Mythology (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958), 84,
defines his "demythologizing"
as "the radical application of
the doctrine of justification by faith to the sphere of
knowledge and thought."
See also Ernst KAsemann, Das Neue
Testament als Kanon (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht,
1970), 405, who states:
"Die Rechtfertigung des Gottlosen .
. muss als Kanon im Kanon betrachtet werden.
." ("The
justification of the ungodly.
. must be regarded as a
canon within a canon.
."); idem, "'The Righteousness of
God' in Paul," in New Testament Questions of Today, New
Testament Library (London, SCM Press, 1969), 168-82.
Peter
Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei Paulus (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1965), 236, also contends that
"die Gerechtigkeit Gottes.
. als Zentrum der gesamten
paulinischen Theologie bezeichnet werden konnte" ("The
righteousness of God.
. can be recognized as center of
the whole of pauline theology").
67Loader,

14.

68For example, Matthew Black, Commentary on Romans, New
Century Bible (London:
Oliphants, 1973), 47-48, who writes:
"The key to an understanding of Paul's essential thesis is
his conviction of the total bankruptcy of contemporary
Pharisaic !scholasticism'.
. This was !legalistic
righteousness,' a form of ethics based entirely on a code,
external and !written,' losing sight entirely of the
gracious personal will of a holy and good God."
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Luther."69

However,

he nevertheless

not only evil deeds already
intention

of becoming

reasserts

committed

righteous

that sin "is

• but man's

•

before God by keeping

the

Law. "70

The Law, both for Paul and for our day, was not

intended

as a means to achieve

effort to "achieve

salvation

salvation,

by keeping

rather,

the Law" not only

leads to sin, but "itself in the end is already
However,

Bultmann

broadly

expands

Although

it was "in point of time,

dividually

distinct

form in Judaism

common

sin."71

the reaches of such

legalism.

striving

the very

.

[an] in-

. It is in fact a

to all men."72

Ernst Kasemann

also stresses

"are for Paul a higher

that the works of the Law

form of godlessness

sion of the law and are thus incompatible

than transgreswith faith."73

69Rudolf Bultmann, "Christus des Gesetzes Ende," in
Glauben und Verstehen, 3 vols. (Tubingen:
J.C.B. Mohr,
1968), 2:33, states: "Man verwechselt leicht Paulus mit
Luther."
In regard to the question of an "oppressive
consciousness of sin," he asserts [34]:
"It is absolutely
clear that Paul never speaks of it.
. [and that] in its
Lutheran form, this question is, at any rate, entirely
foreign to Judaism."
70Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament,
trans. K. Grobel (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951),
267.
71 Ibid, 264.
72Bultmann, "Christus des Gesetzes Ende," 39. The
full quotation reads:
"Ein spezifisch menschliches Streben
hat im Judentum nur seine kulturell und zeitlich individuell
ausgepragte Form gewonnen.
Denn es ist in der Tat allgemein
menschliches Streben."
73Ernst Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, trans. and ed.
G. Bromiley (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1980), 103.
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While

"the apostle's

real adversary

Kasemann,

like Bultmann,

axiomatic

of all people.

believes

is the devout

Jew,"74

such a "Jew" to be

Paul thus "strikes

at the hidden

Jew in all of US."75
The recording
portrayal
continue

of various

of Judaism

opinions

concerning

in regard to justification

as its own thesis.76

Paul's

could

Yet it is important

to note

that this entire debate may have some proper correctives
offer.

Some thoughts

overly negative

on whether

appraisal

noted at the conclusion
Stuhlmacher

there has generally

of first century

of this thesis.

has emphasized

tion.77

been an

Judaism will be

In addition,

that justification

indeed more than the affair of an individual,
fulfillment

to

in Paul is
but also the

of God's plan and will for all of his crea-

Davies has also properly

reductionistic

interpretation

warned

an overly

of Paul "since no single theme

74Kasemann, "Paul and Israel,"
Questions of Today, 184.
75Ibid.,

against

in New Testament

186.

76As one further example, Beker, 355, sees "the triumph
of God as the center of Paul's thought."
77Stuhlmacher, 236, states:
"die Gerechtigkeit Gottes
als befreiendes Recht des seiner Schopfung treuen Gottes
erwiesen hat.
. Rechtfertigung des Gottlosen meint bei
Paulus den Anbruch der neuen Schopfung." ("The righteousness
of God as liberating power of his creation has proved [him
to be] true God.
.Justification of the godless means
for Paul the beginning of the new creation.").
See also
Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 28-29, 93, who speaks [93],
of the "power-gift structure" of justification which
"transcends the individual and is directed toward a new
world."
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or motif can do justice
theless,

to the mystery

these and other positive

this debate

results

from close and honest

motivations,

its methodology,

of Paul."78

Never-

should not exclude

scrutiny

regarding

and the conclusions

its

which are

being claimed.
The Significance
In conclusion,

of This Debate

it will be helpful

to assess what is at

stake on this question

and in this debate.

"traditional

interpretation

here.79

assailed
crucial

Lutheran"

Davies has perhaps

this question

Lutheran

theology.

attempting

nevertheless

a more widespread

to abandon,"

in

reinterpretation

Law and Gospel

that seems

but which he implies must

the significance

even these central

attempts

between

in

be overcome.80

However,

suggested

put his finger on how

He notes that a crucial problem

of Paul is "this dichotomy

the

of Paul has been much

is for those from a background

to stimulate

most difficult

Certainly

aspects

of Lutheran

one, often underlying,
to reassess

of this debate

theology.

motivation

and reinterpret

transcends
Loader has

for these

Paul in regard to his

78Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, XXXV11.
Unfortunately, his reasoning here is that "to attempt to find
such a key is to fall victim to those dichotomies which
recent scholarship is transcending."
79See above pp. 4-5, notes 5-7, and pp. 19-21, notes
56-64.
80Davies,

Paul and Rabbinic

Judaism,

xxvii.
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portrayal

of the attainment

of justification

or righteous-

ness before God in Judaism.
The problem which Paul's argument raises very acutely is
that it disqualifies Judaism as a religion of salvation.
It assumes that the Jew, because he has sinned, has no
hope of salvation outside of Christ.81
Those who are attempting
"problem"

interpretation

stresses

emphasize

that modern

"the right of modern

interpreters

Judaism

Stendahl

Israel

.

statements

for Gentiles

negative

likewise

about

about

concludes

that

is that one does not have to go through

into Christianity,

direct way for the Gentiles
What is suggested
longer recognize

of Paul should

salvation

in Christ need not at all imply something

"Paul's argument

for

of the grace of God."82

of God effecting

Israel and the Torah."83

Gaston,

Israel to remain

to him, all of Paul's positive

"the righteousness

this

what may be called a

of Scripture.

as equal but elder recipients
According

or circumvent

often appear to be supporting

"two-covenant"
example,

to dismiss

but that there is a straight
apart from the law."84

here is that we Christians

what has come in Christ

of the Old Testament

and

covenant

should no

as the fulfillment

or the antithesis

of Judaism.

81Loader, 11. While he later admits some difficulties
which he has with this statement, it does properly evaluate
Paul's argument.
82Gaston,

66.

83Ibid.
84Stendahl,

Paul Among Jews and Gentiles,

18.
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Instead,

Jesus Christ

of Gentiles

has opened

into the plan of salvation.

salvation

continues

Judaism.

For example,

"the fullness
covenant

the way for the inclusion

to be available

with Israel

for the Jews through

Dunn interprets

of time" has come

is no longer

abandoned.

it is broadened

Paul's

Indeed, according

concept

superior

of Christianity

to Judaism

book, Goldenberg

conclusion

of his assertions

out as God had originally

to Gager's
asserts

points

Jewish qua

interpretation,

itself as "neither
In his review

out that the logical

is that "Christians

need not

boast that the Jews' road to God is closed, merely
is inferior,

or harder,

A very logical,

or whatever

these writers
munities'

strive

In so doing,
also positing

conclusion

in the mysterious

it is easily

inferred

the suggestion

for the Jews, salvation

that these scholars

are

that, at least and especially

without

or outside

of Jesus Christ

264.

87Goldenberg,

com-

plan of God."88

85Dunn, 114.
86Gager,

to

is that the goal toward which

is the Jewish and Christian

"coexistence

that it

you like."87

and almost unavoidable,

draw from these statements

that

is not thereby

nor its fulfillment."86

of Gager's

statement

"an exclusively

[Yet] the covenant

intended. "85

Paul's

(Gal. 4:4) to mean that the

Jewish privilege.
Rather

At the same time,

337.

88 Stendahl , Paul Among Jews and Gentiles,

4.
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is a possibility

and perhaps

not found it stated
most certainly

even a certainty.

so specifically

a very significant

should justifiably

While I have

or blatantly,

and weighty

raise many eyebrows

this is

issue which

of concern

in regard

to its ramifications.89
Scholars
Judaism,

of this bent see in Paul's assessment

or at least the traditional

portrayal,

"a most unfortunate

of Christians

in their dealings

tion of Judaism."9o
to discredit

interpretation

with Jews and their evaluaattempted

Paul and his characterization
Paul's writings

Is Paul's description

of Judaism's

view on justifica-

this issue, a "most unfortunate

legacy"?

that a major

has been succinctly,

of Paul on

The debate

here has served to support

issue confronting

or,

radically.

interpretation

presented

either

of Judaism,

tion, or even the "traditional"

briefly

of his

legacy to later generations

They have, therefore,

at least, to reinterpret

of

the Christian

though also slantedly,

the contention
church
worded

today
as

follows:
Who was the Apostle Paul and what was his message?
This
question stands in the center of the debate in the
church today between those who have seen the reality of
the Jewish people as God's Israel, who have affirmed the
continuing validity of the covenant of Sinai, and those
who still follow the anti-Judaic tradition that pre-

89This is especially true in light of such passages
Acts 4:12; John 14:6; and certainly many others.
90Wedderburn,

622.

as
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vailed unchallenged from the second until the middle
the twentieth century.91
The statement

that Paul's view of Judaism

is "fairly well

agreed upon" has, at the very least, been called
question,

if not effectively

But is the contention

dismantled,

as its defenders

into

by this debate.92

that the traditional

"is not as pure exegesis

of

reading
pretend"

of Paul
a viable

protest?93
It is with these questions
turns to examine
pertaining
primary

one of Paul's most significant

to this fundamental

of his day was.

taught concerning
righteousness
the Epistle

justification

before God?
to the Romans,

stating and defending

statements

issue (Rom. 3:19-31).

goal will be to determine

of the Judaism

properly

in mind that this study now

The

exactly what Paul's view

What does he claim Judaism
or the attainment

Can the following

of

appraisal

of

where Paul is both clearly

the gospel he preached,

still be

maintained?

His primary concern is to preach the gospel and to
defend the integrity of his gospel.
That gospel is not
primarily that Gentiles and Jews may belong together,
but that God justifies the ungodly.
. It is not just
that Jesus is the Messiah or the Lord.
It is that as
Christ the Lord he offers a gospel of redemption to all
the world, Jews and Greeks.
The obverse side of this
proclamation is made clear in Romans 1:18-3:20 -neither Jew nor Greek has salvation.
This is more than
the prejudice of the convert or the necessity contingent
91Van Buren,
92Hagner,

493.

"Paul in Modern

93Van Buren,

Jewish Thought,"

144.

493, cited also above, p. 16, note 45.
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on a new stance.
Paul was self-consciously
a Pharisee
of the Pharisees and must have known what he was denying
when he concluded all under sin.94

94Loader,

14.

CHAPTER
EXEGESIS

II

OF PAUL'S CRITIQUE
IN ROMANS

Background

OF JUDAISM

3:19-31

and Purpose

of Romans

The letter of St. Paul to the Christians
generally

recognized

theological
epistle

as Paul's most profound

statement.

Martin

we thus find most abundantly

Christian

ought to know."I

interpret

the meaning

verses

material

the structure
Paul makes

(1:9-15j

"In this

the things that a
and

in these very crucial

it will be helpful

to present

and then to place these verses

of the initial chapters

of this letter.

it clear that he has not yet visited

15:22-24)

Rome

and that the church there was not founded

by any of the apostles
community

and complete

In order to understand

of Paul's words

(3:19-31) properly,

some isagogical
within

Luther writes,

at Rome is

(15:20).2

Still, the Christian

in Rome has been in existence

for some time and is

IMartin Luther, "Preface to the Epistle of St. Paul to
the Romans" (1546), Luther's Works, American Edition, vol.
35, Word and Sacrament I, ed. E. Theodore Bachmann and
Helmut T. Lehmann, trans. Charles M. Jacoby and E. Theodore
Bachmann (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg Press, 1960), 380.
2Peter is especially excluded since he was in Jerusalem
at least through the apostolic council dated A.D. 49 (Acts
15). He is not mentioned at all in Romans, however, he was
apparently in Rome at a later date (1 Peter 5:13).
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apparently

quite prominent

The best explanations
are the mission
present

for the presence

efforts

and converted

and the later travels

and popular

(1:8; 15:23; 16:19).3
of Christians

of those visitors

in Jerusalem
of Christians

from Rome who were

at Pentecost

(Acts 2:10)

to Rome.

The Tlibingen school and others have asserted
addressees
However,

of this letter were predominantly

the best textual

nance of Gentiles
Jewish

within

evidence

accounts

a mixed congregation

(4:1; 9:10) and Gentile

in Rome

converts

that the

Jewish.4
for the predomiof both

(1:5,12-14;

6:19;

3It appears certain that there were Christians in Rome
prior to A.D. 50 since Aquila and Priscilla, who were
likely expelled from Rome by the decree of Claudius in A.D.
49, were already Christians when they came to Ephesus (Acts
18:2-3; the decree is mentioned by Suetonius, The Lives of
the Twelve Caesars, 25, and dated to Claudius' ninth year by
Orosius in Historia Adversus Paganos).
This decree expelling all the Jews from Rome is best taken as a hyperbole.
For these details, see C. E. B. Cranfield, 2 vols., A
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the
Romans, The International Critical Commentary, vol. 32, 6th
ed. (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark Limited, 1975), 1:16; and
Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 3rd ed. (Downers
Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1970), 393.
4Ferdinand C. Baur, Paul the Apostle of Jesus Christ, 3
vols., trans. E. Zeller (London:
Williams and Norgate,
1873), 1:342, 348, and 357 where he discusses the judaizing
character of the Roman church; William Manson, The Epistle
to the Hebrews (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1951), 172;
Theodor Zahn, Introduction to the New Testament, 3 vols.,
trans. M. Jacobus (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons,
1909), 1:422; C. H. Dodd, The Epistle to the Romans, The
Moffatt New Testament Commentaries (New York:
Harper and
Brothers, n.d.), xxviii.
These cite for support the vast
number of Old Testament quotations in Romans.
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11:13,30).5
The Apostle

has wanted

to visit the Christians

for some time now, but has been prevented
(1:11-15;
delivering

15:21-23).

the collection

in Macedonia
panied

The task immediately

and Achaia

he has gathered

to the saints

by their delegations

from doing so
before him is
from congregations

in Jerusalem,

(15:25-26;

16:16).6
journey,

valid conjecture

places

tion of Romans

in Corinth

evidence

accom-

Thus Paul

is near the end of his third missionary
from indirect

in Rome

and a

the composi-

around the early months

of A.D.

56.7
Paul's

intention

has been debated.

in writing

Donald Guthrie

to the Roman Christians
is certainly

right in

5William Sanday and Arthur Headlam, The Epistle to the
Romans, 7th ed., The International Critical Commentary (New
York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1902), xxxiii; C. K.
Barrett, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, Black's
New Testament Commentaries (London:
Adam and Charles
Black), 1957), 21.
6See also Acts 20:1-4,22;

2 Cor. 8:1-5.

7This is based upon the mention in 16:1-2, of Phoebe of
Cenchrea, which is Corinth's eastern port, who is apparently
delivering this letter.
Also the mention of Aquila and
Priscilla in 16:3 and Gaius in 16:23, in light of 1 Cor.
1:14, supports Corinth as the place of composition.
The
date fits in with Acts 20:1-3 where Paul spent 3 months in
Corinth before taking the inland route back to Philippi
where he spent the Passover.
This chronology places Romans'
composition early in A.D. 56. See Cranfield, 1:12-16; and
Martin Franzmann, Romans, Concordia Commentary (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1968), 16. Through an alternate
chronology, the composition of Romans is dated to A.D. 58 by
Sanday and Headlam, xxxvii-iii; Zahn, 1:434; and John
Murray, The Epistle to the Romans, 2 vols., The New International Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1959), 1:xvi.
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stating

that his "immediate

his Spanish mission."B

purpose

Although

is to create

Paul desires

interest

in

to visit Rome,

he does not want to spend as much time there as he did in
Antioch

prior to his missionary

from that prominent
to elicit

support

ahead toward
in Spain

city (Acts 11:25-26).

from the Christians

future missionary

(15:15-16,20-24,28).9

traditional

interpretation

full statement

Instead,

he wants

in Rome as he looks

endeavors

among the Gentiles

In light of this, one

of Paul's doctrinal

Alternative

which were based

is that in Romans we have "a

order to gain such missionary

BGuthrie,

journeys

assessments

position"

compiled

in

support.10
include Baur's assertion

that

397.

9The use of ~PO~€M~W
in 15:24 (as in Acts 15:3; 20:38;
21:5; 1 Cor. 16:6,11; 2 Cor. 1:16; Titus 3:13; 3 John 6) is
a technical term for moral and material support given to a
missionary by individuals or congregations.
See Walter
Baur, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, 2nd ed.,
trans. William Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, revised and
augmented by F. Gingrich and Frederick Danker (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1958), 709 [Hereafter BAG].
lOGuthrie, 398. This would adequately explain the
length of the letter and stress that a "missionary sponsoring" congregation must properly understand the relationship
between Jews and Gentiles in the church.
Among the problems
associated with this view are that it does not give enough
consideration to those sections that are addressed toward a
specific community's situation (1:7-15; 9-11), and that
Romans is not a complete doctrinal treatise.
For example,
eschatology and the Lord's Supper are not discussed.
See
Bernhard Weiss, A Manual of Introduction to the New Testament, 2 vols., trans. A. Davidson (New York:
Funk and
Wagnalls, n.d.), 1:301.
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it is polemical
Secondly,
proposed

and directed

an apologetic
by others.!2

against

or conciliatory
This envisions

to be a vindication

of his Gentile

ciliation

and Gentile

William
George

of Jewish

summation

believe

purpose

has been

Paul's main purposes

mission

and the recon-

Christians.

Sanday and Arthur Headlam,
Findlay

Jewish Christianity.!!

Gunther

Thirdly,
Bornkamm,

that Paul is here providing

of his experiences

and convictions

issues as he faces the uncertainties

and

a

on certain

key

that lie ahead of him

in Jerusalem.13
A number
truth.

of these approaches

contain

some element

Yet many of them fail to give proper weight

of

to the

IlBaur, Paul the Apostle of Jesus Christ, 1:345, cites
its "apologetic manner," and later [349], contends that "the
Epistle can be considered as nothing but the most radical
and thorough-going refutation of Judaism and Jewish Christianity" (emphasis mine).
12Weiss, 1:302; Alan McNeile, St. Paul:
His Life,
Letters, and Christian Doctrine (Cambridge:
At the University Press, 1920), 190, has concluded that Romans is "a
comprehensive apologia for the principle of a universal
religion set over against Jewish nationalism."
Davies,
"Paul and the People of Israel," New Testament Studies 24
(1978):12-13 also backs an apologetic purpose but for quite
different, and almost defeatist reasons.
He asserts [12],
that Paul was "probably aware that the opposition to him in
Galatia was succeeding," and [13], as he headed toward
Jerusalem, "it was necessary for him to sum up for the Roman
church his understanding of the Gospel as he faced the
opposition of Jewish Christians in Jerusalem, the failure of
the mission to the Jewish people (10:18-21), and the
encroachment of the Parousia."
13Sanday and Headlam, xlii; Gunther Bornkamm, Paul:
Paulus, trans. M. Stalker (New York:
Harper and Row, 1971),
88-96; George Findlay, The Epistles of the Apostle Paul
(London:
C. H. Kelly, n.d.), 136-38.
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aspects

of Romans which

addressed

to a specific

historical

setting,

salvation

history.14

the background
Rome

Paul appears

Jews and Gentiles

3:9,29;

9-11; 15:26-27).

properly
mentioned

overall

be evaluated
above.

not a complete

group of Christians.
likely

involved

in writing

It addresses

of the church,

letter

of
in
is

the relationship

(1:16; 2:9-10;

Romans can then
of the aspects

much doctrine,

Romans

is

speaks to a specific

their situation

of problems

between

community

why Paul's

concerning

but, rather,

a variety

to the relationship
and outside

explains

While containing

time of

to have some knowledge

as a combination

treatise,

significant

in the Church

purpose

are

in a specific

of the Christian

in questions

between

Paul's

community

and at a uniquely

This probably

involved

that its contents

Christian

and conditions

(6:17).15

so deeply

indicate

or questions

Jews and Gentiles,

which
in regard

both within

in light of the Gospel.

Paul

makes use of his personal

experiences

as he speaks polemi-

cally to these issues.16

As he does so, it is quite certain

14This is argued by Karl Donfried, "False Presuppositions in the Study of Romans," Catholic Biblical Quarterly
36 (1974):332-55, whose first assertion, 334, is "that Paul
wrote to a concrete historical situation in Rome."
15Among Paul's sources of information were his contacts
with Priscilla and Aquila (16:3-5; Acts 18:1-2,18).
16Franz Leenhardt, The Epistle to the Romans, trans. H.
Knight (London:
Lutterworth Press, 1957), 15-23, sees the
central idea of Romans to be the problem of the church.
Justification by faith then is not to be understood apart
from the basic ecclesiastical setting.
While valuable, he
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that Paul's

overall

thrust

is expounding

the Gospel which he

hopes to carry to Rome and, with the assistance
Christians

of the

there, on toward Spain.

This accent upon the specificity
addressed

in Romans

does not, however,

doctrinal

value of this Epistle.

of the situation
supplant

the supreme

Sanday and Headlam

have

noted that
the incomparable hold which [Romans] holds on the
essential principles of Christ's religion ...
pierces
through the conditions of a particular time and place to
the roots of things which are permanent and universal.I7
Luther

similarly

concluded,

This Epistle is really the chief part of the New
Testament, and is truly the purest Gospel.
It is worthy
.. that every Christian should know it word for word,
by heart.I8
Guthrie's

appraisal,

especially

appropriate

to this study,

is that Paul here "deals with the fundamental
principle

of 'righteousness'

as contrasted

Christian

with the Jewish

approach. "19

The Content

and Argument

It is almost universally
succinctly

of Romans

1-3

agreed that Romans

states the theme of the Epistle

1:16-17

and introduces

himself admits [19], that throughout Romans, §KKAyola
only once "in ch. 16 in a purely episodic way."
I7Sanday

and Headlam,

I8Luther, "Preface
Romans" (1546), 365.
I9Guthrie,

399.

occurs

xliv.

to the Epistle

of St. Paul to the
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the key concepts
ter.20

to be expounded

These verses

follow Paul's

and a brief description
Christians

in Rome

chief exposition
8.21

in the rest of the let-

of his relationship

(1:8-15).

to this, Baur stressed

11 are the heart and key of Romans
is only an addition."22
present

address

then see the

in chapters

1-

that chapters

"to which everything

While there certainly

at the beginning

(1:1-7)

with the

Many commentators

of 1:16-17 as taking place

In opposition

transition

extended

of chapter

9else

is a break or
nine,23

the

20For example, Cranfield, 28; F. F. Bruce, The Epistle
of Paul to the Romans, The Tyndale New Testament Commentaries (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1963), 67.
21For example, Cranfield, 28, outlines 1:18-4:25 as an
exposition of "he who is righteous by faith" and 5:1-8:39 as
expounding on how that one "shall live."
Franzmann, Romans,
16, delineates the theme of 1:18-5:21 as expounding the
Gospel which "creates a new status for man," and, then, 6:18:39 continue with the creation of "a new life in man" by
the Gospel.
22Baur, Paul, 1:327; according to him, 322, chapters
1-8 then serve "to do away with the last remaining portion
of the Jewish exclusivism."
Albeit for quite separate
reasons, Krister Stendahl, Paul Among Jews and Gentiles
(Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1976), 4, has picked up on
this and somewhat justifiably criticized the long-time
Christian neglect of chapters 9-11, which he similarly terms
"the climax of Romans."
His purpose in positing this has
been noted above, p. 27, note 88. Loader, 11, counters that
"for the major part of the argument (2:1-3:19) Paul has been
making his statements over against views identified with
those whom he calls 'Jews.'" He correctly asserts that
Paul's carefully reasoned argument in these opening chapters
unites both Jews and Gentiles as condemned under sin
(3:19,22), and this should not be set in opposition to what
he states later in 9-11.
23Sanday and Headlam, 226; this has led to the suggestion that chapters 9-11 were originally a separate entity,
possibly even a sermon, which is here inserted between 8:39
and 12:1.
For a complete discussion of the various views,
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unified

style and flow exhibited

properly

guard against

some type of prelude,
wherein

chapters

appendix

in Romans

1-11.25

importance."24
and conveys

makes his key thematic
discuss

sin and retribution,

for "The Way of Righteousness"

1-8 as merely

the other extreme,
regarded

as an

F. F. Bruce's

chapters

He concludes

statement

should

outline

the unity of Paul's

He aptly entitles
to Paul."

Romans

chapters

9-11 are "unjustifiably

preserves

Gospel According

characterizing
and also prevent

of secondary

adequately

throughout

which

"The

that after Paul

(1:16-17),

and diagnose

1-11:

thought

1:18-3:20

the universal

is presented

need

in 3:21-

5:21.26
After
begins

stating

to expound

his theme in 1:16-17,

Paul immediately

these verses by demonstrating

see Davies, "Paul and the People
pecially p. 14, note 3.

of Israel,"

why all need

13-16, es-

24Francis Watson, Paul. Judaism and the Gentiles,
Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series, no. 56
(New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1986), 11, attributes this as a charge made by Baur.
It is exhibited,
for example, by Dodd, 148-50, who characterizes chapters 911 as an appendix on "the Jewish question" (149); Bornkamm,
146, similarly views 9-11 as a subordinate commentary on
chapters 1-8 which applies the assertions there specifically
to the Jewish people; Ernst Kasemann, Commentary on Romans,
trans. and ed. G. Bromiley (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1980), 253-56, entitles 9-11, "The Righteousness of
God and the Problem of Israel."
25Bruce,

The Epistle

of Paul to the Romans,

67-69.

26Ibid.
Bruce's outline further describes chapters 6-8
as "The Way of Holiness," and entitles 9-11 "Human Unbelief
and Divine Grace."
He also warns [181], against making 9-11
"a parenthesis in the course of Paul's argument."
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the Gospel.
righteousness
is "revealed
unrighteous
validate

He does this not by focusing

upon the revealed

of God (1:17), but upon the wrath of God which
from heaven
men"

(1:18).

his charge

against
Paul's

all ungodliness

and

goal in 1:18-3:20

is to

that "both Jews and Greeks are all

under sin" (3:9), in order to demonstrate

the need all

people have for the oLKaLoavvn

is revealed

8s00 which

in the

Gospel.27
In 1:18-32 Paul addresses
who, by the natural

knowledge

particularly

of God revealed

them (1:19; 2:15) and by his creation
"honored

him as God"

(1:21).

rather the creatures

he created

God has "given them over"

thinking

themselves

or worshiped

(1:22-23,25).

(7Tapao t owt.tt;

both within

(1:20), should have

However,

to be wise, they have not recognized

the Gentiles

God, but

As a result

1:24 ,28) to all sorts

27Heikki Raisanen, Paul and the Law, Wissenschaftliche
Untersuchungen
zum Neuen Testament, no. 29 (Tubingen:
J. C.
B. Mohr, 1983), 97-109; and E. P. Sanders, Paul. the Law and
the Jewish People (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1983),
123-136, dispute this by asserting that
(1) Qgoprlo does
not appear until 3:9,
(2) Paul does not accuse the Jew of
transgression but rather asks if he has practiced what he
has taught, and
(3) Paul's focus is upon the righteousness
of God.
Klyne Snodgrass, "Justification by Grace -- to the
Doers," New Testament Studies 32 (1986):76, also counters
the traditional interpretation by asserting that Paul is
concerned with a common theme of Judaism, the vindication of
God, as follows:
"That unrighteousness exists in the world
and that much of Israel has rejected belief in the Gospel
both raise questions about God himself.
Does God ignore sin
and has he been unfaithful to his people?"
Leon Morris,
"The Theme of Romans," in Apostolic History and the Gospel,
ed. by W. Gasque and R. Martin (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans
Publishing, 1970), 249-63, similarly notes [263], "the
dominance of the God-theme ....
Romans is a book about
God."
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of sinful depravity

and passions.

Thus they have reached

the point where
although they know the ordinance of God, that those who
practice such things are worthy of death, they not only
do the same, but also give hearty approval to those who
practice them (1:32).28
Beginning
righteous
Although

two, Paul begins

2:1-16 certainly
including

speak to anyone who judges others

Gentile

serve as a transition

away from the Gentiles
completely

apparent

to turn the

toward the Jews.29

"wrath of God" specifically

(2:1-3),30
verses

in chapter

"moralists"
in moving

as well, these

the primary

focus

and toward the Jews, as becomes

by 2:17.31

In 2:1-11 Paul declares

that

28Sanday and Headlam, 51-52.
Here they also list
numerous affinities between this section and the Wisdom of
Solomon.
While Paul is not making direct quotations from
that work, he is following a similar line of argumentation
(disavowal of natural religion and then idolatry, followed
by a catalogue of immorality) which may reveal Paul's
familiarity with and utilization of it.
29Who would likely have heartily approved of 1:18-32;
see Murray, 1:54-56.
Sanders, Paul. the Law. and the Jewish
People, 129, views chapter two as a "slashing and exaggerated.
. synagogue sermon.
. [whose] point is to
have its hearers become better Jews on strictly non-Christian Jewish terms, not to lead them to becoming true
descendants of Abraham by faith in Christ."
He earlier
states [35], "Rom. 1:18-2:29 is not actually a consistent or
even successful argument in favor of universal transgression.
Romans 2 repeatedly holds out the possibility of
righteousness by the law as a real one."
His final statement, as well as his other assertions, isolate Romans 2 from
what follows in chapter three, particularly 3:19-20.
30Various
2:1-3.

forms of Kplvw/KplutS

are used seven times in

31There is some debate whether 2:1-16 speak to mankind
in general or specifically to the Jews.
Barrett, 43, on the
basis of verses 9 and 12-16 supports the former.
Sanday and
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those who judge others
deeds themselves
themselves
mentions

(2:3), are most certainly

and "storing

the priority

their priority
judgment

(2:1,5).

As in 1:16, Paul
However,

"tribulation

here

and distress"

in

(2:9), as well as in receiving

for doing good

(1:18-3:20)

which serve as a transition
chapter

"condemning"

of the Jews in 2:9.

for doing evil

section

up wrath"

is in receiving

"honor and peace"
entire

(2:1), while doing the same evil

(2:10).

is expressed
to Paul's

The theme of this
in verses

11-12

second section of

two.

For there is no partiality with God.
For all who have
sinned without the Law will also perish without the Law;
and all who have sinned under the Law will be judged by
the Law (2:11-12).
In 2:12-16 Paul first uses v6uoS,32
the possession
special

of it does not warrant

treatment

"on the day when

.

and asserts

or guarantee

that

any

. God will judge the

Headlam, xlvii, also view it as a transitional section which
presents "future judgment without respect of persons such as
Jew or Gentile."
However, Cranfield, 138-39, gives seven
convincing reasons in favor of its primary application to
Jews.
Bruce, 67, 86-91 makes a separate section of 2:1-16
which is addressed to the moralist in either camp.
While he
mentions Seneca and the Stoics, he concludes [87], that Paul
is "thinking chiefly of a Jewish critic."
Bruce [87-88,
91], also cites pertinent parallel references from Jewish
Wisdom literature in support.
32See the detailed discussion below, pp. 50-62.
Its
absence from the "Gentile" section (1:18-32), as well as its
repeated occurrences from here through 3:20, serve to tie
its definition to the Old Testament and further supports the
application of these verses particularly to the Jews.
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secrets

of men"

(2:16).33

who are outside

of Christ

those

"without

written

in two ways.34

between

that, TO ~pyov

in their heart and conscience

TOO

v6uou

(2:15).35

are

for them

the things of the Law" (2:14).

and also proves

those

The Gentiles

the Law" (2:12), yet it is possible

"to do instinctively
because,

Paul distinguishes

This is

is
However,

33Up to this point, Paul has stressed sin in the sense
of evil actions done against the Law of God (1:18-2:12).
However, in 2:13-14 he begins to emphasize that the Law also
demands "doing" (~OL~W; ~p6aaw in 2:25), the non-fulfillment
of which is also sin. Both aspects are summed up with
finality in 3:20.
34Cranfield, 155-57, disputes this by citing Augustine
(Contra Julian 4.3.25), and takes the ~
here as referring
to Gentile Christians, who by the obedience of faith follow
the Law. He contends that unbelieving Gentiles would not be
able to fulfill the Law on the basis of 3:9,20,23.
He
asserts that ~Va€L should not be linked with TO un vogoV
~XOVTa
to express that Paul is speaking of Gentile Christians who "by nature" did not have the Law as a Jew would by
virtue of being born among the Jewish people.
However, the
application here must be to all Gentile non-Christians.
Paul here states that the ~evn are TO gn vogoV ~xoVTa.
The
~Va€L should be linked with ~oL~aLv,
"by nature they do the
things of the Law."
Verse 15 explains why.
It is because
TO ~pyov TOO V6gou is written on their hearts, a fact which
also leaves them without excuse before God (1:20).
Paul
does not, however, say that they can fulfill the Law.
That
~Va€L should be taken in this sense is made clear by its
exclusion later in the verse when Paul again speaks of OUTOL
v6goV gn ~XOVT€S.
Gentile Christians cannot be included
under ~evn TO gn vogov ~xovTa since as Christians they
certainly adopted and "possessed" the Old Testament Scriptures.
This is a key point in determining that Paul is
speaking of Jewish non-believers, not Jewish Christians, in
the verses to follow.
35Note that he does not say that the whole vogoS is
written on their hearts, but only the singular "work" of it.
The rabbinic explanation for the Gentiles' knowledge of the
Law was based upon the theory that the Law was once given to
all nations.
See, for example, Jacob Lauterbach, ed. and
trans., Mekilta de-Rabbi Ishmael (Philadelphia:
Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1933), 2:234-37, which
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when one "without

the Law" does evil, this is no different

before God than when a Jew who possesses

the Law transgres-

ses it.36
In light of what follows,
quite significant.

He asserts

will be justified"
Barth applies

statement

on the day of judgment

(2:13,16).37

Christians

do fulfill the Law through

However,

this as a "hypothetical"

in 2:13 is

that "the doers of the Law

these words to Gentile

faith in Christ,
the Spirit.38

Paul's

who, through

their life in

the best interpretation
assertion

Karl

is to view

of Paul, though

it is so

discusses [234], how "the nations of the world were asked to
accept the Torah."
Paul does not draw on that here in
asserting, "They know the ordinance of God" (1:32).
36This distinction between those who do and do not have
the Law provides a very clear example of Paul using v6uo~
both with and, particularly in 2:14, without the article to
refer specifically to the Torah or the Old Testament; see
below, p. 51, note 59. However, as R. C. H. Lenski, The
Interpretation of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, Commentaries on the New Testament (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1961), 161, points out, v6goS is also used
without the article in its last occurrence in 2:14 to denote
"law only as a law in general."
See Margaret E. Thrall,
"The Pauline Use of 'Suneidasis'," New Testament Studies 14
(1967):124, who equates the functions performed by conscience among the Gentiles with those performed by the Law
among the Jews.
37Snotlgrass, 72, states, "Such language sounds like
'heresy' to ears accustomed to the usual explanations of
Paul."
For a discussion of the various alternative interpretations and his evaluations of them, see ibid., 73-75,
and, especially, notes 4-13.
38Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, trans. from
the 6th ed. by E. Hoskyns (New York:
Oxford University
Press, 1933), 65-67.
While this is possible based on Paul's
later words, for example in 13:8, it does not fit the
context of this section.

45
only because

of sin.39

Paul has just stated

"all who sin" either without
and "be judged."

or under the Law will

Thus when Paul later concludes

is after all "no distinction,

by works lead to salvation?

clarified.

Because

answer must be "the usual Protestant

Romans
attacks
Gentiles

2:17 formally

upon Jewish

presents

of sin the correct
answer

(which) is !No'
accepted

that

as necessary."40
introduces

self-righteousness

(2:17-3:20).41

indirectly
Gentiles

perfection

(3:22b-

Can judgment

. It is usually

since no one is perfect.

"perish"

that there

for all have sinned"

23), his intent here is decisively

Paul understood

in 2:13 that

Paul's

specific

over and against

the

Yet, at the same time, it also

a defense

before God, though

for the equal standing

it be in judgment

of

here, as is

39The results and affects brought into the world
because of sin must not be underestimated,
something which
Paul certainly does not do in chapter five.
Man, as a
creature created perfectly by God, was indeed able to do the
Law and thus justified.
After the entrance of sin into the
world, this is no longer the case (5:12,17-19).
The
biblical emphasis on the holiness of God (Is. 6:3) which is
in turn also demanded from man (Lev. 19:2) clinches this
interpretation.
See Snodgrass, 88, note 9. He concludes
[73], however, that this is merely one way of "explaining
away" or "evading" the text.
40Snodgrass, 79, though he uses the words "usual" and
"usually" with a derogatory nuance here, which clearly need
not be the case.
He also contends [82], that Judaism "as
well knew of the necessity of doing all the Law, but
perfection was not the requirement for salvation."
Whether
or not Judaism required perfection for salvation will be an
aspect discussed in chapter three of this thesis.
412:17 is a very significant verse for this study.
will be referred to and interpreted in greater detail
particularly below on pp. 56-57, 86-88, 106-7.

It

46
concluded
directly
himself

in 3:22b-23.

Without

and specifically

out the disastrous

possessor,

Paul renounces
contradictions

the Gentiles

because

to the Law which the
Rather than being a

"the name of God is blasphemed

another

basis of Jewish

before God, that of circumcision.

this boast by declaring

that "circumcision

you practice

the Law"

transgressor

"has become uncircumcision"

the obverse

is true.

(2:25a).

and inner.43

However,

The uncircumcised

the Law will "be regarded
circumcision

among

of you" (2:24).42

In 2:25-29 Paul introduces
confidence

guide, and teacher of

this boast by pointing

sinful life of such a Jew displays.
light to the nations,

in 2:17-24 Paul

speaks to the Jew who prides

as an enlightened

the Law (2:18-20).

doubt,

He counters
is of value,

if

the circumcised
(2:25b).

Likewise,

person who practices

as circumcision"

(2:26) since true

is not outward and fleshly but by the Spirit
As in 2:9-15, Paul again stresses

the equal

42Paul's statement is from the Septuagint of Is. 52:5
(see also Ez. 36:20).
Cranfield, 170-71, contends that
this "referred originally to the reviling of God's name by
the oppressors of Israel on account of Israel's misfortunes," but that is certainly not the sense here!
For
Paul's use of the Old Testament, see Harold Heinlein, "St.
Paul's Use of the Old Testament in Romans" (B.D. diss.,
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1947).
43Paul here asserts that circumcision does not excuse
one from having to face God's judgment.
However, he does
not state that the "sacrament" of circumcision is worthless
or invalid.
This is clearly shown in 3:1-4 and in 4:9-12.
God is faithful to his promises, but his grace can certainly
be rejected and, thereby, the value of circumcision is
forfeited.

47
standing

of Jews and Gentiles

their "doing the Law"
circumcision
themselves

before God on the basis of

(2:13-14,25-27).

nor the possession
should be regarded

cally elevates

of the Law in and of

as a privilege

or the great advantages
in 3:1-4 he corrects
Jewish

being entrusted
3:2).

advantages,

(3:3-4).

possible

be charged

Paul's

foremost

may now actually

misinterpretation

of God,"44

"a foil to
in

objection

is that man, and particularly

the Jews,

"do evil that good may come" according

or unjust.

44Sanday

is merely

It could

possible

God is not unrighteous

alike

which will not be

God would be unjust

Another

Paul counters

Gentile

TOO 6800;

of his Gospel.

God's faithfulness.45

judge the world

is their

(3:5-8) by correcting

that since man's sinfulness

assertions

by

of the Jews as Psalm 51:4

Paul continues

men for their sins.

of which

(TO ~6YLa

to his promises

set off the righteousness
punishing

Instead,

misunderstanding

with the Scriptures

made void by the unfaithfulness

another

the value of circumcision

which the Jew possesses.

any possible

God is faithful

demonstrates

which automati-

one's status before God.

Yet Paul does not disregard

reasserting

Thus neither

(3:5-6), condemning

(2:9-16).

to

to

these by stating that

He will indeed rightly
all sinners,

Jew and

So "as far as having a claim on God

and Headlam,

69.

456:1-7 continues to answer this allegation which has
apparently been charged against Paul as a consequence of his
teachings (3:8).

48
in virtue

of their merit,"46

Their condemnation

is also "just"

The last section
consideration

point.

"Jews and Greeks

supporting

(3:8).

(3:9-20) leads up to the verses under

special

restatement

the Jews have no advantage.

here.

Again Paul reasserts

are all under sin" (3:9).47

of his initial contention
Scriptural

quotations,

These verses

scriptural

is both directed

elicited

acceptance,

oracles

of God"

(3:2).49

also speak directly
Verses
which

speaks negatively
46Cranfield,

somewhat

themselves

and decisively

His

toward and would have
reluctantly,

as possessors

Nevertheless,

19-20 conclude

a series of

clinch Paul's case.

though perhaps

from the Jews who so prided

introduces

This

all but one of which are

from the Psalms.48
evidence

his main

the passages

of "the
cited

to all.

this section

of man's attempts

of Paul's
to become

argument
right-

140.

47As already in 2:9-11, and again in 3:22b-23.
Notice
that Paul includes himself among the Jews with the first
person plural in both verbs.
Paul has not excluded or
removed himself from membership in the Jewish race (9:3)
which has not been irrevocably rejected in its totality
(11:1).
48The introductory phrase may also have been drawn from
Ecclesiastes 7:20.
There the Septuagint reads:
"6rt
6vepw~os
OUK ~artv
oux 6~apr~a€rat."

alKalos

€v r~ y~,

6s ~ot~a€t

ayaeov

Kal

Paul's quotations, apparently derived
from the Septuagint, are somewhat free.
For instance, see
Sanday and Headlam, 77-80, and their analysis of the
"abridgement" of Is. 59:7-8 in verses 3:15-17.

49As Sanday and Headlam, 80, assert, these verses were
likely "misinterpreted" by the Jews of 2:17-20 who would
have somehow limited their application to Gentiles and
apostate Jews.

49
eous on his own.
corrupted
32).

Such a possibility

Gentiles

But rather

is excluded.

are in no way righteous

than the Jew having

of an assured

position

(2:1-3:18),50

both Jews and Gentiles

being justly subject
3:9).

All people

because

V6MOS. "52

before God

are alike in regard to

As 3:10 states,

"There

not even one."51
stated that the interpreta-

"really turns upon the meaning
a discussion

of that term as Paul employs

v6goS·

advantage

are under it, Jews no less than Gentiles,

Therefore,

out this letter

the special

to the wrath of God (1:18; 2:9,12;

It has been appropriately
tion of 3:19-31

before God (1:18-

in regard to righteousness

none do the Law (2:12-13).

is none righteous,

The

is crucial

It is also highly

of the meaning

it in those verses

for a proper
relevant

of Q
and uses

and through-

interpretation

for properly

of

understand-

ing Paul's view of Judaism.

50Their rrEpLcrcr6v(3:1) was rather primarily in being
entrusted with the Scriptures which should have excluded any
righteousness of works and directed them to one of faith in
the promises as Paul demonstrates through Abraham in chapter
4. Hence even this advantage was entirely extra nos, see
below, pp. 122-23.
51The reference is clearly to Psalm 14:1 (LXX 13:1),
though with some variation from the Septuagint.
Paul
inserts 6tKaLos
for rrOL~V xpncrr6rnra,
and oD6E Eis for ODK
~crrLv ~ws ~v6s.
Ecclesiastes 7:20 is possibly also in mind.
See p. 48, note 88.
52Sanday

and Headlam,

80.

50
Excursus
vOgoS
readily

occurs

and accepted

uniform. "54

especially

vOgoS

be accepted
law."55

is used in a variety

critiques

as constant

features

argumentation,

in current

scholar-

theology

have to
of the

uses made of vOgoS,

or paradoxes

often present

it is fair to conclude

of the Law is indeed difficult.56

53Morris,

of
here.

and tensions

of Paul's

As a result of the various

portrayal

that "its use in Paul

that "contradictions

also due to the dialectic
Paul's

and it can

in the verses under consideration

This has led to some negative
ship which charge

in Romans

over 70 times in Romans,53

be demonstrated

is not wholly
senses,

on Paul's Uses of "NOgoS"

"The Theme of Romans,"

and

within

that Paul's
This does not,

250.

54Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 10
vols., eds. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich, trans. and
ed. G. Bromiley (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1967),
s.v. "vOgoS," by W. Gutbrod, 4: 1069 [Hereafter, TDNT].
Gutbrod states that Paul uses vOgoS 119 times overall, none
of which are in the plural.
In contrast to Greek uses of
the term, the Septuagint employs the plural only 38 of 440
occurrences.
This, among other points, demonstrates [1069],
that Paul's "starting point is the traditional use of vOgoS
for the specific OT Law," rather than the Greek systems of
laws which governed life.
55Raisanen, Paul and the Law, 11; see also Hans
Hubner, Das Gesetz bei Paulus, Forschungen zur Religion und
Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments, 119 (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1978; E. P. Sanders, Paul and
Palestinian Judaism (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1977)
and Paul. the Law. and the Jewish People.
For a review of
these, see A. J. M. Wedderburn, "Paul and the Law," Scottish
Journal of Theology 38 (1985):613-22, and pp. 14-18 above.
56Seyoon Kim, The Origin of Paul's Gospel, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe
4 (Tubingen: J.e.B. Mohr, 1981), 280-85.
Those critical of
Paul seem unwilling to accept that some of these tensions or

51
however,

inevitably

understanding
ambiguous. "57
tention,

lead to the conclusion

of the Law is nonsensical
Rather,

especially

it represents

in detail here.59

or "strangely

a vital

issue of con-

in regard to how Paul viewed

For the most part, the various
can be adequately

that Paul's

summarized

uses of v6goS

by the verses

in Paul

to be considered

In 3:21 Paul distinguishes

paradoxes may in fact be intentional
of the whole of Paul's theology.

Judaism.58

between

and coherent

TOO

in light

57Raisanen, Paul and the Law, 201; he [199], uses
others descriptions such as "oscillates" and "blurred," and
concludes [229], that Paul's view is "in a way unlike any
other early Christian."
58In regard to Lutheran theology, Gerhard Ebeling,
"Reflections on the Doctrine of the Law," in Word and Faith,
trans J. Leitch (London:
SCM Press, 1963), 254, concludes:
"In the theology of the Reformers, the problems all concentrate themselves so much on the concept of the law that
the whole of theology (in the sense of the essential
structure of theology) stands or falls with it." While he
is properly stressing an important emphasis, Ebeling's
statement is correct only indirectly.
For the Reformers, it
was the doctrine of justification, that is, primarily the
Gospel, upon which all of theology would stand or fall.
See
above, p. 18, note 52.
59Whether a further distinction between the articular
and the anarthrous use can or should be made has been
debated.
Questions mainly center on whether v6goS, without
the article, can refer to the Mosaic Law.
Following Origen,
Sanday and Headlam, 58, set up general categories where
v6goS with the article conveys the Law of Moses or a Law
familiar to the readers, whereas the anarthrous use specifies "law in general."
Yet they admit many difficulties and
any such distinction is rejected by most.
BAG, 542, defines
v6goS "especially as the Law of Moses" and includes the
meaning of "v6goS without the article in the same sense"
(citing Rom. 2:13a,b,17, 25a; 3:31a,b; 5:13,20; 7:1a; also
Gal. 2:19b; 5:23).
See also Eduard Grafe, Die paulinische
Lehre vom Gesetz nach den vier Hauptbriefen (Freiburg and
Leipzig:
J. C. B. Mohr, 1893), 2-11; and Richard Longenecker, Paul:
Apostle of Liberty (New York:
Harper and Row,

52
v6gou Kal
division

TWV

rrpo¢nTwv.

of the Hebrew

Pentateuch,

This use is in line with the
Bible which gives priority

here denoted

as TOU v6gou,

rest of the Old Testament
However,
Scripture

Paul has just quoted a number of

none of which were from the Pentateuch

itself, and draws his conclusion
is what 6 v6goS
understood
Testament

says.

to denote

and refers to the

as "the Prophets."6o

in 3:19-20,

passages,

to the

based upon them that this

Therefore,

v6goS here should be

the entire Hebrew

as a whole.61

Understood

view the rest of the Old Testament

Bible, the Old

properly,

Judaism

as a commentary

did

on the

1964), 118-19.
TDNT, 4:1070 and 1074, cites evidence that
Philo and Josephus, as well as the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, use v6goS without the article for the Mosaic Law,
and concludes, "It is certainly not true that v6goS is 'a'
law as distinct from 6 v6uos, 'the' Law."
Thus in 2:12-16
those who are €V v6gw are the Jews and others who know the
divine revealed Law and those who are ~vogoS are the
Gentiles who, not knowing this special revelation directly,
can still do "the work of the Law" since it is "written in
their hearts" (2:15).
60As in Gal. 4:21; 1 Cor. 14:34.
Since Paul's quotations were predominantly from the Psalms, he does not here
follow the three-fold division of "Torah, Prophets and
Psalms/Writings"
(Luke 24:44), but rather includes the
Psalms/Writings within the Prophetic division (Matt. 5:17;
7:12; 11:13; Luke 24:27; Acts 13:15; 28:23).
Horace Hummel,
The Word Becoming Flesh (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing
House, 1979), 62, properly asserts that "the conventional
translation of 'Torah' with 'Law' is most lamentable."
However, since it is "conventional," it is also hard to
avoid, especially in working with other sources.
v6goS
here will often be translated "Law," while recognizing that
it perhaps would be best, as with "Torah," simply to
transliterate it.
61Cranfield, 195-96, and Sanday and Headlam, 79-80.
v6goS is used by Paul in this sense only here and in 1 Cor.
14:21;
see also Is. 28:11,12; John 10:34; 15:25.
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Pentateuch.62
voice,

Yet the entire Old Testament

and v6goS
Although

two, another

could properly

not completely

definition

its strict meaning
Decalogue,
inclusive
Douglas

apply to any portion

distinct

emphasized

or the Ten Commandments

in Romans

Finally,
figurative

.

is "the law in

. with the

as its basic code," but

of all of the Pentateuch's

and most basically

of it.

from the previous

of the law of Moses

Moo has concluded

spoke with one

legal content.63

that "Paul uses v6goS most often

of the Mosaic

as represented

Law."64

by 3:27, v6goS

sense as a regulating

is used "in a

or controlling

The first occurrence

of v6goS here expresses

principle

or broader

divine

clarified

and explained,

ordinance

which

as is typical,

power."65

a general
is further

by a genitive

of

62For example, Hummel, 155, states, "In one sense,
. Judaism does accord the Pentateuch (Torah) a certain
priority, and regards the prophets as only commentary on
it." However, he warns against making a value-based
distinction between the Pentateuch and the rest of the Old
Testament.
630laf Moe, The Apostle Paul:
His Message and Doctrine, trans. L. Vigness (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing
House, 1954), 168; as is the emphasis in 2:22-27; 7:7;
13:8-10.
TDNT, 4:1069, stresses that no basic distinction
should be "made between the Decalogue and the rest of the
legal material in the aT."
64Douglas Moo, "'Law,' 'Works of the Law,' and Legalism
in Paul," Westminster Theological Journal 45 (1983):80.
For example, Paul associates it with Moses in both time and
origin in 5:13-14, and confines its scope to Israel in 2:1214.
65Moe,

168.

54
definition.66

This reflects

as a codified

v6MOS

the classical

or written

and unchangeable.67

to the Gospel

It is debated
ly uses v6MOS

code whose power

Paul normally

the article

moral law or, ultimately,

God.69

For example,

through
speaking

is certain
is

it has become a

itself!68

whether

without

~laT€ws,

general

primarily

of

In this sense, the second time v6MOS

used in 3:27, with the genitive
reference

Greek meaning

or even exclusive-

in this latter sense as a
the natural

knowledge

in 3:19 is Paul referring

to the Jews who attempt

doing the works commanded

to justify

of

only or

themselves

in the Torah, or is Paul

of any person who attempts

to be a good man by

66H. P. V. Nunn, A Short Syntax of New Testament Greek,
5th ed. (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1977), p.
43, no. 31. Although the first use in 3:27 might possibly
refer to the Old Testament, (see below, pp. 88-89), this
more general sense is also clearly expressed in 7:21,25;
Gal. 6:2.
In English, confusion certainly results when this
sense is designated "law," in contrast to the use of "the
Law" for the Old Testament.
67 BAG, 542.
68As also in 8:2 with "6 y~p v6MOS TOO WV€~MaTOS

T~S

bW~S."

69Whether the application of a number of these verses
should be limited specifically to those who know the Old
Testament Law or widened to encompass all people who, aside
from that special revelation, are still aware of and bound
by God's will or natural law makes this a significant point.
For example, in 3:19 both uses have the article, but
throughout verse 20 it is lacking; in 3:21, the first v6uos
has no article while the second does.
See above, p. 44,
note 36, and p. 51, note 59.

55
living a morally

right life in line with natural

In each of these aspects,
divine origin

and authority.

Paul views v6goS

Therefore,

law?70
as being of

as is particularly

true when it is used for all or part of the Old Testament,
its contents

are holy

of God's will, v6goS
opposes

actions
v6goS

As has been noted,

2 Paul does not focus upon the Law as something

known or possessed,

something

As an expression

is in itself good, and that which

it is at enmity with God (8:7).

in Romans
merely

(7:12,14,16,22).71

but as an active

force, as

which must be done and which requires

from man (2:13).72

is supremely

Thus Gutbrod

that which demands

writes,

action

certain
"In Paul

from man."73

70As will be concluded below, pp. 62-65, the former is
certainly the one emphasized by the context.
71Paul does assert that the Law shows our sin and
provokes sin. But this has led Hubner, Das Gesetz bei
Paulus, 28, on the basis of Gal. 3:19, to conclude that Paul
believed that the Law was given through angels acting as
evil agents ("als damonische Wesen")!
72See above, p. 41, note 31. Moe, 169 states that
throughout Romans, "the Apostle is clearly giving most of
his consideration to the moral requirements of the Law (Rom.
2:12-23 and 7:7-8:8)."
While Paul does emphasize the
Decalogue as a summary of the Law (13:2), he does not
distinguish between validity, origin, or authority of the
ceremonial, civil and moral law (9:4).
For this see Moo,
84-5; Longenecker, 119; F. F. Bruce, Paul: Apostle of the
Heart Set Free (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1977),
192-193; and Ephraim Urbach, The Sages, 2 vols. (Jerusalem:
At the Magnes Press, 1975), 1:360-65.
The latter asserts
that this is true for all of first-century Judaism.
His
conclusion is disputed by HUbner, Das Gesetz bei Paulus, 7680.
73TDNT, 4:1070; it is in this sense that one can
attempt to "do" the Law (2:25).
Gutbrod then defines ~
v6gov
as "works which are demanded to be performed in
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Paul states,

"For Moses writes

the righteousness
righteousness"

which

(10:5).74

that the man who practices

is based on Law shall live by that
As is evident

aspect

of the Law is not merely

Rather,

in an all-encompassing

God's living,
clearly,

active,

~V

will which

revealed

is most

or "embodied"

in the

(2:20).75

Paul describes
as being

to the Pentateuch.

sense Paul views v6goS as

and demanding

but not exclusively,

Law of Moses

limited

from 3:19, this

v6g~

those who "bear the name

(2:12).

As a result,

do the Law, and their relying

'Jew'" (2:17)

they are obligated

to

"upon the Law" and boasting

in

God (2:17) are based upon their actions which presumably

accordance with" the Law (3:28).
Moo, 79, concurs that "the
great majority of Pauline uses.
. make reference to
demands or requirements."
This emphasis has been criticized, for example by Schoeps, 213-18, as a harsh misrepresentation of both the Old Testament and Judaism in
regard to their teaching on the Torah.
However, Moo, 83-84,
has countered that "Paul's uses of nomos appear to match
fairly closely many of the emphases found in the OT with
respect to torah.
Torah which is often combined with words
such as miswot ('commandment') and hog ('statute'), and the
stress is continually on the doing or keeping of the torah."
Urbach similarly concludes, 1:315, that the rabbi's retained
"precept" as "the basic element" of the rr-nn , TDNT, 4:1069,
also notes that Paul here follows the gist of Rabbinic
usage.
74Paul is slightly modifying the Septuagint of Leviticus 18:5 which reads:
"Kol
l/>ui\afBaeB
rraVTO TO rrpOaTa'YJ.l.OTO
J.l.OU
Kol rraVTO TO KplJ.l.OTa J.l.ou
Kol rroL~aBTB
ODTa, 0 rrot~aos
l'zvepwrroS '~aBToL
~v oOT01S.
~'Yw KOptOS
6 eBOS DJ.l.wv."
75Hence v6goS is personified as it "speaks"
"works" (4:15), and "rules" (7:1).

(3:19),

57
fulfill
v6gou)

it.76

The term "works of the Law"

is phrased

by Paul to convey

Paul may have found continuity
Jew on a number
assessment

such actions.

between

of these points,

[TOO]

(~pya

his Gospel

particularly

of the origin and authority

While
and such a

in his

of the Law, it is at

this point that he draws a sharp antithesis.77
The phrase
Paul.78

"works of the Law" appears

It has been debated whether

to the motives

by which actions

in general which can be neutral

~pya

to be unique

v6gou

are done,79

refers

to

(1)

(2) to actions

and are performed

in

76TDNT, 4: 1072, note 227, states, ">Iou6a1os is identical with 6wO v6gov elvaL, 1 Cor. 9:20ff."
77The antithesis of ~pya TOO v6gou is represented by
(10:14; Gal. 3:1-5), and especially W1UTtS
(1:16-17;
3:22,25,26,27,28,30,31).

OKOn

78Moo, 91. He states that the exact phrase is not in
the Septuagint, and the only Hebrew parallel is in 4Q
Florilegium 1:7, though similar phrases are found in 1QS
5: 21; 6: 18; 1QH 1:26; 4: 31. Clark Williamson, "The New
Testament Reconsidered:
Recent Post-Holocaust Scholarship," Quarterly Review 4 (Winter 1984), 47, attacks Paul
here by pointing out that the phrase is "not found in any
Jewish texts."
Williamson then goes on to praise Sanders
whose main thesis is to demonstrate the dominant, allpervasive influence of covenantal nomism within the Judaism
of this period.
Yet Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism,
420-21, is left to explain the scarcity with which h~~~
occurs in the Rabbinic literature!
Williamson, 44, similarly asserts that Paul never "juxtaposes" Law and Gospel in
his writings.
Moo, 74, counters that Paul "does frequently
set Law in opposition to grace, faith and promise;
and he
similarly juxtaposes works of the law and faith as mutually
exclusive ways of seeking god's righteousness,"
79Joseph Tyson, "Works of the Law in Galatians,"
Journal of Biblical Literature 92 (1973):423-31, who
concludes, 431, that "!works of law' refers specifically
a life dedicated to nomistic service."

to
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obedience

to the Law,8o or (3) specifically

establishing

by such works.81

one's own righteousness

argues effectively

to attempts

at
Moo

for the latter.

Paul always polemicizes against "works of the law"
within the context of justification texts:
nowhere does
he criticize them as such.
This stress on justification
explains why Paul could allow other Jewish-Christians,
as well as himself, to observe the Law -- it was only
when used to justify or imposed on the Gentiles that
Paul fought against it.82
Paul's criticism
directed

of "works of the Law," then, is not

against v6goS

in effect,

a misuse

as such, but against ~

of the divinely

intended

the Law and "have always been an improper
righteousness. "83

8oCranfield,

G. Bertram

properly

which are,
functions

of

way to seek God's

concludes,

197-98; Moo, 92-99.

81Barrett , 70, states that they are "regarded as, in
themselves, a means of justification."
So also Otto Michel,
Der Brief and die Romer, 13th ed., Kritisch-exegetischer
Kommentar uber das Neue Testament (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1966), 101, states, "Die ~pya v6gou sind hier
die Werke, die der Mensch tut, urn durch Erfullung eines
Gebotes vor Gott gerecht zu werden." ("The ~pya v6gou are
here the works which men do to be righteous through the
fulfilling of God's commandments.")
82Moo, 97. Such works then are not inherently wrong,
as Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 2 vols.,
trans. Kendrick Grobel (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons,
1951), 1:264, asserted, except when they are viewed as a
basis for salvation.
Paul is not making a "salvation
history" argument that the "era of the Law" is now past.
On
this, see also Johan Beker, Paul the Apostle (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1980), 239-40.
83Moo, 97. See the discussion of Rom. 3:20 which
quotes Ps. 143:2 (as does Gal. 2:16) below, pp. 67-70.
This
view, also supported by Cranfield, 201, contends that the
sense of ~
is present even when the word itself is not
present with v6goS as in 3:21a (see pp. 109-10, note 267).
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~pyov.
• acquires in Paul a completely negative sense
whenever it is a matter of human achievement.
For the
work of man cannot stand before the exclusive operation
of grace.84
While b v6goS
effects

is itself good, just, and holy,

upon mankind

after the fall into sin were not

to be so positive.8s

intended

Since all are sinners

no one can keep the Law perfectly.
righteous

before God (3:19-20).

confrontation
mankind

between

the divinely

and forbid sin (7:7; 13:10).

Therefore,

to prohibit,

Secondly,

mankind

Finally,

with the results of sin.

of God and

guard against,

while the Law itself
sin for what it

God, and even intensifies

of sin (3:20; 7:7-9; 5:20).86

no one is

revealed v6goS

is not sin, it serves to reveal and identify
against

(3:23),

The first result of the

is that the Law strives

is, rebellion

its

the desires

the Law confronts

It pronounces

the judgment

of God upon the sinner, and calls him to submit to that
84TDNT, s v . "~pyov,"
by G. Bertram, 2:651.
He cites
Romans 3:20,27; 4:2,6; 9:12; 11:6 and asserts that ~
were
"already suspect in the OT."
v

8SSee above, pp. 44-45 and note 39. Sanders, Paul and
Palestinian Judaism, 484, contends that Paul came to view
the Law negatively, not by beginning with the Law confronting sinful man, but, rather, more indirectly, because of his
conclusions about faith.
"Since only by faith comes life
and since the law does not rest on faith, life or righteousness cannot be by the law. Having denied the law a salvific
role, Paul then assigns it another role in the history of
salvation, assigning all to sin so that all could be saved
by faith."
According to his interpretation of Paul, 552,
what is wrong with the law is that it is not faith, and
"what Paul finds wrong in Judaism [is that] it is not
Christianity."
86Even for Paul (7:7-9), when the Law becomes
to a sinner, it stimulates sin and its desires.

a reality
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condemnation

(2:12; 3:19; 4:15; 5:13).

In this arena the weakness
As it confronts

of v6goS

is revealed

the sinner, the Law is not able to remove

sin, to break the power of sin, or to give life.
because

of sin, it has led to death

Paul also reassess
through

and effects

of

v6goS

Being on the receiving

end of

which comes by faith to all who believe

(3:20) dramatically

alters Paul's understanding.

"only with faith is there full recognition

condemnation

Instead,

(7:9-14).

the purpose

the cross of Christ.

this righteousness

sense,

(8:3).

implicit

sense, all believers

in the Law."87

In one
of the

Yet in the more proper

"were made to die to the Law through

the body of Christ"

(7:4).88

the Law for righteousness

Thus "Christ

to everyone

is the end of

who believes"

(goal or

10:4).

TEAoS;

Paul most emphatically
abrogates

the Law.

abolished

but truly established

Gospel

Rather,

denounces

of justification

any claim that this

"the Law is not only not
for the first time by the

by faith"

(3:31).89

The cross of

87TDNT, 4: 1076 •
88Baptism
6:4-7.

is equated

to this "death with Christ"

in

89TDNT, 1076. Wedderburn, 616, criticizes Paul for his
lack of consistency in stating that the Law is abolished
and for only observing the ritual precepts of the Law when
it fit into his missionary strategy (Rom. 7:1-6; 6:14;
14:14, 20), while, at the same time, asserting "the permanent normative character of the law."
Heikki Raisanen,
"Legalism and Salvation in Paul," in Paulinische Literatur
und Theologie, Teologiske Studier 7, ed. by Sigfred Pederson
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Christ

fulfills

upon helpless,
through,

the sentence
unrighteous

and only through

instituted

of condemnation

sinners

(5:6-10).

faith in Christ,

v6goS be fulfilled

made by the Law
And then

can the divinely

by the believer.

For only the

justified

sinner, who now indeed is "in Christ,"

willingly

place himself

it mandates

under the Word of God to hear what

for his life.

(from the Latin ob audire,
revealed

in ~rraKo~

toward neighbor
Law"

This is the way of obedience
"to hear before").

("obedience")

which

can

It is

toward God's Word and love

is, in fact, "the fulfillment

of the

(13: 10 ).
The following

Law, particularly

well summarizes

as it pertains

Paul's assessment

to Romans

of the

3:19-26:

All this simply means that the relation to God no longer
The Law is closed off as the way
rests on man himself.
Man is thus
of salvation.
Christ has taken its place.
forbidden even to try to become righteous by the Law.90
A number

of points of agreement

tion between
brought

Paul and Judaism

and, especially,

are clearly

stated and

into the open on the subject of v6gos.

be further evaluated

and assessed

later.

of conten-

These will

This has sufficed

(Arhaus:
Forlaget Aros, 1980), 82, concludes
"wants to have his cake and eat it."

that here Paul

90TDNT, 1076. However, Gutbrod goes on to add, "now
that God has revealed Himself in Jesus Christ as the
pardoning God who justifies the sinner rather than him who
is righteous by his own achievement (Romans 4:5)."
His use
of "now" seems to assert that the Law was the divinely
intended way until Christ came.
Paul uses chapter 4 to deny
this.
Faith in the promise has always been what God has
"reckoned as righteousness"
(4:5).
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to establish

Paul's view of v6goS

as he expresses

it in

Romans.

Exegesis
Romans

3:19-20

of Romans

serves as conclusion

which began in 2:1, or certainly
particularly

against

3:19-20
to Paul's

by 2:17, and is directed

the Jews who claimed

a special place

before God on the basis of their possession
(2:17-20,23)
however,

and circumcision

in their widest

use of three different

argument

(2:25).

of the Law

These verses do,

scope, speak to all people

forms of the adjective

~

as the

serves to

illustrate.
016ag8v

68 OTL,

Paul is drawing

from the previous

from the Scripture

passages

words also introduce
common ground
The question
emphasizes
himself

as in 2:2, introduces

between

just quoted

a statement
himself

and particularly

(3:10-18).

These

which Paul "knows to be

and the person

addressed. "91

is, whom is Paul here addressing?

Lenski

that Paul is stating a point of agreement

and the Christians

in Rome.92

between

in Rome, and, as he continues,

Paul is not so much addressing
Christians

section,

the conclusion

Paul's

the Jews, as the Jewish
letter

is certainly

directly

91Cranfield, 143, citing for support 8:28; 1 Tim. 1:8;
and oi6ag8V yap in 7:14; 8:22; 2 Cor. 5:1.
92Lenski, 237-239.
While these are certainly to be the
initial and primary recipients of the words of this letter,
they do, nevertheless, also speak directly toward the Jew of
2:17.
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addressed

to at least some Jewish Christians

agreed with Paul's
Paul's

emphasis

Christian

conclusions

v6gos.

non-

Jew with whom he hopes to have established

This conclusion
of Romans

unbelievers

on the basis of the previous
better

fits the framework

1:18-32 addressed

1-3.

who, outside

under the wrath of God.

of Christ,
Beginning

after 2:17, Paul is addressing
unrepentant

verses.

of the

are without

excuse and

in 2:1, and certainly

Jews who are likewise

and "storing up wrath"

(2:5), in effect,

(2:24).

3:19-20 then applies

the name of God"

particularly

to Jews who have been entrusted

of God"

just

all Gentile

"blaspheming

oracles

However,

here is more upon a representative

such a "common ground"

thought

regarding

who would have

(2:2) and circumcision

with

(2:25-30),

"the
who "rely

upon the Law and boast in God"

(2:17), yet who are without

faith in Jesus the Messiah.93

As Paul has drawn his

conclusion
marches

concerning

unwaveringly

the Gentiles

in 1:18-32,

toward the conclusion

ing the Jews in verses

3:19-20.

he now

he makes concern-

His purpose

is justifiably

93In view of the date of the writing of Romans, this
assertion must be carefully worded.
It is possible that
Jews who still had faith in the coming Messiah, according to
the promises of the "oracles of God" (2:2), were not yet
aware or convinced of the messiahship of Jesus.
These may
not yet have been "Christian" in the technical sense, but
they were still "justified by faith" as Abraham was (chapter
4; for a similar situation, see Hebrews 9:13).
The crucial
point would have come at their rejection or acceptance of
Jesus as the Messiah.
However, Paul would certainly have
excluded all those who boasted in their works of the Law
(2:17) from being "justified in His sight" (3:20).
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to assert, without
distinction"

objection,

between

that there is finally

Jews and Gentiles,

and fall short of the glory of God"
In Romans

3:19 Paul clearly

entire Old Testament.94
Scriptural

quotations

Lenski points

"for all have sinned

(3:22b-23).

uses v6uos to refer to the

The sources of the previous
in 3:10-18 make this evident.

As

out, "Not one of them is taken from the Mosaic

code, not one from the writings
As the content
especially

"no

of the verses

of Moses,

the Pentateuch."95

cited attests,

upon the moral requirements

Paul centers

of the Old Testament

as v6goS.96
Here the divinely
sonified"
v6gw.
,

Law speaks,

revealed

will of God, the "per-

and it speaks to those who are €v

What the Law metaphorically

actually

speaks when verbalized

here denotes

those

"says" in its content,

to those €v

T~

. v6gw..

"in the sphere of," "in relation

97

it

~v

to," or

94This is an infrequent use in Paul's writings (see
above, p. 52, note 61). Also note that throughout this
verse Paul uses the article with v6goS, thus clearly stating
that the revealed Law of God also speaks to, and directs its
condemnation toward all people, even those gy v6gov ~XOVTa
(2:14; see pp. 43-44, note 34.
95Lenski,

240.

96BAG, 543.
See 2:21-24 and above, p. 53, notes 6364, where Paul has also discussed this.
Lenski, 239,
suggests that this verse refers to the Law content of the
entire Old Testament (referred to in 2:2), while 3:21
introduces the Gospel content of those same Scriptures.
97Sanday and Headlam, 80; and Cranfield, 196, point out
a distinction between A~Y8l
which emphasizes the substance
of what is spoken while A6A8l
stresses the actual outward
verbalization.
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"in the realm of the Law."
literal,

this phrase

translated

While not being the most

can effectively

as "those who are subject

the logical

conclusion

be

to the Law."98

This is

of 2:2 and reflects

part, or even the whole content
Being entrusted

and justifiably

the "Law" as a

of those "oracles

with them also entailed

of God."

being subject

to

them.
The purpose
introduced
tives.99

and result of the Law speaking

by a lva

clause

The phrase

clearly

and draws upon forensic
mouth

is silenced"

and every person

followed

by two aorist

introduces

subjunc-

a courtroom

terminology.l00

speaks to individuals.

overwhelmed

is then

The phrase

scene
"every

It leaves each

by the evidence

and without

a

98BAG, 260. Lenski, 238; and Cranfield, 195-96, emphasize that €v should be taken as referring merely to the
possession of the Scriptures, as in 2:2. However, this
should not be misconstrued as stating that the Law of God or
even the Old Testament as a whole does not also apply to
the Gentiles.
Without regard to their awareness of the
revealed Law, they stand without excuse and under the
judgment of God because of their sin (1:18-32).
However,
Paul will also demonstrate that the Gentiles are the
recipients of the promises as well (for example, 4:11,1617 quoting Gen. 15:7)!
Nevertheless, the primary reference
here is to the Israelites and the Jewish people, that is,
those who were entrusted with the Scriptures (2:2) and who
pledged themselves to them (Ex.24:3,7).
99BAG, 376 states that the lva clause here can be taken
either "in the final sense to denote purpose, aim or goal,"
or [378], as a substitute for the infinitive of result.
BAG, 378, correctly asserts that "in many cases purpose and
result cannot be clearly differentiated, and hence lva is
used for the result which follows according to the purpose
of the subject or of God."
See also Lenski, 241.
looCranfield,
Lenski, 241-42.

196-97; Sanday and Headlam,

80-81; and
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defense

(1:20, 2:1).101

judgment

As one left standing

bench, every person

in the world

(K6agos),

saying a word, awaits his condemnation."102
picture

is further evidenced

secular Greek

punishment.l04

In

that such a person

is liable to

refer to the judicial

to which one is liable or to the injured party.lOS

As in 3:6, K6agos
of the totality

is expressed. lOG
v6goS

The legal

by the use of u~66tKOS.l03

The dative can either

The former is the emphasis

picture

"without

it refers to someone who is guilty of offend-

ing the law and emphasizes

authority

before the

of TWl

eew

Jews who were entrusted

here.

refers to mankind

in general

of God's judgment

on all of mankind

The use of K6agos

in effect condemns

,

and a

in 3:19 implies that Q

the whole world,
with the special

not merely
revelation

the
of it in

lOlBAG, 865, gives the literal meaning of "to close,"
"shut," or "stop" for 0J)oaaw which is also used figuratively
here and in Heb. 11:33 for "to silence."
102Jean Calvin, Commentaries on the Epistle of Paul the
Apostle to the Romans, trans. and ed. J. Owen (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1947), 130.
l03BAG, 644, defines it as "liable to judgment or
punishment, answerable, accountable."
V~60tKOS
occurs only
here in the New Testament.
104Cranfield, p. 197.
translate it as "answerable
10sCranfield,
10GBAG,

446.

197.

Sanday and Headlam,
to God."

p. 80,
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TO

TOO 6800

A6YLa

Gentiles

(3:2).107

The Jews certainly

would be judged severely

is particularly

including

Not just the Gentiles,
mankind,

including

and harshly,

believed

the

but here Paul

the Jews under God's condemnation.

but each and every person

the Jews, are guilty

and all

and accountable

before God.
Paul then substantiates
excluding

attempts

to avoid this liability

less to attain righteousness
Law. "108

this assertion

In contrast

in verse 20 by

before God, much

before him, by "works of the

to what might have been a somewhat

acceptable

critique

introduces

a thought which would have been "diametrically

opposed

to Judaic

of Judaism

thinking

thus far in Romans,

on the Law."109

Paul now

Yet it is the

l07It may be asserted that this poses some difficulty
for interpreting Paul's line of thought here as directed
primarily toward the Jews.
However, this need not be so.
The priority Paul attributes to the Jews, by virtue of God's
grace, is seen in that "the righteousness of God" was
revealed first to them (1:17).
As a result, a Jew has much
advantage (3:2). However, their priority lies not only in
the reception of the promises, but also in judgment as Paul
has clearly stated in 2:9-10.
l08Both are anarthrous here.
See the discussion of
above, pp. 57-59, and especially note 59, p. 51,
in regard to the definite and indefinite occurrences of
v6gos.
Lenski, 244, delineates a difference between them,
stating that without the article as here and in 2:14,17,23,25, it expresses "anything in the nature of law including
that of Moses but likewise including any and every other
ethical code."
His purpose [242], is not to exclude the
Jews since the context makes the application "in particular"
to the Jewish moralist.
Rather, he strives to widen the
application as he interprets this section as denouncing "the
whole class" of moralists among pagans and Christians as
well.
~pva

v6gov

l09Franzmann,

Romans,

63.
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logical

outcome

of his argument

Paul does not introduce
as a Scriptural

quotation,

from the Septuagint

which began in 2:1.110

the first phrase

of verse 20

but the words are assuredly

of Psalm 142:2b

drawn

(143:2 of the Hebrew)

which reads:
The Psalmist
deliverance
is making

is pleading
which

for the Lord to hear his prayer

follows,

quite well.

and he expre~ses

He introduces

Rather,

reply according

to the Lord's

"faithfulness,

righteousness!"

(Ps. 142:1).

He petitions

living person

is not righteous"

In Romans
follows

with him "because

convey a more negative

in your
the Lord not to

before you, every

~,

which better

text, for the Septuagint's
sense.112

he wants his

(PSt 142:2).

Paul has substituted

the Masoretic

the point Paul

his plea for help not

on the basis of his own righteousness.

enter into judgment

for

In addition,

'wv

to

it is

110It is in a sense a concluding statement for all that
Paul has written since 1:18. However, the repeated references to v6uos in 3:19-20 (introduced in 2:12 and used
heavily since then), a word completely and noticeably absent
in 1:18-32, stresses its application specifically to the Jew.
111Paul also "loosely" quotes this verse in Gal. 2:16.
The thought of the Hebrew is reflected in the use of ou
. ~fis for ouoeis, as well as his use of ~
in the
sense of ~VepW~OL.
112Paul does the same while alluding to this same Psalm
verse in Gal. 2:16.
See TDNT, s.v. "~,"
by E. Schweizer,
7:105-10 and 125-38.
He notes [132], that ~
always has
a negative nuance in Paul and stands "in antithetical
parallelism to ~ve()ga." This is based upon the Hebrew .,tlt:l
which is often used to denote man's weakness before God (for
example, Gen. 6:3; 2 ehron. 32:8; Job 10:4; PSt 78:39; Jer.
17:5) . .,tlt:J ?:> is employed to express "all mankindll (for
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certainly
clarify

significant

that Paul inserts ef ~pywv

his statement.113

of righteousness

Justification

is not impossible.

or the attainment

But the attempt

such a status on the basis of "works of the Law" is.
Because

the perfect

justification
clearly

obedience

is not possible

expressed.114

since 1:17, resurfaces
exclusively

continues

here.IIS

to demonstrate

possibility

for any person

A form of 6tKOt6w,

is clearly

as will soon be

notably

a divine passive.
context.

is here soundly

example,

Thus it
However,

the

rejected.
(~)

what Paul

For a Jew who had relied upon the Law

(2:17), it makes what would have been a radical
troversial

absent

and the aorist passive

The latter half of verse 20 reinforces
has just stated.

Why?

Paul "uses the word almost

the judicial

of its attainment

to gain

which would merit that

of God's judgment,"116

form in this verse

to

v6gov

assessment

Gen 6:12,13;

of the Law's purpose
PSt 145:21;

and con-

and function!

Is. 40:5,6).

113For a discussion of its meaning, see above, pp. 5659, notes 76-84.
Paul has already used this phrase with
the singular in 2:15 (TO ~pyov), and ~pYOv v6gov occurs
again in 3:28 (see also Gal. 2:16, 3:2,5,10).
However,
according to Cranfield, 201, its content is also expressed
more concisely in an abbreviated form throughout this
section (see p. 58, note 83, and pp. 109-10, note 267).
114Even the works of the justified believer, who does
indeed fulfill the Law (13:8), provide no claim for justification before God.
lIS

Romans,

For a complete discussion
see below, pp. 96-109.

of this word group in

116BAG, 197; see also Lenski, 243. The passive form
excludes interpreting it in any ethical sense as a middle.
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Instead of being a way to life and a means to gain a proper
or "righteous"
excluded
effect

standing

before God, which has already

by the reference

is the very opposite!

comes the "unmistakable
of sin!117
"missing

the mark,"

its result

justified

or "full realization"
conveys

sin more com-

(ogoprYULS),

every departure

the idea of

as well as

from the way of

Why then can the Law not justify?
out the very reason why man can never be

before God.

sin and convicts

itself

its

the Law (6LO v6gov)

here it better defines

(ouopryga),

it points

Through

etymologically

as "the action

righteousness."118

142 (143 of Hebrew),

recognition,"

While ogaprla

prehensively

Because

to Psalm

been

It clearly

and unmistakably

uncovers

the sinner.119

117BAG, 291.
Lenski, 244, equates €~tYVWULS
with the
German Erkenntnis.
He points out that "there is much false
YVQULS
but no false ~~lYVWULS,"
and defines the latter as
"personal inner conviction."
Bultmann, Theology of the New
Testament, 1:264, asserts that Paul here means that the Law
leads man into further sin. This thought is developed later
in 7:5,7-11 (o~opgn),
but is not present here.
118BAG,

43; the genitive

is objective.

119See also the discussion of the effects of v6goS
above, pp. 59-60.
Paul asserts that obedience to the Law
must be perfect and that any sin or non-fulfillment of the
Law excludes one from being justified.
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Exegesis
With these verses
division"
3:21-26

and 1:16-17

certainly

of the earlier

auvn

8800 is certainly

begins

the second major

The many affinities
demonstrate

between

this section

stated theme of Romans.

it has been justifiably

the whole Epistle."122

3:21-26120

"the apostle

of this letter.121

an exposition
result,

of Romans

called

In both places,
the dominant,

"the doctrinal
the phrase

over-arching

to be
As a
key to

6tKOLO-

expression

120The authenticity of this section is not widely
disputed. However, according to John Reumann, "The Gospel of
the Righteousness of God," Interpretation 20 (1966):43252, verses 24-26a have been identified [432], as "constructed around a pre-Pauline formula, a confession of
faith, which was perhaps employed liturgically in Hellenistic-Jewish Christianity."
A similar conclusion was arrived
at by Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 1:46; as is
supported by K~semann, Commentary on Romans, 95. For a
complete summary and a critical evaluation of this, see
Walter Maier, "Paul's Concept of Justification, and Some
Recent Interpretations of Romans 3:21-31," (A paper xeroxed
from Concordia Theological Seminary Library, Springfield,
IL, n.d.), 6-13.
An additional theory is set forth by C.
H. Talbert, "A Non-Pauline Fragment at Romans 3:24-26,"
Journal of Biblical Literature 85 (1966):287-96, who
contends that verses 25-26 are non-Pauline on the basis of
their terms which are "unique" for Paul, the liturgical
style, non-pauline theology, and contextual factors.
There
is no textual evidence for his assertions.
121Maier, 13, says these verses
great advantage of possession of the
The first was the Law which revealed
showed the need for the Gospel.
See

mention "the second
oracles of God (3:2)."
sin (3:10-20) and
also Lenski, 239.

122Guthrie, 415.
Cranfield, 199, likewise calls Romans
3:21-26 "the centre and heart" of this section and of all of
Romans.
While its brief length has led some to question the
integral significance of these verses, Kasemann, Commentary
on Romans, 92, offers this plausible corrective:
"If the
doctrine of justification forms the center of [Paul's]
theology and of the present epistle, brevity is to be
expected rather than obscurity."
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(1:16; 3:21,22;

referred

tion of these verses,
phrase

to in 3:25,26).

a definition

and how he asserts

After an exposi-

of Paul's use of that

that it can and cannot

be attained

will follow.
In regard to the setting of 3:21-26 within
initial chapters

of Romans,

Rudolf

Bultmann

the

states,

After the section of 1:18-3:20 has demonstrated that
. both Jews and Gentiles stood under the "wrath of
God," the thesis of righteousness now established by
the occurrence of salvation in Christ is presented in
3:21-31 and the Scripture proof of it is offered in
4:1-25.123
Having

now proven

righteousness
impossible

that salvation

before God is not merely

for both Jew (2:1-3:20)

their own standing

or "works,"

state the positive

assertions

ing.124
another

or the attainment

While the Gospel
emphasis

the antitheses

difficult,

and Gentile

Paul proceeds

of
but

(1:18-32)

by

immediately

to

to which he has been head-

is stated

of Paul continues

in most explicit
to be a marking

which he is excluding

terms,

out of

as a means of attaining

123Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 1:279;
however, the omitted section asserts that "before the
revealing of 'God's righteousness' both" stood under the
wrath of God.
This might lead to the temporal perception
that even "faithful Israel" of the old covenant was under
wrath and without the Promise of forgiveness.
124This is a clear example of the Law paving the way
for the Gospel, and of the Law being proclaimed first in all
of its severity, reducing every person and all the world to
silence before God's tribunal of judgment (3:19), before the
undiminished message of the Gospel is proclaimed.
See
Thesis VI of C. F. W. Walther, The Proper Distinction
Between Law and Gospel, trans. W. Dau (St. Louis:
Concordia, n d
1, 79-87.
v

v

)

,
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"the righteousness

o~

vvvl
sentences

of God."l2S

introduces

"what is one of the great hinge-

on which the argument

The 08 draws a contrast

of the epistle

to, and yet also stresses

tinuation

with, what has preceded.

debated.

Is it a temporal

contrast

with Paul's

previous

cal turn."129
emphasizes

antithesis

However,

the temporal

come in the incarnation

a con-

The force of vvvl

adverb,127

or is it logical

statements?128

takes the easy way out by stating
both the logical

turns."l26

is
in

Ernst Kasemann

that it "characterize[s]

and especially

the presence

the eschatologi-

of the verb tkav€p6w

aspect of this revelation

which has

of Jesus Christ.130

125The current debate here considered does not focus so
much on this offer of righteousness to both Jews and
Gentiles, but, rather, disputes the traditional application
of what these verses say and mean antithetically to Judaism
and the Jewish people.
126Cranfield,

203.

127BAG, 546; Cranfield, 201.
Sanday and Headlam, 82,
reveal the misconception which is drawn from this approach
by stating that the sense is of "two periods succeeding each
other in order of time."
This leads them to conclude [83],
that "under the old system the only way laid down for man to
attain to righteousness was by the strict performance of the
Mosaic Law."
Paul discounts that himself in this very
verse!
128Lenski,

246.

l29Kasemann, Commentary on Romans,
s v . "vDv,"
by G. Stahlin, 4:1117.

92;

see also TDNT,

v

130As in 1:16-17; yet this is not completely "new"
(~).
Instead, it is the full revelation (Katv6s) of the
Promise which had been present all along, "being testified
to" by previous divine revelation (3:21), and now come to
fruition and complete fulfillment in Jesus Christ.
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What has now been revealed
pearance

in the world,"

revealed

in the proclamation

the OLKOtOOUvn
could

in Christ

and continues

to be manifest

of the Gospel

Because

eEoD.132

from its works,
mankind

(1:17-17),131

through

effects

The significance

v6gov),

upon sinful

of recognizing

Paul's various

uses of v6goS

not continuous

in content with the perfection-demanding

aspects

of the Law contained

new, or better,

fulfilled

is

the Law.

"apart from the Law" (xwp1s

and its devastating

(3:19-20).133

and

of sin this righteousness

in no way have ever been attained

Thus it is necessarily

and "his ap-

again becomes

apparent.

in the Old Testament,134

revelation

by the Law and the Prophets."135

While

this

"is being testified

to

The Gospel here expounded

131The form is in the perfect tense as in 1 Tim. 3:16.
is often quite synonymous with a~oKoAu~TW as
employed in the present passive in 1:17. Both verbs are
also used to refer to Christ's second coming.
See BAG, 853.

¢ovEp6w

132See

the discussion

below, pp. 104-7.

133It is important to note that v6uov in 3:21 is,
according to Cranfield, 201, "equivalent in significance to
xwp1s ~pywv v6gov in verse 28 and xwpls ~pywv in 4:6."
While Paul is unequivocal in his denunciation of these as
means of attaining righteousness, he is quick to state that
this does not in any way nullify the Law (3:31)!
134"The Law and the Prophets"
tateuch and the rest of the Hebrew
pp. 51-52, and BAG, 542-543.

here denote
Scriptures.

the PenSee above,

135For gOpTVp8W,
see BAG, 492-93; Cranfield, 202-3,
note 3. Paul only uses this word eight times, but here it
emphasizes the legal framework of his thought.
Compare this
with its common use in John for divine attestation and
testimony.
BAG, 843, states that the use of u~6 with the
passive participle expresses a genitive of agent.
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is witnessed
promises.
through

to and thus contained

Most significantly,

this Gospel

4; chapters

maintain

revelation
binding

to demonstrate

Romans

argument.

"is proclaimed

(1:2;
to

This

with legally

force."136

Having

reintroduced

of God," Paul continues
of it.137

In similar

the means by which

the concept

by making

of "the righteousness

a more explicit

sin is recognized,

the means by which the

of God is both recognized

through

(OlO

faith

is basically

7Ti<TT€WS).138

through

and appropriated

As Kasemann

human receptivity."139

faith is Jesus Christ.

definition

fashion to the way in which the Law is

righteousness

received

which comes

continues

gapTvpEw

nature of Paul's

of righteousness

the

with the Old Testa-

throughout

9-11; 15:8-12).

the forensic

them through

the righteousness

is also continuous

ment as Paul strives
chapter

within

notes,

"Faith

And the object of this

This righteousness

of God is

faith, and, just as the condemnation

rests upon everyone

and all who have sinned

136Ka.semann, Commentary
137 Introduced

by 08;

is

on Romans,

(3:19-20),

of God
so

93.

as used in the same sense in 9:30.

138For 7Ti<TTtS, see TDNT, s.v. "7Tt<TT8VW,"
by Rudolf
Bultmann, 6:174-228, and especially "7Ti<TTlS and 7Tl<TT8VW in
Paul," 217-22.
He notes [220], "the antithesis of 7Tl<TTtS
and M::ts!."
See also Franzmann, Romans, 63.
139Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 94; he goes on to
add that it expresses itself "in obedience."
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also his righteousness
is of benefit

of 3:22 reveals an unfortunate

since it properly

In addition., the phrase
concisely
primary

summarizes

begins

the thought

of verse 23.

here is certainly

between

Jews and Gentiles

continuously

on Paul's mind.143

Jew has many advantages

verse

of 1:18-3:20.142

the intention

relationship

righteousness

It

"For there is no distinction"

point of "distinction"

abolished.144

who has faith.140

to "all those who are believing."141

The last phrase
division

is to everyone

The

the

which has been

He has asserted

that the

(3:2) which have not now been

Yet in respect

to their need for this

which comes through

faith in Christ,

there is

140Ibid.
He states, "In contrast to the universal
fall in 1:18-3:20 the universality of the gift is emphasized
by 1TaVT8S."
141Lenski,248,
asserts that 1TtOTLS with prepositions
expresses the medium (OLa) of righteousness, the beneficiary
of it (~)
and also the subject of it (€1Tl).
All three are
expressed here if the longer, but doubtful, reading of the
Textus Receptus which adds Kal €1Tl 1TaVT8S is accepted.
This
is likely a conflation of a variant and the original text.
See Bruce Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New
Testament, 3rd ed. (New York:
United Bible Societies,
1971), 508.
142For oLaoT6Av,

see BAG, 188.

143This is evidenced by the repeated references
already made to it (1:16-17; 2:9-10; 3:9).

he has

144But see Michel, 105, who states, "Der Allgemeinheit
der Knechtschaft (Rom 3.9) tritt die Allgemeinheit des
Glaubens gegenuber; aber in diesem Fall bedeutet Allgemeinheit Aufhebung der Unterschiede, auch Aufhebung des Vorrechts Israels."
("The universality of the bondage walks
in opposition to the universality of faith; but in this
case the universal cancellation of the distinction signifies
also the cancellation of the advantages of Israel.")
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no difference.145

What was intended

2:12 and buttressed

by the Scriptural

is here irrevocably

stated:

ramifications

However,

"All have sinned."146

The

As a further
"lacking

or praise"

back to the Hebrew

splendor

and brightness

presence

of God.149

predicament,

result of sin, every

the glory of God."147

o6fa should not merely be understood
opinion

before

done does not

of each individual's

is also deficient,

harkens

in 3:10-18

the sin which men have actively

Jew or Gentile.

"favorable

evidence

(2:9,16).

fully reveal the severity

person

the words of

of "doing evil" in regard to judgment

God are inescapable

whether

behind

as expressing

from God.148

j'~~
which

Man is deficient

Rather,

expresses

of the manifestations

a lack of
it

the perfect

of the

in regard to the

145Sanday and Headlam, 84; as there is also no difference once they have received the gift of faith (Gal.
3:27-28).
146BAG, 42; Lenski, 248. The second aorist of auaDTOVW
is constative and used in an abstract sense as the summation of all sins.
Cranfield, 153, suggests that it may
also speak proleptically of the last judgment.
147BAG, 849.
The active meanings of iJcrT8pew are "to
come too late," or "to miss."
In the middle voice, its
sense is "to be inferior" or "lacking."
The present tense
expresses a state of existence.
148Calvin,

74; for this use see 2:7,10; John 12:43.

149Sanday and Headlam, 84; and Kasemann, Commentary on
Romans, 95, who states that this points to "the lost glory
to which 1:23 alludes already."
Thus in 5:1-2, "having been
justified by faith.
. we exult in hope of the glory of
God" which we will once again share.
In addition, j'~~/o6fa
is often used in expressions of divine revelation in the Old
Testament (for example, Ex. 24:16; 40:34).
Lenski, 249,
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intended

reflection

God (Genesis

he was to be of the glorious

1:26-7),

fall into sin.15o

image of

66fo which has been lost due to the

In this sense the genitive

ToD

6EOD is

possessive.151
The transition
somewhat

difficult.

made as ways

to the participle
The following

6LKOLOUgEVOL

(1) along with 6WPEOV,
of UO'TEpoDvTO L •

beginning

suggestions

verse 24 is

have been

can be linked with its context:152
to detail or prove the condition

(2) as equated with UO'TEpoDvTOL,
which
changes the aspect of the participle.

in essence

(3) to make
tence.

of a new sen-

6LKOLougEVOL

the beginning

(4) to view 22b-3 as a parenthesis which then ties this
participle back to the masculine plural accusative participle TOUS ~LaTEuoVTOs in 22a.
The last choice makes the most sense if one is forced to
choose one among these, but the first is also helpful.
Murray
verb

observes

6lKOL6w

that the present

passive

participle

of the

is here used for the first time "directly

and

disputes this, contending that here 66fa "has no connection
with God's own essential glory."
1501n regard to the fall into sin, this is more
explicitly expressed in 3 Baruch 4:16 and the Apocalypse
Moses 21:6.

of

151Murray, 1:112-13, lists the other possibilities
which are to take it as an objective genitive ("failing to
give God glory"), or subjective ("failing to receive the
glory He gives").
152Sanday and Headlam, 85; Maier, 13-14; and Cranfield, 205.
In the fourth case, the accusative has been
changed to a nominative by attraction from ~avTES in verse
23.
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positively

in reference

to what

is the leading

theme of this

epistle."153
6wpEav,

the accusative

as an adverb.154
further defined
to emphasize

form of 6WPEO,

Its meaning

is equated

by, TP aUTOO XOpLTL.155

that justification

grace,"
costly.

in man.156

occurs

they serve

solely from God's

While God justifies

or effected

by

"freely by his

the basis upon which he does justify was indeed very
Paul very concretely

means of or "through
Christ

with, as well as
Together

free love and mercy and was not prompted
anything

is used in 3:24

specifies

the redemption,

that it comes by

the one which

is in

Jesus."lS7
originally

a~oAUTpwaLS

l53Murray,
2:13; 3:4,20.

1:114; though

154BAG, 210.
the New Testament,
Thess. 3:8.

referred

to the buying back of

it has already

appeared

in

It appears as such nine other times in
among them 2 Cor. 11:7; Gal. 2:21; and 2

155Ibid., 877, defines it as "the action of one who
volunteers to do something to which he is not bound."
xaDL~
is a significant term in Romans as is revealed by its use in
5:15 (together with 6WpEO),20; 6:1; 11:5-6 (four times as
the antithesis of Be ~pyov!);
and negatively in 4:4.
See
TDNT, s.v. "xalpw,"
by H. Conzelmann and W. Zimmerli,
9:359-415, and especially Conzelmann, "XOPLS in Paul," 39396, who describes xapLS
[393], as the concept which "most
clearly expresses [Paul's] understanding of the salvation
event."
156Note

the emphatic

position

of aUTOO.

157BAG, 260, takes BV in a causal or instrumental
to convey that this redemption was accomplished by God
the past through the person and work of Christ Jesus.
it does not refer to the present union of the believer
Christ.

sense
in
Thus
with

80
a slave, making
ransom

him free by payment

itself.158

redemption

of a ransom,

Here it is figurative

or acquittal

mean either
publicly,

meaning

"to propose

to oneself"

and can

or "to set forth

Paul uses it of his intended

in 1:13, and this points

here as well.161

Verses

this.

is rare in the New Testament,159

to display."160

travel plans

the

which comes through Christ.

25 and 26 then serve to further define
rrpoTlengL

denoting

or to the

However,

toward the former

the latter

is generally

158Ibid., 96; again, a judicial sense is present.
See
Sanday and Headlam, 86; Barrett, 76: and Leon Morris, The
Apostolic Preaching of the Cross, reprint ed. (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1956), 26-59, especially 41-42, who all
assert that the idea of "the ransom paid" is still in force
here, as in Mark 10:45 and 1 Tim. 2:6. However, David Hill,
Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings, Society for New Testament
Studies Monograph Series, 5 (Cambridge:
At the University
Press, 1967),49-81,
especially 54; TDNT, s.v. "'\uw," by F.
Buchsel, 4:354-56: and Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 96,
dispute this largely on the basis of the Septuagint which
uses the term for the deliverance from Egypt where no ransom
is involved (Ex. 6:6; 15:13;
Deut. 7:8: 9:26).
Kasemann,
96, concludes that this is "a liturgical use as in 1 Cor.
1:30; Col. 1:14; Eph. 1:7, which emphasizes the eschatological event."
Although Cranfield, 207, concludes that the
question should be left open, the emphasis upon the great
cost involved and the definite and decisive action conveyed
here should not be overlooked.
159It only occurs three times, always
the middle voice (here, 1:13: Eph. 1:9).

in Paul and in

160BAG, 722, which also gives the meaning "to offer" in
the active voice which fits the sacrificial terms in this
context.
161See Cranfield, 208-10, who cites Chrysostom [210],
as support that its force is to emphasize "that it is God
who is the origin of the redemption."
His emphasis certainly cannot be disputed, but the context favors the other
sense here.
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preferred

since the context

publicity."162

God proposed

set forth Christ
The meaning

publicly

as a lAaOTUpLoV.
in this verse is disputed,

it is theologically

uses this word to translate

seat of the tabernacle
referring

and, in his time, finally has

of lAaaTUptOV

but, by any interpretation,
The Septuagint

is "full of terms denoting

to Christ

and temple.163

as the anti-type

mercy seat to which blood was applied
the Day of Atonement.164
reference

profound.

the h~~~ or mercy

Paul would then be
of the Old Testament
by the High Priest on

This certainly

fits the upcoming

to Jesus' blood and can then be translated,

God set forth as cover of the mercy seat through

"whom

faith in

162Sanday and Headlam, 87, citing F€¢aV€pWTat,
~
and FpaS TUV ~v6€tftv;
also supported by Bruce,
The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, 107.
If lAaOTUptOV
is
taken to refer concretely to the mercy-seat, this reveals
one distinct difference or contrast between Christ's
"public" sacrifice and the Day of Atonement when the High
Priest alone entered the Holy of Holies.

~v6€tftv,

163This is the case in 21 of the 27 times it is used in
the Septuagint, and is also its meaning in Hebrews 9:5. See
Cranfield, 214-18; and particularly Morris, The Apostolic
Preaching of the Cross, 167-74; and idem, "The Meaning of
1A aaTtlP tov in Romans 3.25," New Testament Studies 2 (195556):33-43, who argues that the ritual of the Day of Atonement and a deliberate contrast between the "old" and "new"
lAaaTUptOV
is present in Paul's use of the term.
164Lev. 16:14; see also Heb. 9:25. Maier, 19, insightfully points out that this acted as "a cover, hiding the
tables of the law with its accusations against the people of
God on account of their iniquities."
Bruce, The Epistle of
Paul to the Romans, 106-7, and Lenski, 256-61, assert that
(1) the mercy seat, like the cross, was the place of
atonement, (2) this would clearly have come to mind for
Paul's readers, and (3) Christ served as both High Priest
and sacrifice.
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his blood."165
its place

is inserted

a propitiatory

a more general

sacrifice

this sense, God, rather
direct

which appeases
than condoning

served."167

of that righteous

Whether

fied intention

the actual

not be removed

fits the overall

context

Again,

In

sin, "purposed

to

aUToD

aigaTL

165Lenski,

as

of His Son

wrath which they de-

"mercy-seat"

is the speci-

from consideration

but it
since it

of this verse very well.168

as in verse 22, the benefit

is specifically

.

God's wrath.

of Paul's use here cannot be proven,

should certainly

In

sense of lAaoTllpLov

against His own very Self in the person

the full weight

TW

been contested.166

This has, however,

stated as received

OLa

of this redemption

[Tns]

should not be linked with OLa

rrtoT8ws.169
[Tns]

EV

rrioT8ws,

259.

166For example, Cranfield, 214-15, points out that in
all but one of the Septuagint's references to the mercyseat, lAaoTupLov
has the article.
The recipients of Romans
are also a factor.
Jewish-Christians
or converts from
proselytism would more likely have picked up on the Septuagint's use for the mercy seat.
Whether this would have
been so among Gentile-Christians
who were formerly pagans is
more debatable.
167Ibid., 217; this is dependent on taking rrpoTi6ngL
in the sense of "to propose to oneself" (see above, pp. 8081, note 161).
168Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 463-68,
ignores or downplays the crucial aspect of forgiveness of
sins through sacrificial blood in covenantal theology and in
Paul.
He writes [466, 468], "Paul, in thinking of the
significance of Christ's death, was thinking more in terms
of a change of lordship.
. This transfer takes place by
participation in Christ's death."
169As opposed
means.

to Ef ~pywv

v6gov

(3:20) or any other

83
but with
Jesus'

lAaoTllptov

blood.170

to refer to the sacrificial
The use of blood

the life of the victim

application

Its application

which

introduces
is in Christ

be fact" or "proves"172
righteousness.173

surrendered

(Gen. 9:4;

was then "an

a third aspect of this
Jesus"

It does so by explaining

or "put aside the (individual
committed."17S

(3:24).

It "shows to

that God both is and exhibits

God, "in his forbearance,"174

(6ta)

in

of life."171

ElS ~V6EtetV
"redemption

in sacrifice

to God as a substitute

Lev. 17 :11; Deu t. 12: 23 ).

covering

Maier strongly

the reason why

temporarily

passed

over

acts of) sins previously
emphasizes

that "God could

170Here, as in Tfi aUToD XaptTt
in 3:24 (pp. 78-79, note
156), the position of' aUToD is emphatic.
References to the
blood of Christ and its sacrificial significance are common
throughout the New Testament.
See, for example, 5:29; Acts
20:28; Eph. 1:7; 2:13; Col. 1:20; 1 John 1:7; 5:6.
17lSanday and Headlam, 89. The application of Jesus'
blood is 6ta rrioTEws; see W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic
Judaism, 4th ed. (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1980), 23537.
I

72BAG, 262.

173Maier, 16; and Murray, 1:118-19, emphasize that
here and in verse 26 6tKatOOUvn
expresses an attribute of
God, rather than the righteous status which he bestows, as
in vv. 21-22.
See the discussion below, pp. 105-6.
174According to BAG, 72, avoxn conveys the holding
or delaying of something, or a state of clemency.

back

17SThe construction of this sentence is somewhat
awkward, as is also so in English.
The form of yivouat
is a
perfect active.
BAG, 42, state that auapTnuaTwv
here
denotes the individual acts of sins.
For rrapEOtS as
"passing over" or "letting go unpunished," see BAG, 626;
and Sanday and Headlam, 90. Cranfield, 211, asserts that
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not, and did not, pass over, or pass by, the sins of the
unbelieving
Instead,

wicked

of God,178

tified by faith"

(3:28).

his claims

His emphasis

were also "jus-

here is upon "the

his covenant

faithfulness

forgiveness."179

But was forgiveness
time before Christ
"means of grace"

in regard to the

these believers

of God which demonstrates

and which effects

statement

believers.177

shows by using proof texts from the Old

to demonstrate

righteousness

patience

period."176

this verse refers to Old Testament

As Paul himself
Testament

in the Old Testament

granted

through,

to God's people

for example,

in the Old Testament?

by Lenski properly

addresses

in the

the sacrificial
The following

this question:

Paul writes rrapeULS,
• This does not mean that he
could not have written ~~euLS,
• Paul's passing over
is used for the sake of exactness in the present connec-

it is to be distinguished from ~~euLS, and that these sins
were not forgiven, but only passed over until dealt with
effectively once and for all in Christ's death.
I76Maier, 16. Through reference to the participle rous
rrLureuovras of verse 22, Maier [13-14], properly defines the
recipients of this justification (vv. 24-26) to be both the
Old and New Testament believers.
177Ibid., who describes them [17], as "those who
trustingly awaited the Messiah's coming."
Kasemann,
Commentary on Romans, 100, agrees that "the concern in our
text is with the sins of the people of God in its past
history."
178For example, Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 91,
states that 4:1-25 "offers scriptural proof that the thesis
(3:21-26) corresponds to God's direction of salvation
history and to his will as it is documented in the OT."
179Ibid.,

100.
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tion.
What actually took away the sins of the Old
Testament saints was Christ's blood.
Until that blood
was actually shed all ~¢sutS was, to be exact, a
1TOPSULS; all "remitting" a "passing over".
. Not
that this "passing over" was no "remission" or only an
uncertain thing; in fact, as far as God was concerned
the Lamb was slain already from the foundation of the
world (Rev. 13:8), and time does not hamper God. And
yet, after all, the advance certainty rested on the
actual historical act of our High Priest entering into
the Holy of Holies of heaven with his own blood.
For
this reason Paul writes "passing over."18D
Therefore,

all of those sacrifices

ahead to, and were finally

were based upon, looked

fulfilled

and effective

in the

cross.
This meaning

is closely

connected

with the next phrase

which now shifts attention

to "the present

after the fulfillment.18l

It asserts

which God's previous
demonstration
expresses
tionably

actions were consciously

"the result of an action."183

one who is "righteous
in Jesus,"

throughout

the promised

18DLenski,

~

aimed,

to

"the

in 3:26b

God is unques-

salvation

and justifies

time"

the same purpose

of his righteousness."182

demonstrated

opportune

history

as the

the one who is of faith

Messiah.l84

265.

181~V
rm vDv KOLpm;
Cranfield, 212, states that "this
must be the period which embraces both the time of the
gospel events and also the time of their proclamation in the
on-going preaching of the Gospel."

182As above in 3:25; see p. 83, note 173.
1 8 3

BAG, 229.

1840iKOLOS

present

234,

~K

is used as an adjective, followed by the
active participle of OLKOL6w.
According to BAG,
expresses the cause, motive or reason for which God
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Exegesis
After making
concerning
immediately

these profound

the righteousness
returns

argumentation

3:27-31
and positive

of God through

to discuss

the Jews and Judaism.185
Paul's

of Romans

statements

faith, Paul

its effects particularly

These results

in 2:1-3:20,

upon

are based upon

and also give "a polemical

edge to the theses of vv. 21-26."186

His use of oyv

in

justifies, which is faith in Jesus, again expressed by an
objective genitive.
For these uses of forms of dlKolosl
6lKOl6w,
see below, pp. 98-109.
185Lenski, 265, again asserts that this section is
addressed to Roman Christians.
In an even wider sense,
KKsemann, Commentary on Romans, 102, states that "it attacks
the religious person and only in so doing preserves the
sense of the justification of the ungodly."
Without doubt,
this section was immediately and directly addressed to
Jewish Christians in Rome, who, being justified by faith,
should now clearly see no grounds for boasting on the basis
of the Law or of nationality, as Paul himself had come to
realize (Phil. 3:2-9; pp. 118-21 below).
However, attempting to exclude Paul's intention of speaking inclusively and
directly to all Jews, as he likewise addresses all Gentiles
(1:18-32; 2:14-15; 3:29), is unfounded.
Loader's contention, 16, that Paul is speaking to Jewish Christians and an
"internal Christian problem" leads him to conclude that an
indirect effect, aside from Paul's original intention, was
to reduce "all to a state of salvation.
. including
Jews."
This also weakens the intention of Paul's words.
The direct and intended focus cannot be limited merely to
Jewish Christians.
186Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 102. He also notes
that Paul here refers back to 3:9 and 20 "in such a way that
the question of the prerogative of the Jew becomes more
concrete in the specifically Jewish question as to possible
Ko6xnulS."
Sanders, Paul. the Law. and the Jewish People,
35, disputes this by stating, "The unbroken argument of Rom.
3:27-4:25 concerns not the attitude of self-righteousness,
but God's plan of salvation." While this positive side is
certainly Paul's major thrust, as is stressed in Romans 4,
the polemical nature of these concluding verses of chapter
three cannot be eliminated as easily as he would like.
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verse 27 makes this apparent.187
well as the answers
which stated:

given, are strongly

logical

In view of this

in v6goS?188

How does it affect their

On the basis of verses
"is not a general

29-30, the "boasting"

primarily

excluded

arrogance

before God, but rather refers to the 'Jews'

confidence

in a privileged

possession

of the Law."190

assertion

the

is, Where does it leave those who "find

or "support"

"boasting"?189

"

tJew,' and rely

of God which comes by faith in Christ,

question

comfort"

.

asked, as

linked with 2:17

"But if you bear the name

upon the Law, and boast in God
righteousness

The questions

attitude

of willful

status with God based on their
The context

"denotes

the

of a claim upon God on the ground of one's

187BAG,
common.

592; its use introducing

188For erravarravogaL,

questions

is quite

see BAG, 283.

189For the related verb, Kaux6ogoL, BAG, 426, lists "to
glory, pride oneself."
This can be done in a proper,
positive sense as well when such "boasting" is in Christ
(5:11; 1 Cor. 1:31; 2 Cor. 10:17; Phil. 3:3).
The noun
KavxnoLS
has the sense of pride in something and is also
employed in a positive manner (2 Cor. 7:4; 8:24; 11:10,17; 1
Thess. 2:19).
The key factor is where such "glorying" or
"pride" is based.
190Richard W. Thompson, "Paul's Double Critique of
Jewish Boasting:
A Study of Rom 3,27 in Its Context,"
Biblica 67 (1986):522.
This is reflected throughout
chapter two and especially in 2:17-24.
Beker, 52, makes
this even stronger statement:
"The Jew highlights sin in
its most demonic aspect, because he believes that in
observing the Torah he exhibits true zeal for God.
Paul calls this phenomenon boasting."
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works."191
Such boasting
ted. "192

was "shut out,"

This divine

aorist passive

decisive

action"

validity

of such boasting

question

to denote

"principle"

is asked,

a general

itself!194

"Through

vOuos here is often inter-

However,

by the Old Testament

that is, vOgoS misunderstood

excluded

as a reward

by the Old Testament

which reveals

192sKKAelw,

as

it is also possible
Law.

Boasting

Law of works

as directing
for works.

(~pya

is

vOgou),

man to seek his
It is rather

vOgoS properly

sin (3:20) and excludes

191Cranfield,

Another

or by the instrumen-

to take it in the sense of Old Testament

own righteousness

by Paul

sense, and thus translated

or "system."195

not excluded

Yet the

has also been eliminated

tality of what sort of vOuos?"
preted

or "elimina-

is based upon "the one

and the cross.193

of Christ

on the basis of the Old Testament
rhetorical

"excluded,"

understood

any anthropocentric

219.
BAG, 240.

193 Lenski , 266, states, "The aorist expresses the fact,
the passive implies God as the agent."
See also Michel,
111, who states that it is "durch das Kreuz"; and Sanday
and Headlam, 95.
1942:17-24; 3:9-20.
Cranfield, 219, agrees that Paul
has "more probably" shown this boasting "to be futile and
absurd through the aT scriptures."
195Lenski, 266; Sanday and Headlam, 95, apply it to
the ancient concept of a "constituted order of things."
See
above, pp. 53-54, notes 65-68.
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righteousness.196

means of attaining
more likely,

but the latter does eliminate

the sense of v6goS

here from the previous,

is used in association
boasting

of ~ouoaLOL

be the people
express

The former sense is

with ~pyov.197

having to change
especially

Secondly,

the

in regard to their exclusive

of God is also eliminated

as it

claim to

as Paul goes on to

in 3:29-30.198

The primary
verse.199

purpose

of 3:28 is to support

At the same time, it expresses

196Cranfield,

the previous

a key summary

219-20.

197However, taking v6goS to refer to the Old Testament
does not significantly alter the meaning of the verse, but,
rather, further sharpens its focus and direction.
As
Thompson, 525, concludes, Paul's point is that no one,
including particularly the Jews, may "boast before God based
on (the) law because they do not in fact keep that law
(2 :23 )."
198Thompson's interpretation of Paul's second critique
[527], is that Jewish boasts of exclusiveness must be dismissed since a righteousness has now "been revealed not
only apart from works, but apart from the very law on which
the works are based."
This can only be true if he very
specifically defines "law" as the demanding aspect of the
Mosaic Law since this revealed righteousness is indeed
"being testified to by the Law and the Prophets" (3:21).
Stendahl, Paul Among Jews and Gentiles, 76, has centered
exclusively on Paul's "second critique" here in stating that
in these verses Paul, "our champion,
. gives us Gentiles
the justification for our claims to be God's children."
Such a one-sided approach is also followed by Williamson,
46, who concludes that "the doctrine of justification, then,
has not so much to do with the forgiveness of the individual
as with the salvation-historical
inclusion of the Gentiles
in the people of God."
199This is particularly true if yQQ, which is slightly
better attested than ouv, is read; see Metzger, 509.
If
the latter is taken, it introduces a summarization of vv.
21-27.
However, ouv may also be present as an attraction
from 3:27.
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statement
already

which utilizes

employed

which becomes

a number

and discussed.

of the significant
In addition,

in a dispute."201

of the Gospel.202

"to pass

Thus in "non-Greek

fashion"

reached

The plural may be a plural

but could also represent
all believers.203

of authorship,
held by

is that a man, any and

is, in the forensic
declared

it

in the light

that this is a conviction

The conviction

the divine passive,

than "to

It means

is "an insight of faith," a conviction

every person,204

in chapter

Its basic sense here is stronger

think" or "to be of the opinion."2oo
judgment

AOYLC,6g€6a,

a key term with God as its subject

4, is introduced.

terms

sense and again with

righteous

by means of faith.205

200BAG, 476, which also includes "to believe."
Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 103, is critical of all
these translations.
201Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 103; as in 6:11;
8: 18; 14: 14 . See al so TDNT, s .v , "Aoy I C.
oua l ," by H.
Heidland, 4:286-88.
202Kasemann,

Commentary

on Romans,

103.

203Cranfield, 220-21; the plural is also used twice in
verse 31. Lenski, 268, equates it with the "we" of the
Lutheran Confessions to signify "that God has produced this
conviction in us."
If it is representative of all Christians, this is another indication that Paul here is also
assessing the situation of Jewish non-Christians.
204~v6pw~oS
in the singular and without the article
conveys an indefinite and a general or universal sense, BAG,
69. Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 103, states it "has the
force of lone'."

205This is the only time the simple dative of ~taTLS
is used alone with OlKal6w.
Elsewhere prepositions are
always used.
This explains the variant (F, G, lat) which
rearranges the words and inserts OlO before ~laTlS.
In
fact, it is one of only three instances where any simple
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Harkening

back to 3:20a and 21, he is indeed truly justified

"apart from works of the Law."206
A hypothetical
further

Paul's

relationship
consideration.
only?207

question

argument.

is clearly
Verse

is then asked in order to

Once again,
expressed

the Jew/Gentile

as a dominant

29 asks, Is God "the God of Jews

Is he not also (the God) of Gentiles?"

answer would have been accepted
the question

matter under

must be answered

Paul's

by Jews who did believe

in the affirmative.20B

that

God is

dative is used with this verb (3:24; Titus 3:7)!
Luther
here translated "allein durch den Glauben."
However, as
Cranfield, 221, note 3, demonstrates by citing Rufinius'
Latin translation of Origen's comments on these verses and
also Ambrosiaster's,
both of which use sola fide, Luther did
not originate this exclusive terminology.
Kasemann,
Commentary on Romans, 103, goes so far as to point out on
the basis of 3:20a and 22a that "tby faith alone' is the
only adequate rendering of the situation."
Sanders, Paul
and Palestinian Judaism, 490-91, counters that "the argument
about !faith' in Rom. 1-4 is not for some one definite
definition of faith, but primarily against the requirement
of salvation by the law."
206The same thought is expressed in verses 20 and 21,
but is here made most precise (see above, pp. 68-69, 74-75).
207BAG, 528; it further states that the neuter of
uOvos is used here as an adverb "to separate one person
thing from another," as in Gal. 2:10.

or

20BAs is implied by oox!;
see Nunn, p. 127, no. 269.
Their basis would have been the Old Testament and expressions of this are numerous.
For example, Is. 43:11;
45:21,22; and Hermann Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar
Zum Neuen Testament, 6 vols. (Munchen:
C. H. Beck, 1954),
vol. 3: Die Briefe des Neuen Testaments und Die Offenbarung
Johannis, 185, citing Exodus Rab. 29 (88d):
"I am God over
all that come into the world."
However, this goes on to
add, "but I have joined my name only with you; I am not
called the God of the peoples of the world, but the God of
Israel."
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indeed Lord, Ruler,
(2:6,16;

introduces

another

point of affirmation

"since" or "seeing that.''209

certainly
6:4.

creation

3:6,19).

elrrep

meaning

and Judge over his entire

intended

Although

it would have received

directed

at the former.

accepted

facts concerning

intensity

universal

the appeal

However,

acceptance

is primarily

on the basis of these

God's oneness which extends

Paul makes a bold assertion

God the Creator
merciful

"God is one" is

to call to mind the Shema of Deuteronomy

from both Jews and Christians,

all people,

with the

(3:30).

Not only is

and Judge of all, he is also gracious

to all people!210
and through

over

and

God has and will act with equal

the same manner,

faith, to bring righteousness

that is, through

to both Jews and Gentiles!211

This God is the one "who will justify

circumcision

by faith

209BAG, 220, which also gives "if indeed" and "if after
all."
The "if" stems from the ti part, but here the
statement is certainly not conditional or under question.
It rather calls for agreement from all those who affirm that
"God is one."
Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 104, translates it "then certainly."
See also Cranfield, 222, note 2;
and Sanday and Headlam, 96, for a discussion of the significance of the "easier" variant.
210Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 104, goes so far as
to state, "As Creator and Judge God is also the God of the
Gentiles and therefore the salvation of the ungodly.
As
merely the God of the Jews he would cease to be the only
God. "
211Yet this does not abrogate the "priority of the
Jews" (1:16; 2:9-10), their "advantages" (3:1-2), or the Law
(3:31).
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and uncircumcision

through

the (same) faith"

The use of the article

on the second rriUT€WS

back to the former and emphasizes
same faith which brings
attempts

have been made to distinguish

context Augustine
rhetorical
Verse
transition
raised,
Paul's

points

that it is one and the

justification

for the Jews and 610 rrlUT€WS

(3:30).212

to both.

While

between ~K rrluT€ws

for the Gentiles,213

was likely right in explaining

in this
them as a

variation.214
31 then concludes
to chapter

particularly
assertions

four.

this thought
The objection

to verses

and serves as a
which could be

27-30, concerns

have upon the divinely

the effects

given Law.

By

212Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 104 states, that the
verb is "a logical future, since justification already
follows."
However, the future can also refer to the
eschatological consummation of God's justification without
excluding the present sense (see below, p. 106).
BAG, 33
and 653, states that OKPO@UUTlO
together with rr€plTogQ
are
used abstractly to denote Gentiles and Jews in 4:9 and Col.
3:11;
6KPOSUUTtO
can also refer literally to "uncircumcised
men" (Acts 11:3; 1 Cor. 7:18), as well as to "the state of
uncircumcision"
(2:25-27; Gal. 5:6; 6:15).
213Following Origen are Sanday and Headlam, 96, who
explain that ~K denotes the source of justification which
for the Jew is channeled through circumcision, though the
force at work is faith.
6t6 expresses attendant circumstances and means that Gentiles are justified with "no special
channel."
This certainly questions the place of baptism as
expounded in Romans 6 and seems to put forward the very
opposite of what Paul is asserting.
Jews and Gentiles are
justified in the same way!
214Cranfield, 222, cites Augustine, De Spiro et litt.
29.50, who stated, "non ad aliquam differtiam.
. sed ad
varietatem locutionis."
This is also supported by K~semann,
Commentary on Romans, 104, who terms the variation "rhetorical."
Paul displays a similar use of the prepositions 6t6
and ~v in 4:11 and 5:10.
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contending

that justification

by faith is apart from v6goS

and these

"works of the Law," do "we nullify

rendering

it ineffective

his strongest

objection

or powerless?215
possible!216

that on this basis we "confirm"

the Law"

Paul replies with

It is rather the case

or "consider v6gov

valid."217
The use of v6goS

here could refer to the Pentateuch

the entire Old Testament.

If so, the point Paul conveys

that the way to God 6ta ~larEws,
is confirmed

~pywv,

Abraham
4.218

by the Scriptures.

as an ultimate

and decisive

He is no exception

but, rather,

Paul's

215For Karapyew,

is

of ~

Paul goes on to use

test case in chapter

to what Paul has here asserted,

the very opposite.

faith validates

to the exclusion

or

statements

The account
(4:3,5,13).

of Abraham's
This is the

see BAG, 417.

216BAG, 158; yevotro
is the aorist optative middle and
with ~ conveys a strong negation which Paul employs only
after rhetorical questions (3:4,6; 6:2,17; 7:7,13; 9:14;
11:1,11).
The Septuagint uses the same expression in Gen.
44:17 and Josh. 22:29.
217Ibid., 382. While the meanings of "to establish" or
"to make valid" are also given for larovw, those actions, in
regard to v6goS, have certainly been accomplished by God.
In asserting justification by faith, Paul is stating that he
is not thereby regarding what God has established as
invalid.
Instead, he is affirming v6goS to be valid and
here confirming it as such.
218In 4:6-8, Paul also utilizes the words of David from
Psalm 32:2 as further weighty support.
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preferred

of v6goS.219

definition

However,
demanding

interpreting

requirements

perhaps,

the word in the sense of the

of God's v6goS

more theologically

discussing

the relationship

the righteousness
asserting

profound
between

as well.

of this righteousness

and,

If Paul is

the Law's demands

which comes in the Gospel,

that the Law's demands

proclamation

is also possible

and

he is then

are confirmed
(3:21-26)!

by the
Those without

faith are still in sin and under the Law and its condemnation (1:18-3:20).
teousness
virtue

through

sacrificed

which comes through
on the cross

Rather,

in our place by the active and passive

of Jesus Christ.

Through

are by no means nullified.

only by

the blood of

(3:24-25).

of the Law were not abrogated.

fulfilled

pletely

for those to whom this righ-

faith has come, it is received

of the redemption

Jesus Christ
demands

However,

There the
they were
obedience

faith in him, the Law's demands
Instead,

they have been com-

satisfied!22o

219Kasemann,
refers back to v.
the righteousness
stated in the ~T.
transition to ch.

Commentary on Romans, 105, states, "It
21b in which the law is also witness to
of faith and v6goS is the will of God
• The statement makes sense only as a
4."

220Paul makes this more explicit in Galatians where he
states, "Christ redeemed us from the curse of the Law,
having become a curse for us" (3:13; see below, pp. 116-17).
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Excursus

on Paul's Use of the Word Group

"61Kn"

in Romans221
The decisive
strate

in 3:19-31

been revealed

€K

point which Paul is striving
is the 6LKoLouuvn

rriuT8ws

6800

rriUTLV

8ls

pertinent

to this study.

righteousness

of 1:17 which has

(1:17).

Paul's use of this word group in Romans

An analysis

How does he express

that such

can and cannot be attained?

of "a custom"

utilized
texts.222

The adjective

employed

applied

con-

to one who "obamong men and

The noun 6LKoLouuvn,

in each of these contexts,

while also

became a technical

"as a basic legislative

the observance

and was

and religious

his obligations"

sphere.223

in the legal sphere
justice,

political,

6iKOLOS'

or "fulfills

in the religious

had the

or "what is customary,"

in legal, ethical,

serves custom"

of

is especially

The basic Greek word in this group, ~,
meaning

to demon-

of law and judicial

principle,

term
e.g.,

procedure."224

221A number of significant studies on this word group
include, Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 1:274-85;
Hill, 82-139, which comprises chapter 4, "The Background and
Meaning of 6LKoLouuvn
and Cognate Words"; The Interpreter's
Dictionary of the Bible, 4 vols., ed. G. A. Buttrick (New
York:
Abingdon Press, 1962), s.v. "Righteousness" by E. R.
Achtemeier, 4:85 [hereafter IDB]; Morris, The Apostolic
Preaching of the Cross, 224-74; Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 544-46; TDNT, s.v. "~,"
by G. Schrenk
and G. Quell, 2:174-225.
222Cranfield,
223Schrenk,
224 Ibid.,

93; Schrenk,
TDNT, 2:182.

193.

192.
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However,
decisive

in the Septuagint

change."225

altered"226

through

various

its use to translate

of human beings

In a comparable
righteous

to denote

root

of ~,

the

the proper

in all the spheres of life.228

and also does righteousness.229

Yet the crucial

aspect of God's righteousness

to his dealings

225Ibid.,

a

sense, they are also used of God who is

and foundational
regard

the Hebrew

with the Greek usages

forms of Pi~ are utilized

activities

"attests

Its sense has been "significantly

In similarity

Vi~.227

this word group

with people

(npi~)in

is his covenant

with

185.

226Cranfield,

94.

vi~

227For the use of
in the Old Testament, see
especially IDB, "Righteousness in the aT," 4:80-85; and
Hill, 82-98.
For the Septuagint's view and translation, see
Hill, 104-109.
This root in all of its forms and cognates
occurs over 500 times in the a.T., most often in Psalms,
Proverbs, Isaiah, and Ezekiel.
228For instance, it is used of legal activity (Is.
5:7), to express the forensic idea of a divine or human
tribunal (Is. 5:23; Deut. 24:13), for the governing of a
ruler (Jer. 23:5), for obedience to the Law (Is. 51:7), to
convey ethical uprightness (Gen. 6:9), and for the people's
covenant loyalty (Ps. 37:12; Is. 26:2-3).
229For example, in the legal sphere God judges and
gives the Law (Ps. 9:5; 119:7; Is. 42:21), he acts reliably
(Is. 9:24), he speaks righteously (Ex. 9:27), and he
vindicates his people, giving them victory (Judges 5:11; Is.
62:1-2).
Forms of Pi~ also express God's saving activity,
particularly in Isaiah (46:13; 56:1).
In this last sense,
olKoloavvn
is also used in the Septuagint to translate iOM
(Gen 19:19; 20:13; 21:23; Ex. 15:13; 34:7) and no~ (Gen.
24:29; Is. 38:19; 39:8; Dan. 8:12).
OlKOtOaVvn
is also
employed in a forensic sense to translate b~~o (Is. 61:8;
Mal. 2:17).
These are all certainly significant for
understanding its meaning in Romans 3:25-26.
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Israel.230

Thus

"the righteousness

of God is the covenant

God in action."231
On the basis of and within

this covenant,

be said of man.

When God declares

they are brought

back into a proper

(Ps. 82:3; Is. 50:8).

The covenant

eous, he can also act righteously
In the New Testament
by this word group.

his people

righteous,

relationship

with him

man not only is right-

and do righteousness.232

these same concepts

Yet, particularly

are made even more precise.233

the same can

Through

are expressed

here in Romans,

they

his use of the

230IDB, 4:85; also Walter R. Roehrs, "Covenant and
Justification in the Old Testament," Concordia Theological
Monthly 35 (1964):583-602.
231Roehrs,

596.

232As Paul expresses in Romans 4, the primary example
of this is Abraham.
In faith he believed and was reckoned
as righteous (Gen. 15:6; Rom. 4:5b).
On this basis, God
expects Abraham to do righteousness (Gen. 18:19).
233The other cognates used in Romans should also be
briefly mentioned.
Paul uses the plural of 6LKotwgO,
the
form of which expresses the consequence of the related verb,
in its most common sense of "statute," "requirement," or
"ordinance" to denote the statutes of the Law (2:26).
However, Paul distinctively uses it in the singular to
express the one divine will which, as evidenced in the
world's order, has given the Gentiles a recognizable
demonstration of God's existence (1:32).
The singular also
expresses the unity of his will, in accordance with which
the believer, who is now in the Spirit, strives to live
(8:4).
In 5:12-19, the sense of a righteousness which
fulfills such requirements is used for Christ, whose one
6LKOtWgO
brought "justification of life to all men," in
contrast to Adam, whose sin brought KoroKpLgo
to all (5:18).
6LKOtWgO
is also used in 5:16 as a synonym of 6LKOiwOLS
which conveys the action of divine acquittal or the sentence
of justification.
As used in 4:25, 6LKOtWOLS
is linked with
Christ's death and resurrection, the goal of which was our
6LKOtWOLS'
In 5:18 6LKOtWOLS
refers to a result of
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adjective
proven

6lKOlOS,

Paul states that God himself

and demonstrated

(jtOetzKn

to be 6lKOlOS

by "the atoning

sacrifice

ment with the Old Testament,

is (jlKOlo

(3:26) in the KOlVn

of Jesus."234

Paul also concludes

Law itself, due to its divine origin
God's will,

is now

In agreethat the

and as an expression

(7:12).

In the human realm and in line with Greek usage,
employs
describe

this adjective

6lKOlOS

outside

the moral behavior

comparison

with each other

be justified"

(5:7).

have sinned"

context

of people

Paul
to

in

But in regard to being

"For the hearers

of the Law

before God, but the doers of the Law will

(2:13).

is not a righteous

of a salvation

or standing

before God he declares,

are not righteous

of

However,

as a result of sin, "there

one, not even one"

(3:10).235

(3:23), no one can fulfill

Since "all

the Law.236

It is

that is, it gives life in the eternal sense.
Thus
the various uses of this word express the entire existence
of a justified person before God!
Finally, in 2:5 Paul uses 6lKOlOS
in a compound word
with KplolS
to denote God's righteous judgment on the day of
wrath.
This word appears in intertestamental
literature for
the last judgment (Test. Levi 3:2; 15:2).
God is also
described as the 6LKoLoKplrllS,
the Righteous Judge, in 2
Maccabees 12:41; Sibylline Oracles 3:704.
6LKOlwgo,

2 3 4

TDNT, 2: 188 .

235Paul is quoting the Old Testament in order to affirm
that such a righteous one will never be (Ps. 14:1-3; Eccl.
7:21).
236This will be discussed in chapter three of this
thesis.
This is a key point of contention since Paul
asserts that it is a misuse of v6goS for one to think that
he can adequately fulfill it and thus make himself 6lKOLOS
( 3 : 20 ).
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only "through
be made 0 t K

0

the obedience

ro r "

of the One [that] the many will

(5: 19) •

As has been stated,

the verb otKot6w

from a legal sphere and predominantly
connotation

positive

"to pronounce
which

righteous,"

But through

this verb has developed

aspect and function.

a more

The sense of "to justify,"

or "to vindicate"

it is used by Paul.238

stems

had the negative

for the Greeks.237

of "to condemn"

its use in the Septuagint,

originally

is the sense in

The original

legal context

is

also prominent.239
It is extremely
excluded

significant

as an action which people

a verb which can be accomplished
Old Testament,

it expresses

and the saving action
justice

that "to justify"

has been appeased,

has been demonstrated

as

can do before God.

only by God.24o

two aspects,

of God.

is

Through

It is

As in the

both the justice

the cross God's

sin has been dealt with, and he

OiKOtOS

(3:25-26).

he also acts in mercy to grant redemption

E:V rIA>vDv
t

KOtpG>

freely by his

237TDNT, 2:211, posits that Pindar coined this legal
term which then moved into general usage with the sense of
"to regard as fair and right."
238This

reflects

the hiphil

of p~~.

239Maier, 21, concludes that "a careful study of all
the pauline passages dealing with 'justification' by faith
and the saving 'righteousness of God' reveals that in the
apostle's usage the terms OtKot6w
and OtKOtOaVvn
have an
exclusively forensic force."
For example, its antonym is
KoroKplvw
in 8:34.
240As has been seen, this verb is often represented
the divine passive (3:20,24,28).

by
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grace

(3:24), that is, "to justify

is of faith in Jesus"
tricably
Christ

God's action

linked both with "the redemption

Jesus"

benefits

(3:26).

the one who

(6LKaLoOvTa)

is then inex-

which

is in

(3:24) and with faith which receives

of that sacrifice

(3:22,26,28).241

the

The great

insight of the Reformers

in regard to this verb is that "as

used by Paul,

simply

[it] means

tacquit,'

tconfer a right-

eous status on,' and does not in itself contain
ence to moral transformation."242
which

freely establishes

before Him

(5:1).

a proper

excludes

relationship

and standing

acquittal

from

of sin (6:7).

Paul's most significant
for the question

It is then God's action

He does this by granting

the guilt and liability

any refer-

assertion

under consideration

concerning

6tKaL6w

here is what he

as a means of being justified

by God.

Since it is

241This has been clearly demonstrated in 3:21-26 and is
verified in Romans 5:9-10 (see above, pp. 75-76).
242Cranfield, 95; he asserts that this conclusion "is
surely forced upon us by the linguistic evidence," as well
as by the structure and argument of Romans.
Thus the
Apology to the Augsburg Confession, Concordia Triglotta,
Article III, no. 131, p. 191, states, "To be justified does
not mean that a righteous man is made out of a wicked man,
but to be pronounced righteous in a forensic sense."
However, Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 96, argues that in
the context of Rom. 3:21-26, "6LKatOOa8aL
in non-Greek
fashion, yet derivable from the causative hiphil of v,~,
can only mean tto be made righteous'.
. As seen from
baptism, the restored divine image means eschatologically
transformed existence."
Maier, 21, counters that "according
to Pauline theology, the sinner who is justified by faith
immediately becomes a tnew creation' (KaLvn KTlats),
2 Cor.
5:17, but this newness is connected explicitly (in the text)
with his being tin Christ,' and not with justification."
See below, pp. 102-4.
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unquestionably

demonstrable

(3:23), Paul effectively

that all people

eliminates

of receiving

God's gracious

action

particularly

and emphatically

God does not vindicate
own righteousness,
demonstrates,

any human means outside
through

stresses

Law, no flesh will be justified

have sinned

faith.

that "by works of the

in his sight"

those who attempt

(3:20).

to achieve

the ungodly"

ISLa

Paul contends

that it is not postponed

judgment.243

He emphasizes

accomplished

character

In Romans

to stress the certainty

(5:1,9).

occurs,

of

8:30 he even

of the event from

Thus Paul can speak of it as having
in the past

(4:5)!

until the future

"the present

(3:24,26,28).244

all eternity!

their

7rlO'TEWS

In regard to when this action of justifying

uses the aorist

Thus

but rather, as the case of Abraham

he "justifies

justification"

But he

been

As a result,

is an eschatological term.
. [for] the
divine justification which was accomplished at the
cross, which is now believed and which.
. is to be
expected as a consummated and definitive acquittal in
the Last Day.245
ISLKOLO()V

The noun

ISLKoLoO'vvn

tic, in Romans.246

is crucial,

The judicial

243TDNT, 2:205, concludes
tion to Judaism.
244Ibid.,

perhaps

context

even climac-

and the preponder-

that this stands

in opposi-

2:216.

245Ibid., 2:218.
But Kasemann, Commentary on Romans,
104, sees a logical sense to the future tense in 3:30 (see
above, p. 93, note 212).
246For its use in the rest of the New Testament,
TDNT, 2:198-201.

see
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ance of legal terminology,
ly demonstrate

particularly

the forensic

nature

legal force in 3:20-26.247
it is used to denote

of 6tKOtOaVvn

Bultmann

the condition

in 3:19-31,

certain-

and its

speaks of 6tKOtOaVvn

of salvation,

as

as follows:

It does not mean the ethical quality of a person.
It
does not mean any quality at all, but a relationship.
That is, 6tKOtOaVvn
is not something a person has as his
own; rather it is something he has in the verdict of
the "forum".
. He is "righteous" not to the extent
that he may be innocent, but to the extent that he is
acknowledged innocent.248
Righteousness
believer

is reckoned,

(Aoy1bogOt;

new relationship
remain

pronounced,

4:3-8,22-25),

with God.

(Rom. 7:13-24),

that Old Adam, not yet made completely
forensically

"as if" they were righteous.
ogy makes this explicit.249

declared

righteous,

they are, in

or morally

righteous.

and viewed

through

regard the believer

the covenant,

by the death of Jesus,

to

by God
terminol-

Yet as a New Man, who has been

but truly makes him so.

is only through

a

continue

The legal, courtroom

both buried and raised with Christ
God does not merely

to the

and this establishes

Since even believers

in sin in this world

They are, rather,

or ascribed

baptism

(6:4),

"as if" he were

Yet in both aspects,

the one completely

that God pronounces

it

fulfilled

the Old Man and

247This is also true, again with the 6lKOl6w,
in 8:34
(see above, pp. 100-1, and especially notes 239 and 242).
248Bultmann,

Theology

of the New Testament,

1:272.

249However, this forensic terminology cannot be pushed
to its extremes or completely comprehended either.
As TDNT,
2:205, concludes, it is "against all human standards,"
"bursts the forms," and is finally incomprehensible to man.
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makes the New Man to be righteous,
God's very own 6tKOLoouvn.
"God exercises
accordance

that is, a possessor

All of this demonstrates

grace which

is not capricious

that

but which

with His holy norms, with the covenant

of

is in

and with

true and right."25o
When 6LKOtOOUvn
speaks

"concerning

is used with the genitive
the establishment

3:21-22;

negatively

genitive

is subjective,

tivity,252

in 10:3}.251
denoting

of man which results

of salvation"

It is debated
God's essence

or of origin/authorship,

eBoD, Paul

expressing

from God's action.253

(1:17;

whether

the

and acthe status

Both are

250TDNT, 2:205.
Here the Old Testament's covenantal
setting clearly shines through (see above, pp. 96-98).
251 Ibid., 203.
252Ibid.
Schrenk concludes [TDNT, 2:203], that there
can be "no doubt of this.
[This] is God's righteousness
alone:
man is taken up into and set in it."
In support of
this understanding is that (I) this is certainly the case in
3:5, (2) the parallelism in 1:17-18 suggests it, (3) the
connection with 6uvogtS
eBoD in 16b, and (4) the uses of
nv'~ for God's saving activity in the Old Testament (Ps.
98:2) and in Jewish literature (Enoch 71:14; 99:10; lQS
10 :25; 11: 12 ). See C ran fie Id , 95 -97 .
253S0 Maier, 3, who concludes that "the righteousness
of God is one originated and prepared by God, through
Christ."
Cranfield, 97-98, supports this on the basis of
(1) its use in 10:3 to denote the status of righteousness in
contrast to "their own" activities aimed at achieving
righteousness (as in Phil 3:9; 1 Cor. 1:30) which 5:17
supports,
(2) the references to faith which also refer to
man's status, (3) the Habakkuk quotation which centers on
the justified man, and (4) the structure of the Epistle
(1:18-4:25 deals with "6 6lKOLOS
~K 7rlOTBWS," while 5:18:39 stresses how he "will live.").
Cranfield sees the
focus of attention throughout to be the status of righteousness (2:13; 3:20,24; 4:2,13; 5:1,9,19).
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expressed
defines

by Paul himself,254

this phrase

and G. Schrenk

comprehensively

as follows:

The oLKoLocruvn
eEOO is God's righteousness as a conjunction of judgment and grace which He enjoys and demonstrates by showing righteousness, by imparting it as His
pardoning sentence, but which also draws into His
kingdom as new life and thereby pledges to service.
It
will be fully manifested at the last judgment.255
In the context
the position

of 3:19-31,

of sinners

before God, the emphasis

placed upon the subjective
In Romans
used to express
divine

attribute

righteousness

3:25-26,

then, where Paul is discussing

aspect of the genitive.256

the phrase Tfis

"the inherent
and activity

righteousness

both justice

254As Cranfield
255TDNT,

admits,

This

a static attribute,

force.258

And it is exhibited

of God, the

of righteousness."257

an active and effective

Gospel.

oLKoLocruvns OUTOO is

righteousness

of God is not merely

comprises

should be

The demonstration
and mercy,

most fully "through

but

of His

both Law and
the

98-99, note 1.

2:203.

256Kasemann, Commentary on Romans, 28, warns that, in
view of "the virtual consensus" on this today, "everyone
conceals his own opinion behind this grammatical cipher."
Luther translated this as "die Gerechtigkeit, die vor Gott
gilt," which, as a kind of objective genitive, expresses
that this is the righteousness which counts or "is valid
before God."
While perhaps over-interpretative,
this
properly conveys Paul's thought.
257Maier, 16. Murray, 1:119, similarly concludes
this refers to "the inherent justice of God."

that

258As such it is associated with ouvauLS and arroKoAurrTw
in 1:16-17, with ~ovEp6w in 3:21, and with ~VOELfLS in 3:256.
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redemption

which

is in Christ

of Christ proves

Jesus"

(3:21-26).

God to be righteous

(3:25-26),

and merciful,

and seeks to embrace

Gentiles.259

~tKatocruvn

but incorporates
of Christ.
a present
regard

one into the community

reality

Rather,

. [and] which moves
(5:12-21;
Finally,
forgiveness

Tp

aUToD

6tKatocruvn

(1:16-17)

it "is a binding,

objective

forward victoriously

As
time.

for the

"leads to the royal dominion

power
of grace

to eternal

6:16-20).261
how is the 6tKalocruvn

of sins and the restored

e80D attained?
relationship

in 3:24; see also 5:1-2,17;

cannot be earned or deserved,

11:5).

The

with God

are freely given as a gift of God's grace

xaplTt

as both

of God which transcends

of God is not a static attribute

and norm of God" which

it bestows

of faith, the Body

(5:19; 8:33; 10:4-10).260

it is a verdict

New Man either.

both Jews and

and a solid ground of future hope in

to the last judgment

The righteousness

both just

e80D then is not individualistic,

It is also linked with crwTnpia

with 6tKat6w,

life"

all people,

The cross

(~Wp8aV

As such

nor should one seek

259However, it is not temporal, marking "the replacing
of the way of the Law by the new way of salvation" as
Schrenk [TDNT, 2:204], asserts.
Paul refutes that there
ever was or is now any other way to salvation (Romans 4).
Instead, he stresses that the attainment of the righteousness of God through faith has been attested to throughout
the Old Testament era (3:21).
260As is probably the nuance present
(see above, p. 93, note 212).
261TDNT,

2:210, and then, 2:209.

also in 3:20,30
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to obtain

it on one's own merits

involve self-deception
and despair

and are certain

(3:19-20).

such attempts

(10:3).

Although

Those efforts

to end in futility

Paul clearly

indicates

have been made by those who "bear the name

'Jew,' and rely upon the Law, and boast in God"
maintains

"that a man is justified

of the Law" (3:28).

The OtKOtocruvn 6800 comes through

it as a gift (1:17; 3:22-28;

faith excludes

personal

not a meritorious

efforts,

reason,

and virtue,

Such
and is

it must be noted that Paul does

a righteousness

of the Law, particularly

"For Moses writes

the righteousness

which

in Romans

that the man who practices

is based on the Law shall live by

that righteousness"

(10:5; quoting

that by doing v6goS

one could become

declaration.264

4; 5:1).

faith

work itself.262

In this regard,

9:30-10:5.263

(2:17), he

by faith apart from works

which receives

describe

that

Lev. 18:5).
righteous

Yet "Israel, pursuing

v6gov

Paul affirms
by God's

oLKoLocruvns,

262For example, OLKOtocruvn is never used with otO plus
the accusative case to state that it comes "on account of
faith" or "because of faith."
See TDNT, 2:206-207.
263For example, OLKOtocruvns 81s v6gov in 9:31; ~
OLKoLocruvnv
rnv ~K (roD] v6gou in 10:5. This positive sense
of v6goS need not be seen as contradictory to the negative
sense it conveys when Paul uses it in connection with ~
and the striving of man to obtain oLKoLocruvn.
This is
especially significant in light of the various critical
interpretations made of Paul's use of v6goS (see above, pp.
14-18 and 50-51).
264Indeed, Paul asserts that the people of Israel
(9:31) in this way sought "to establish their own" righteousness (10:3; see also the discussion of Phil. 3:9 below,
pp. 120-22).
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did not arrive at v6gov.265
(it was pursued)

"the decisive

point

Those who strove to pursue

could be attained

Ef

the righteousness

which

never fulfill

~pywv

and Gentiles

to Juda-

as if it

they could

Since there is no distinction

it perfectly.

the attainment

in this way has been excluded

can be attained

(9:31-32).

did not arrive at v6goS or attain

it could give because

(3:19-20,28).

Because

in relation

<5LKOLOO'UV71

among men in regard to sin (3:22b-23),
righteousness

of what?

not by faith, but as by works"

This is, for Paul,
ism."266

On account

Because

is to be received

of

for both Jews

of sin, the only way it

EK ~LO'Tews (9:32; 3:20,21-

24).
In asserting
eousness

which both originates

Paul juxtaposes
v6gov

(3:19-31).

ways.

faith as that which receives

~tO'TLS

from and is bestowed

with ~

He stresses

and, particularly,
the exclusiveness

It is either ~pyo v6gov,

ever actually

be justified

the rightby God,
~

of these two

by which no sinner will

(3:20), or

~tO'TLS,

by which God

freely grants his righteousness

to both Jews and Gentiles

(3:29).

Paul clearly

that

received

by faith and excludes

expresses

<5LKOLOO'UV71

eeoO is

any such "works of the Law"

265A number of variants attempt to add <5LKOLOO'VV71S
after v6gov here (second hand of Sinaiticus, Psi, Gothic H,
Latin and Syriac).
While the evidence for this is weak, it
does adequately complete the thought.
266TDNT, 2:202.
Here Schrenk concludes that "Paul
takes over a sacred Jewish word when he speaks of righteousness, but he turns it against the legal conception of
Judaism."
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done by man (xwpls;
opposition

3:21,28).

to God's xapLS

tification,

Paul even sets ~

(11:6)!

In the sphere of jus-

it is finally not merely

versus works,

in

a matter

of faith

but of man's works which stand in opposition

to and exclude

God's grace.

with any boasting

Therefore,

in or reliance

vOgou,

~pya

along

upon them, must be excluded

(2:17; 3:28).

Conclusions

Regarding

Paul's Application

NOgou"

"Iou6a"l
0t

"Epya

Within
Paul strives
"There

Romans
to make

3:19-31,

excludes

(3:22b-23).

enunciated

It is because

at achieving

righteousness

righteousness

"works of the Law."
phrase

~pya

negatively

vOgou

the primary

are "most naturally

to

eliminates

effort which aims to

anthropocentric

attempt

before God which Paul specificalaiming to exclude

is an

which is based upon the observance
This is concisely

(3:20,28).

of vOgou

or attempt

before God.

ly takes to task here and is chiefly
assumed

of sin that Paul

He especially

or man-based

a state of justification

More particularly,

in 3:22b-23,

opportunity

escape vrr06tKOS before God (3:19).

achieve

point which

since all have sinned and lack

any and every possible

any and every man-centered

"

the major negative

is clearly

is no distinction,

God's glory"

to "01

of

In addition,

in 3:21 and ~
understood

expressed

or

by the

Paul also speaks

in 3:27, both of which

in relation

to ~f

~pywp

pOgou
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and OLa v6gov

in verse 20."267

Together

speak of a method which will always
teousness

these expressions

fail to achieve

(3:20), and which Paul therefore

righ-

excludes

from the

arena of justification.
This critical
revealed

assessment

of ~pya

in their value coram deo.

flesh will be justified

unified

totality

("original

sin"; see 3:22-23;

"Obedience,

(3:23), no attempt

at earning

v6gov.

3:19-31 Paul does not explicitly

within

Judaism.

However,

267Cranfield,

201.

2 6 B

before
that

as those

oLKaLovuvn

before

Today this identification

indicate

Ef ~pywv

v6gov

that in Romans
that attempts

to

are prevalent

the fact that Paul is attributing

TDNT, 4: 1074 •

269See

been identified

It can be admitted

a righteousness

not

(3:20).

that they can or have attained

is being contested.269

This

Since all have

righteousness

sin, can ever be successful

God based upon such ~pya

establish

6:20,23).

is short of perfection,

The Jews have traditionally
who believe

every person

as a means of justifica-

good acts."26B

God by works of the Law which
is, without

corrupted

also 5:12-13;

v6gov

Paul not only

too, can only be total obedience,

just the sum of individual
sinned

(3:20).

acts, but also as a

which has completely

is also the case with ~pya
tion.

"By works of the Law no

in His sight"

views sin as the sum of individual

is ultimately

v6gov

above, pp. 12-18.
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such attempts

to at least some of the Jews of his day is

quite clear from the context.270
of Romans make it difficult

non-Christians
because

to question

In 1:18-3:20

interpretation.

The first three chapters
this "traditional"

Paul is seeking

to reduce all

to an equal status of condemnation

of sin (3:23).

ing the situation
faith in Christ

In 1:18-32 Paul is vividly

of the Gentile

2:1-2,9-12;

address-

who has not yet come to

and who is, therefore,

God (1:18,24,32;

before God

under the wrath of

Likewise,

3:9).

in 2:1-3:20,

he speaks to the Jew who has not yet come to faith in the
Messiah

and who is also, therefore,

(2:3-10,25;

3:9,19-20).271

under that same judgment

Paul is assessing

of all those who are without

the righteousness

the situation
of God which

comes by faith in Christ.
On the basis of these initial chapters
seems to be an inescapable
these attempts
v6gov

conclusion

to establish

primarily,

although

it

that Paul attributes

a righteousness

perhaps

of Romans,

based on ~

not exclusively,

to those

270However, Lloyd Gaston's interpretation,
"Paul and
the Torah," in Anti-Semitism and the Foundations of Christianity, ed. Alan T. Davies (New York:
Paulist Press,
1979), 48, is that such legalism, "the doing of certain
works in order to win God's favor and to be counted righteous -- arose as a Gentile and not a Jewish problem at all."
Here he then asserts that the Gentile God-fearers introduced
the term "works of the law" which "is not found in any
Jewish texts, [but] refers to the Gentile habit of adopting
certain Jewish practices as a means of self-justification."
According to Gaston, 48, Paul is not opposing or writing
against Jews or Judaism, but Gentiles "infatuated with
Jewish ways and intent on playing Jewish."
271For

the use of "Messiah"

here, see p. 63, note 93.
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who "bear the name

'Jew,' and rely upon the Law, and boast

in God"

(2:17).272

terized

as "boasting"

These are the Jews who Paul has charac(KOVXll(J'LS'

in 3:27; 2:17; 2:23) before

God on the basis of their nationality
cision

(2:25-29),

observance

of the Law and its works

indeed asserting
who exemplifies
of attaining
interpreted
to exclude

and, particularly,

(3:27-30),

their possession
(2:18-20}.273

that it is "the Jew" characterized
the attempt

righteousness
as the primary

to utilize
before God.

Paul is
above

This is properly

element which Paul is attempting

of Two Other Significant

This chapter

and

~pyo v6gov as a means

from the sphere of justification

Overview

circum-

(3:19-20).

Pauline

has focused upon Romans

Passages

3:19-31 where

272See also pp. 45, 56-57, 86-88.
This certainly does
not imply that Paul included all Jews among such "boasters"
or that Paul eliminated the possibility of Gentiles adopting
a similar misconception as Bultmann and Kasemann effectively
demonstrate (see above, pp. 22-24).
Lenski has also
repeatedly asserted [pI 62, note 92, p. 86, note 185], that
this should not be limited to Judaism alone.
Paul is
writing to Christians and certainly warning them and us
against pursuing a righteousness which comes from works of
the Law since the righteousness of faith is xwpls ~pywv
v6gov (3:28).
The application can also be made to the
Gentile non-Christians who may also strive by morality to
live a life worthy of being justified before God.
However, these broader senses do not eliminate or weaken the
force of the immediate application of these verses.
273This is further clarified later in Romans when Paul
writes, "Israel, pursuing a law of righteousness did not
arrive at that Law. Why? Because they did not pursue it by
faith, but as though it were by works.
. For not
knowing about God's righteousness, and seeking to establish
their own, they did not subject themselves to the righteousness of God" (9:31; 10:3).
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Paul analyzes
in attempts
God.

and critiques

to attain

two methods

justification

Paul here specifically

6lKOloauvn

880D

Ola

ef

righteousness

or righteousness

excludes,

v6gov.

Before

it will be helpful

prominent
clarify

pauline

passages.

what Paul wrote

The most obvious
ans.

These coincide

It has been stated that "in Galatians

Gospel

as opposed

its antithesis
numerous
between

Romans

readily

noticed.275

Jerusalem

between

comes

in Galati-

and Romans,
of his

justification

by

As a result, what Paul views as
expressed.

the two letters,

3:19-31 and Galatians

opposing

with and further

the claims

is also quite clearly

parallels

strenuously

presenting

to those of Judaism,

faith is emphasized."274

two other

3:19-31.

and direct parallel

where Paul is consciously

to demonstrate

in first-century

to note briefly

in Romans

of

to obtain

seeking

that the latter method was indeed present
Judaism,

before

as the antithesis

(3:22), attempts

~IaT8ws

~Pywv

which were utilized

The agitators

The

and particularly

2:15-3:26,

are quite

in Galatia whom Paul was

"were Jewish Christian

who were forcing the Galatians

judaizers

from

to be circumcised

274Daniel King, "Paul and the Tannaim:
Galatians," Westminster Theological Journal

A Study in
45 (1983):363.

275Aside from the many linguistic parallels to be
noted, Paul quotes Lev. 18:5 and alludes to Ps. 143:2 in
both sections.
In regard to both letters, Paul appeals to
Abraham as the primary example which authenticates his
teaching in Galatians 3 and Romans 4, and makes prominent
use of Hab. 2:4 and Gen. 15:6 in each letter.
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and to keep the law."276
Gospel

"plus" something

refutes
continue

in Christ
in Christ

rrlUT8WS

assertions

that they must

ritual observan-

made by Paul in Galatians

of the Gospel

"through

oLKaLw8<OM8V

SK

rrluT8ws

the same thought

This justification

(Gal. 3:2,5).

As in Romans

are

3:21-26.

faith (OLO
(srrLu-

Jesus, that we may be justified

Ova

2:20.

in Romans

Jesus, even we have believed

Paul expresses

in Galatians

the Jewish

that a man is justified

faith in Christ
2:16).

the Galatians

in the Old Testament.277

to his exposition

He contends

T8vuaU8V)

As a result, he harshly

to follow and maintain

The positive

rrlUT8WS)

else.

those who were teaching

ces commanded

similar

Paul rejects any notion of the

by
(Gal.

XpLUTOO}"

in different
comes sf

imagery

oKofis

4, Paul appeals

to the

276This is the traditional view cited by George Howard,
Paul:
Crisis in Galatia, Society for New Testament Studies
Monograph Series 35 (New York:
Cambridge University Press,
1979), 19; see also Guthrie, 466; and King, 369-70.
For a
complete discussion of the various theories, see Howard, 119.
277James Dunn's theory, "The New Perspective on Paul,"
The John Rylands University Library Bulletin 65 (198283}:107-10, is that Paul is attacking the view that God's
acknowledgment of covenantal status is bound up with and
dependent upon the particular observances of circumcision
and food laws.
These were not means of attaining righteousness, but [107], merely "identity markers" or "badges of
covenant membership."
Such observances were not performed
to earn God's favor and Paul is not addressing the performance of good works in general.
Dunn concludes [113], that
in asserting justification by faith in Jesus, Paul is not
making a narrower definition, but, rather, "an alternative
definition of the elect of God" (emphasis mine).
The
covenant is thereby broadened out to include the Gentiles
who are to exhibit faith in Jesus are their "covenant
badge."
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Scriptural

account

of Abraham

well as his "sons,"278

3:7t8,9).
through

are those who are

Paul concludes,
faith

(6LO

TOS

which demonstrates
(:;K

that het

as

(Gal.

7TiaTEws

"For you are all sons of God
in Christ

7TlaTEws)

Jesus"

(Gal.

3: 26) .
The antithesis
also clearly
words

In appealing

Paul asks whether

Certainly

affirms

that the righteousness

(3:7-9).

Therefore

justified

(:;f ~Pywv

and excluded
Galatians

he denies
VOMOV

VOMOV

fi

Paul explicitly

to his

own

(:;f OKOftS 7TlaTEws?

work of the Holy Spirit

of God to people.

Paul here

of God came to them by faith
that a man could ever be

(2:16).

This same phrase

three times in this single verset

3:2,5,10!

is

the Holy Spirit came and did

the most powerful

is to bring the righteousness

affinities

to the Galatians'

works of power among them (:;f ~Pywv
(3:5).

by faith in Christ

stated by Paul with numerous

in Romans.

experiencest

to justification

In a contrary

is stated

as well in

to fact conditional,279

states that if the possibility

of attaining

278If Paul is here redefiningt
or better, offering a
counter-definition
and, ultimately the determinative
definition of the "sons of Abraham" as those who have faith
in Christ, this is a very significant rebuttal of any "two
covenant" theory.
It also causes the Jewish nation's claim
to be the Israel of Godt as well as that same assertion
being made for the State of Israel today, to stand upon very
slippery ground.
Rather, believers in Christ, that is, the
members of his church, are the KaLVO
Israel.
See also
Jesus' words in John 8:37-53 and John the Baptist's in
Matt. 3:9 which point toward the same definition of Abraham's descendants.
279Nunn,

no. 239, p. 117.
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(Gal. 3: 22 ).283
The Law, then, had been intended
rroL6oywy6S

"redeemed

(3:24).

It was to lead sinners to Christ who has

us from the curse of the Law, having become

curse for us" (3:13a).284
However,

This redemption

the Law, since it requires

not 8K rrlUT€WS

"doing,"

is decisively

has been made that Paul is not negating

to keep the two separate.285

aspects

comes by faith.

here, but, rather, Jewish Christianity

excluding

addition,

However,

as a means of attaining

of the Jewish

example,

a

(3:12).

The argument
Judaism

to serve as a

religion,

Paul uses circumcision

are but two examples

Paul is undeniably

justification

of Judaism.

certain

As his primary

(Gal. 5:1-6).286

he also cites the Jewish

in light of his conflict

in an effort

with Peter

In

food laws, particularly
(Gal. 2:11-14).

which come under the umbrella

These
of v6uoS.

283As in Romans 3:19-20; perhaps this also conveys the
thought of Romans 7:7-11 which is that the Law not only
gives awareness of sin, but actually provokes it further.
284The Law's negative effect of "locking up" mankind
under sin (3:22) has worked despair of one's own efforts and
thus served an ultimately positive purpose, to lead to
Christ.
285Dunn on Gal. 2:16, 103-118.
By this line of
argumentation, Paul is asserting the right of the Gentiles
as equal heirs to the promises of God, but not abolishing
the place of Israel or the Jews as the people of God.
That
Paul's opponents in Galatians were most probably Jewish
Christians has been noted (pp. 113-14, note 276).
286As Paul also does in Romans

2:25-29

and 4:9-12.
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These Paul characterized

as ~.287

Paul makes his appeal
were comprised
so doing,

to Galatian

of both Jewish

3:2,5),

but rather through

certainly

was and continued

Jewish Christian,289

the Spirit ~f

states that he has now "through

manner

being extremely
(Gal. 1:14,15).
righteousness
avvn

himself

(Gal. 1:13).

Paul, who
to be a

As Philippians

for the traditions

and life through

efforts were a pointless

(Gal.

He

the Law died to the Law"

He had been pursuing

is not, after all,

v6gov

to his own experience.

Paul had been "advancing

zealous

~pywv

that

He has even given up his "former

of life in Judaism"

will make evident,

In

questions

of faith.

to consider

also appeals

(Gal. 2:19; Rom. 7:7).

rhetorical

the hearing

which

Christians.288

and Gentile

he twice implies through

they did not in fact receive

congregations

ota

v6gov

in Judaism.
of my fathers"

an attempt

the Law.

3

to gain

But since

OtKOtO-

(Gal. 2:21), Paul's

delusion.

Law," Paul now lives to God through

Having

"died to the

faith in Jesus Christ

(Gal. 2: 19 ).

287See
288See
14:1,27.

the discussion

of ~

above, pp. 57-59.

Gal. 3:28; 5:1-6; 6:12-15;

Acts

13:42,48;

289Paul did not renounce his "Jewishness" either by
becoming a Christian or in his call to be the apostle to the
Gentiles (Rom. 3:5,9; 9:3). Yet he does see that the
observances he practiced within Judaism, and would continue
to practice as a Christian when helpful and suitable (see
above, p. 58, note 82), are not the way to attain that
righteousness of God.
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Paul's personal

experience

the other significant

3:2-11.

Philippians
primarily
joy.291

section

aspect of

that will be dealt with here,

The church

of Gentiles,29o

is the primary

at Philippi

was composed

and had become Paul's pride and

In his letter to them, Paul again deals with the

topic of circumcision.

Paul warns the church to "beware of

the dogs, beware of the evil workers,
(Phil. 3:2).
evident

That he is speaking

in the next verse.

submitting

to circumcision

(true) circumcision
glory in Christ

beware of mutilation"

of circumcision

He is warning
because

"who worship

is made

them against

they are already

the

in the Spirit of God and

Jesus and put no confidence

in the flesh"

(Phil. 3:3).
Paul then uses himself
who, more than most people,
flesh.

as an illustration

could have put confidence

Paul lists seven grounds

such confidence.

of someone
in the

upon which he could base

These are as follows:

Circumcised the eighth day, of the nation of Israel, of
the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews; as to the
Law, a Pharisee; as to zeal, a persecutor of the
church; as to the righteousness which is in the Law,
found blameless (Phil. 3:5-6).
Raisanen
virtue

points

out that the first four Paul received

of his birth and asserts

by

that the last three can be

290Martin Franzmann, The Word of the Lord Grows (St.
Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1961), 137; Guthrie,
522.
291Franzmann,
Guthrie, 524-26.

The Word of the Lord Grows,

137-38;
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taken in the sense of sanctification.292
whether

these should be regarded

which Paul attempted
derived

descendant

helpful

(Phil. 3:9).293

statements

the righteousness
concerning

~gnv

indeed present

which

However,

states

in the intro-

(3:3).294
that he was blameless
is in the Law"

6LKoLouuvnv

"according

to

(Phil. 3:6), and

Tnv 8K v6gov

some difficulty.

here should be interpreted
opposition

insights

On the basis of them, Paul had "put

in the flesh"

Paul's

Raisanen's

which Paul lists in

3:5-6 was what he himself

to this list.

confidence

by

of my own

should have been viewed.

what was wrong with the elements

duction

achievements

in regard to how one's status as a

from Abraham

Philippians

as personal

to have "a righteousness

from the Law"

are perhaps

He then questions

However,

(Phil. 3:9) do
what Paul says

in light of and not put in

to what he has clearly

stated

in Romans

and in

292Heikki Raisanen, "Paul's Conversion and the Development of His View of the Law," New Testament Studies 33
(1987):408-409.
He cites as evidence Luke 1:6 which also
uses ~g8g~TOS
for Zacharias and Elizabeth, and states that
as a persecutor Paul opposed those who threatened his
values.
He concludes, 409, that what Paul finally understood was that "what separated Jew from Gentile was loss not
gain."
293Raisanen's conclusion, ibid., 410, is that what
"Paul in effect renounces in the passage is not human
achievement, but the biblical covenant."
294For ~8~olenuLv
in Phil. 3:4, see BAG, 643. Paul
also uses ~8lew as a perfect active participle in 3:3 and as
a perfect active infinitive in 3:4. He also uses KOVXOOgOL
as a present participle positively in 3:3 for boasting ~v
XPLUTW (see above, pp. 87-88, note 189).
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Galatians

in regard

to human attainment

of any righteousness

valid before God on the basis of the Law.
Paul characterized

Israel as "seeking

own" righteousness.295

to establish

between

of God.296

This is clear in Philippians

this righteousness

his own righteousness

(8gnv

comes 8K v6gou with the righteousness
through
Paul's

Galatians

to Psalm 143:2

3:9 where he

OLKoLooovnv)

before God.

which

which comes 8K e€oD
(Phil. 3:9).

(LXX, 142) in both Romans and

makes clear what he thought

righteousness

their

and the righteousness

and "on the basis of faith in Christ"
allusion

10:3

Paul there, as here, makes a

distinction

contrasts

In Romans

It availed

of the value of that
for nothing.

However,

in his own flesh and among men, it gave Paul a basis for
confidence.
delusion,

Yet such a confidence

and ultimately

worthless

having

"the righteousness

faith"

(Phil. 3:9), Paul considers

295See discussion

in the flesh was a
before God.297

Thus now

that comes from God and is by
those things he formerly

above, pp. 107-8.

296In Rom. 10:5 he also immediately states that one
would have to practice the Law (perfectly) in order to live
by that righteousness as Moses himself wrote in Lev. 18:5.
See also Rom. 4:2.
297This is not to assert that someone who fit any or
all of these seven categories could not possess righteousness before God and, in fact, be blameless in regard to the
Law. However, the source of their blamelessness and the
basis of their confidence was not to be put in these, but
rather in their faith in the promises of God which would be,
and are now, fulfilled in Christ, the Messiah.
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placed

confidence

in as "rubbish"

(3:8).298

Conclusions
In conclusion
evidence
helpful

and before

concerning

first-century

to draw together

interpreted

turning

as stating

Judaism,

it will be

of Jew or Gentile,

of circum-

or a system of weights

balances.

It is a matter

of perfection

W. Gutbrod

concludes

that "the attempt

works of the Law" is why Romans

prevents

"rightly

any attempt

and

that righteousness

cision or uncircumcision,

to Paul,

been

in regard to both justification

before God is not a matter

according

to the

what Paul has traditionally

First of all, Paul contends

Judaism.

specifically

and

or imperfection.
to be justified

1-3 was written,

understood.

by

for,

. the Law

on man's part to secure righteousness

before God in any other way than by faith in Jesus
Christ."299
Therefore,
universal

in Romans

need for the salvation

1:16-17 and begins
of righteousness
the Gospel
"6LKaLoavvn

1:18-3:20

to expound

before God.

Paul has built up the

which he introduced

upon in 3:21.

is revealed

This is to the exclusion
298For aKv8aAa,
299TDNT,

4:1076,

All are in need

In 3:21-26 Paul clearly

of which he is not ashamed
6EOD

in

and in which this

from faith to faith"

of those who pursued

see BAG, 758.
and then 4:1074.

states

(1:16-17).

it eE

~pywv
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Paul here

v6gov.

antithesis,

(3:21-26)

proclaims,

the righteousness

as that method's

of God which has been and

6LO

as coming

This redemption

in Christ Jesus comes freely, purely by

God's grace which excludes
is completely
(3:21-26),

righteousness
sacrificial
approaches

the positive

which claim to attain

through

exclude

any man-centered

boasting

Abraham

(ch. 4) as his classic

v6gov,

faith in the
any other

Paul goes on to

(3:27-31)

demonstration

but through

In regard to ~pya

of how the

exclude

it.

It

These verses

aspects

death of Jesus Christ,

XpLoroD

of human merit.

extra nos.

of God is attained

ness is not by works,

inooD

any pretenses

and exclusively

by stating

rrlorsws

(3:22).

stands revealed

before using
that righteous-

faith.

G. Bertram

concludes

that

they
have become a means of self-righteousness
for the Jews.
Hence they are no longer an expression of the absolute
requirement of God.
. but they spring from man's
arrogant striving after self-righteousness.30o
It can be admitted
overly negative,
being

inclusive

Jew.30l

Bertram's

particularly

characterization
as it presents

of all of first-century

However,

the basic thought

is perhaps
itself as

Judaism

or every

of Paul does indeed

300TDNT, 2:651.
Various attempts to dispute the
assessment of Judaism which Paul is making have been
discussed previously (see above, pp. 12-18).
30lBut he is certainly not alone in making such
overstatements!
See Beker, 52 (cited above in note 190, p.
87), and especially below, p. 186, notes 31-34.
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express

this type of sentiment

negation
God.

Paul excludes

In Romans

primarily

toward these ~pya

them as a way to be justified

3:20, at the conclusion

directed

against

By

v6gov.

by

of a section

Jews, as well as in Galatians

2-

3, Paul certainly

implies that some or many of those whom he

has characterized

as bearing

indeed striving
eousness

the name "Jew" (2:17) are

to do that very thing, to attain a right-

valid before God by doing

In Philippians

3 Paul himself

was also involved

in pursuing

"works of the Law."302

admits

that in the past he

a righteousness

sf

~pywv

v6uov

(Phi 1. 3: 9 ) .
However,
every assertion

after his conversion

that 6 v6goS was revealed

the Jews for this purpose.
give knowledge

Instead,

apart from its divinely
a man-centered

has corrupted
intended

to

the Law was revealed

and misused

purpose

to

Yet, as a
the Law

in attempts

to

righteousness.303

Paul, a former Pharisee
time in salvation

any and

and entrusted

of sin (Rom. 3:20; Gal. 3:19,22).

result of sin, mankind

establish

Paul condemns

history.

himself,

stood at a crucial

Paul had, by direct

revelation

302See also Gal. 1:14; in Gal. 2:15-16 Paul also
claims that "we who are Jews by birth.
. know that a man
is not justified by observing the Law but by faith in
Christ."
This is directly addressed to Jewish Christians
who have now recognized this as the following verses attest.
303This certainly cannot be limited "ethnically" to the
Jewish race, and it is here that Bultmann and Kasemann make
a most positive contribution (see above, pp. 22-24, and note
272 on p. 112).
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(Gal. 1:12), been led to understand

that the fulfillment

toward which the entire Old Testament
in the life, death,

and resurrection

Paul, this fulfillment

pointed

pointed

had now come

of Jesus Christ.

out very poignantly

For

the wrong

turning which both he (Phil. 3:9) and his fellow Jews (Rom.
2:17; 3:19-31;

9:31-10:5;

regard to 6 v6gos.
clearly

presents

salvation"

in an effort
(9:3).

Thus while the Epistle

the Gospel which

(1:16), within

and laments

Gal. 2:16-3:26)

had taken in
to the Romans

is "the power of God for

this letter Paul also addresses

this "wrong turning"

and strives

to reach his "kinsmen

according

to repudiate
to the flesh"

it

CHAPTER
EVIDENCE

III

FROM JUDAISM WHICH VALIDATES
PAUL'S ASSESSMENT

Nature
Having
attempts

and Sources

established

to establish

who "bear the name
in God"

Judaism

that Paul does indeed attribute

justification

€f

v6gou

~pywv

to those

'Jew,' and rely upon the Law, and boast

(Rom. 2:17), this study now turns to examine

evidence
Paul's

of First-Century

pertaining

portrayal.

complete

to first-century
This chapter

assessment

of righteousness
evaluation

of Judaism's

before God.

of the sources

It is rather an attempt

and teachings

negatively

1-3.

on the attainment

relating

to first-century

Jewish documents

of statements

which

reveal

which Paul is

and then excluding

from justifica-

be selective.

in first-century

Judaism

The
in

is indeed

a number of the valid streams of Judaism.

It has been noted that Paul does not assert
attempts

Judaism.

is to show that what Paul states

regard to justification
within

to be a

Nor is it to offer a complete

It will, therefore,

goal of this chapter

represented

teachings

of the "Judaism"

characterizing

tion in Romans

is not intended

to draw forth a number

from some of the relevant
aspects

Judaism which validates

are inclusive

that such

of all Jews, or that he excludes
126
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Gentiles
achieve

from adopting

that the attitude

Paul to Judaism
representing
clearly

the Judaism

of his era.

Klyne Snodgrass

to

one should
attributed

v6gov

by

in each and every source
However,

with 01 ~ov6alol

and will be demonstrated

so doing.2

in attempting

Therefore,

toward ~pya

will be evident

link such attempts

contended

approach

before God.l

righteousness

not expect

a similar

he does

and it is here

that he was justified

in

has written,

The theme of judgment according to works is, of course,
one of the most frequent theological statements in
Judaism.
[It] is one of the most basic assumptions
of Judaism and appears frequently in all strata of
Jewish literature.3
Before
fundamental

turning

to those various

characteristic

should be noted before
properly

utilized.

shed considerable
Judaism,

of first-century

The documents

In many ways,

or comprehensive
first-century

to it can be

which are available

light on the teachings

complete,

there is on~

Judaism which

the sources pertaining

but they do not, by any means,

systematic,
them.

"strata,"

to us

of first-century
enable one to make a

reconstruction

Judaism

of

is quite elusive

lSee above, p. 86, note 185, and p. 112, note 272.
2For example, Rom. 2:17-3:20, especially 2:17; 3:29.
See also pp. 109-112.
Again, this does not endeavor to
paint an overall picture of Judaism as being dominated by
"earning" righteousness through observance of the Law.
This is admittedly a "pick and choose" type of approach
which only aims to show that what Paul excludes is indeed
evidenced with Judaism.
3Klyne Snodgrass, "Justification By Grace - to the
Doers," New Testament Studies 32 (1986):77.
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and not easily grasped.
number

of the sources

is increasingly
faceted nature

This is due to the nature

available,

recognized

Palestinian
criticized
Hellenism

and Judaism,

fluid."5

Earlier

sharply dividing
century

Judaism

Judaism.4

For example,

to make sharp distinctions

and Hellenistic
for failing

but also the result of what

as the very fluid and multi-

of first-century

those who have attempted

or Diaspora

to recognize

Judaism

between,
likewise

between

have been

that "the lines between

by the first century,

efforts

and the

were very

aimed at separating,

and then

the various

within

elements

"must now be emphatically

first-

rejec-

ted. "6
On this basis James Charlesworth
Sanders'
Judaism

attempt
because

to "find the essence"

criticizes

E. P.

of first-century

he "does not allow for the fundamental

4Asserted, for example, by W. D. Davies, "Paul and the
People of Israel," New Testament Studies 24 (1978):20.
See
the quotation cited above, p. 3, note 3.
5W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 4th ed.
(Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1980), x. He notes especially Albert Schweitzer's attempts to do so in The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, trans. W. Montgomery (New York:
Seabury Press, 1968).
6Ibid., xi. Davies again targets Schweitzer's distinction in The Quest of the Historical Jesus, trans. W.
Montgomery, 2nd ed. (London:
A. & C. Black, 1926), for
example [365-368], between the Apocalyptic and Pharisaic
elements.
Davies contends that this is unwarranted in view
of the loyalty toward the Law expressed by both.
According
to Davies [xxvi], such a separation can be attributed to the
retrojection of "later negative Rabbinic attitudes toward
Apocalyptic speculation.
. to that period."
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diversities

to "appreciate
expressed

the multiplicity

itself"

comprehensive,
before

and notes

tolerance

"the hospitable,

and fluidity

It is from this perspective

of Judaism

that these

are being approached.

What are such sources?
Palestinian
bodies

also urges scholars

of ways in which Judaism

in this period

theological

70 C.E."8

sources

Davies

in early Judaism. "7

Judaism

of evidence:

Scrolls,

Apocrypha

Jacob Neusner

asserts

of this era "is described
Tannaitic

literature,

and Pseudepigrapha,

that the

through

three

the Dead Sea

in that order."9

7James H. Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha and the New Testament (New York:
Cambridge University
Press, 1985), 51. He suggests that any such summation must
almost certainly be posited rather than observed.
Charlesworth especially criticizes Sanders for trying to find such
an "essence" mainly through the use of the highly philosophical and abstract rabbinic literature, while generally
neglecting the Dead Sea scrolls, the Apocrypha, Targums, and
other sources.
In addition, he states that since this
rabbinic literature dates from at least 200 B.C. to 200
A.D., attempting to distinguish which material within it is
prior to A.D. 70 is most difficult.
8Davies, "Paul and the People of Israel," 20. Heikki
Raisanen, "Paul's Conversion and the Development of His View
of the Law," New Testament Studies 33 (1987):411, also notes
that "Judaism had different currents."
See also Richard
Longenecker's analyzation, Paul:
Apostle of Liberty (New
York:
Harper and Row, 1964), 65-85.
9Jacob Neusner, "Comparing Judaisms," History of
Religions 18 (1978):177.
However, it should be recognized
that these are not the only or exclusive sources of firstcentury Judaism.
For example, Ellis Rivkin, A Hidden
Revolution (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1978), 31, has named
"Josephus, the New Testament, and the Tannaitic Literature"
as sources that can be leg1timately drawn upon for constructing a definition of the Pharisees.
In addition to
these, the works of Philo and others should also be utilized
before an attempt to make statements regarding any general
consensus of the beliefs of first-century Judaism can be
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Each of these Jewish
examined

in reverse order, will be

here in order to demonstrate

represents
Romans

sources,

aspects

that each of them

of the Judaism which Paul portrays

in

2:1-3:31.

Apocrypha
Although
linguistic

and Pseudepigrapha

these writings

unity,"

W. Gutbrod

"they are firmly connected

"do not form a material
nevertheless

contends

or

that

in respect of the Law."lo

There is an increasing stress on the importance of the
Law and its observance for the well-being of the
individual and the people.
God's acceptance or rejection depends on this observance.11
Some have denounced
graphical

the use of the apocryphal

works to describe

only sectarian

elements.12

and pseudepi-

Judaism

since they represent

However,

they are generally

made.
Bruce Chilton, A Galilean Rabbi and His Bible, Good
News Studies, 8 (Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier, 1984),
37-56, argues that the Targums may well provide a better
background to the New Testament since there is a strong case
for the pre-Christian origin of certain ones and because
they were used in synagogue worship.
IOTheological Dictionary of the New Testament, 10
vols., eds. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich, trans. and
ed. G. Bromiley (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1967),
s v v , "v6goS," by W. Gutbrod, 4: 1047 [Hereafter, TDNT].
llIbid., 1049. As evidence of this, Gutbrod here cites
"1 Esdr. 8:81ff; Bar. 4:12; Prayer of Manasseh."
In this
paragraph he also includes references to 2 Maccabees 7:9;
12:40; Second Baruch 51:7; Testament of Judah 26.
12For example, Chilton, 35, states, "Pseudepigrapha
indirectly reflect the common religiosity of their day, but
on the whole such documents better evidence the beliefs of
distinctive groups within early Judaism than those of the
generality of Jews living in Palestine at the time."
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recognized
present

as valid

sources

prior to and within

one of these works,

first-century

These eighteen
the Davidic

the Psalms of Solomon,

psalms

psalter."14

It is

that will

"are a conscious

Speaking

of desecraters,"

time of greatest
period."l5

political

R. B. Wright

turmoil,

Jerusalem

is the provenance."l6

evaluated

as incorporating

Jews to the capture

"the

reflect

is

"the

. the late Hasmonean

that they are "the product

. [and expresses]

of a community.

of

• and the Temple

these psalms

contends

imitation

at a time when

is in the hands of usurpers

in the control

devout

Judaism.

be focused upon here.13

initially

monarchy

for the beliefs which were

little doubt that

They are more specifically

"the response
of Jerusalem

of a group of
by the Romans

in the

l3Unfortunately,
the two translations employed here
have utilized different verse divisions within the various
Psalms.
William Lane, "Paul's Legacy from Pharisaism:
Light from the Psalms of Solomon," Concordia Journal 8
(1982):130-38, cites the translation of G. Buchanan Gray in
The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, 2
vols., ed. R. H. Charles (Oxford:
At the Clarendon Press,
1913), 2:625-52.
The other citations are according to R.
B. Wright, "The Psalms of Solomon:
A New Translation and
Introduction," in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha,
2 vols.,
ed. James H. Charlesworth (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and
Co., 1983, 1985), 2:639-70.
[Hereafter citations will be
according to Wright's version unless specified as being
from Gray's.]
l4Wright, 646.
Lane, 133, similarly concludes that
they "imitate the Biblical Psalms" by using superscriptions
and the term Selah, for example (Gray, 17:31; 18:10).
1 5Wright,

16Ibid.,

640.
641.
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from the same roots as the Pharisees
is a significant
Gospels.

of Judaism
addition,

the Psalms

of Solomon

the primary

righteousness
(~f

"literature

concern

here since

as representing

an aspect

acquainted.21

In

are also very valuable

pre-Christian

messianic

centuries."22

here is with how and to what

the attitude

toward the attainment

which Paul attributes
~pywv

Wright

importance

pertinent

one of the most detailed

in the immediate

they express

3:19-31

recognized

by them

for the study of the

with which Paul was possibly

expectations

extent

are widely

they "preserve

However,

especially

But it is not particularly

these psalms

because

point,

or were adopted

to Judaism

of

in Romans

vogou).

summarizes
of crisis"

the content
and assesses

of these psalms

as

their theological

to be in regard to theodicy.23

Thus "the problem

21Lane, 134, concludes that "the tradition preserved in
the Psalms of Solomon puts us in touch with early Pharisaism
and that it provides us with an invaluable source for
reconstructing elements in Pharisaism which would have
proven attractive to the young Paul."
He notes [136-37],
Paul's uses of "men pleasers" (Gal. 1:10) and "gentile
sinners" (Gal. 2:15-17), his self-confident boasting (2 Cor.
11:16-12:10), and his invoking of mercy on Israel (Gal.
6:16) as reflecting his familiarity with the Psalms of
Solomon.
22Wright, 643. He adds [647], that this is especially
true of Psalm 17 and notes a number of parallels with the
opening chapters of Luke.
For a more detailed discussion,
see T. W. Manson, The Servant Messiah (Grand Rapids:
Baker
Book House, 1977), 20-28.
23Wright, 643; he contends
to which [the psalmist] returns
5; 4:8; 8:3,23-26; 9:2)."

that theodicy is "a theme
repeatedly (2:1,15-18; 3:3-
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of the suffering
doctrine

of providence"

six of the hymns
between

of the righteous

are both prevalent.24

(5,6,7,10,11),

two groups within

transgressors. "30

"In all but
is drawn

The Psalms of Solomon

and "the pious"27

to "the unrighteous,"28

and "the

a sharp distinction

Israel."25

speak of "the righteous"26
contrast

individual"

who stand in

"the sinners,"29

and "the

Thus 4:8 declares,

And the devout will prove their God's judgment

to be

2 4 Ibid., 644.
25Lane, 133. This is often reflected in the Gospels
(see for example, Matt. 9:10-13; 11:19; Mark 2:15-17; Luke
5:30-32; 6:32-34; 15:1-2).
Wright, 642, limits the class of
"sinners" to "the Hasmonean Sadducees" who usurped the
throne (17:5-8,22), complied with foreign customs (8:22),
and did not strictly adhere to the ceremonial observances or
the maintenance of ritual purity (1:8; 2:3,5; 7:2; 8:12;
17:45).
While this may have been the original group
referred to as "sinners," the application would have easily
broadened to include others who displayed similar faults.
Wright also identifies a third group in these Psalms, the
Gentiles.
As a further elaboration of this categorization
of people in the Psalms of Solomon, TDNT, 2:186, points out
later distinctions in Jewish literature between the wholly
righteous, the wholly ungodly, the average, and the penitent.
26Lane, 133, citing Gray's translation
4:9; 10:3; 13:5-8; 14:6; 15:8; 16:5.

2:38; 3:3-8,14;

27Ibid., citing Gray's translation 3:10; 4:1,7,10;
8:28,40; 9:6; 10:7; 12:5-8; 13:9,11; 14:2,7; 15:9; 17:18.
This group is further characterized as "those who fear the
Lord," "the poor," "the guileless," and "the saints."
28Ibid.,

citing Gray's

translation

29Ibid., citing Gray's translation
3:11,13; 4:9,27; 12:8; 15:9-14; 17:6.

12:6; 15:6.
1:1; 2:7,17,38-39;

30Ibid., citing Gray's translation 4:21; 12:1,4; 14:6.
This group is also described as "the men-pleasers,"
"the
wicked," "the lawless," and "those who live in hypocrisy."
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right when sinners are driven out from the presence of
the righteous, those who please men, who deceitfully
quote the Law.
The purpose
separate

and function

between

of this judgment

the righteous

words of the Pharisee

of the Lord is "to

and the sinner"

in Jesus' parable

(2:34).

The

(Luke 18:9-14)

come

to mind when 16:5 proclaims,
I will give thanks to you, 0 God, who came to my aid for
(my) salvation, and who did not count me with sinners
for (my) destruction.
In addition,

"God's retributive

15:5-15).

. is seen as an expression

toward

the righteous

judgment

such.

Within

of God's mercy

(4:26-29)."31

The major point of significance
how these "righteous"

(4:9; 8:7-16,26-29;

here is determining

attain and maintain

their status as

the Psalms of Solomon,

The key theological concept is the mercy of God toward
the righteous.
. The object of mercy is the righteous man who receives God's mercy by virtue of his
righteous deeds.
The mercy of God is a response to the
demonstration of piety, obedience, and the endurance of
trials (2:37-40; 4:29; 9:6; 10:2-4; 13:11; 15:15).
'If the righteous man endures these (trials), he shall
receive mercy from the Lord' (16: 15 ).
. Moreover,
the righteous are aware that they possess the pious
qualities which provide the presupposition for the
bestowal of God's mercy (2:37-40; 3:3-10; 6:1-9; 9:6;
10:1-4; 14:2).
. The praise of God is diluted by
moralism and reflection upon one's own righteousness.
This holds true as well for confession (9:12), cleansing
(10:1-2), fasting (3:9), and forgiveness (9:14-15).32
A number

of citations

assertions.

will demonstrate

For example,

the validity

1:2b-3 contains

31Ibid.,

134, citations

32Ibid.,

133-34, citations

of these

this petition

are from Gray's

translation.

are from Gray's

translation.
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which clearly

expresses

the residence

and effects

of

righteousness:
"He will hear me, for I am full of righteousness."
I
considered in my heart that I was full of righteousness,
for I had prospered and had many children.
The Psalms of Solomon

imply that the goodness

the Lord comes to a person and remains

or mercy of

there because

of

what he has done.
For the Lord is good to those who persistently
him (2:36).

call upon

Praised is the Lord, who shows mercy to those who truly
love him (6:6).
But the Lord's mercy is upon the devout and his mercy is
upon those who fear him (13:12; see also 10:6; 12:6).
The Lord is faithful to those who truly love him, to
those who endure his discipline, to those who live in
the righteousness of his commandments, in the Law, which
he has commanded for our life.
The Lord's devout shall
live by it forever (14:1-3a).33
Similar,

and even more marked,

possession

expressions

of one's own righteousness

concerning

which

the

is based upon

works and earns life with God are also present.34

For

example,

in 9:3-5 we read this positive

of a

person's

abilities

assessment

(emphasis mine):

For none that do evil shall be hidden

from your knowl-

33While this quotation (14:1-3a) may agree with Paul in
affirming that there is a righteousness of the Law (see pp.
107-8), the Psalms of Solomon regard its commandments as a
way of life, a point decisively excluded by Paul because of
sin in Rom. 3:19-20.
34While other interpretations of these verses may be
possible and possibly even intended, their words could
certainly and easily have been interpreted as exhibiting
"works righteousness."
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edge, and the righteousness of your devout is before
you, Lord.
Where then will a person hide himself from
your knowledge, 0 God?
Our works (are) in the choosing
and power of our soul, to do right and wrong in the
works of our hand, and in your righteousness you oversee
human beings.
The one who does what is right saves up
life for himself with the Lord, and the one who does
what is wrong causes his own life to be destroyed; for
the Lord's righteous judgments are according to the
individual and the household.
15:4 likewise

concludes

that

the one who does these things will never be disturbed by
evil; the flame of fire and anger against the unrighteous shall not touch him when it goes out from the
Lord's presence against sinners.
As can be seen from the above quotations,
of righteousness

For instance,

of Solomon.
as being

and justification

"righteous."

God's judgment

This teaching

with the Old Testament
psalms.

which

teachings.

of Solomon

Furthermore,

could be interpreted
Scriptural

is often portrayed

is certainly

in line

then, that a large portion

agree with orthodox,
a number

biblical

of the passages

cited here

in a manner which would agree with

doctrines.

Nevertheless,

shift away from Scripture
Lane decisively

in the Psalms

serves as the basis for these

It is no great surprise,

of the Psalms

are common

the concepts

a subtle, but decisive

is evidenced

by these psalms.

states that in them "God is the object of

the verb 6tKOtOOV,
action accomplished

!to justify,'

and justification

by the righteous

(2:16-18;

is an

8:30-32)."35

35Lane, 134, emphasis mine, citations are from Gray's
translation.
Lane further points out that "God's saving
activity is described in terms of !sparing'" (l/J€l6€O'eOt; for
example, Gray, 13:1,10).
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In the Psalms
person,

of Solomon,

God extends

mercy to the righteous

but not righteousness.36

Throughout the Psalms of Solomon, then, there is
maintained a dialectic between trust in God and selfconfidence in one's deeds.
I am persuaded that this
was the primary feature of the piety of pre-Christian
Pharisaism as embraced by Paul.37
This "dialectic"
comment.

must be properly

There are numerous

expressions

"the warm piety of early Pharisaism"
of Solomon

as well.38

The following

noted and deserves
of what Lane calls

present
verses

in the Psalms
illustrate

this:
The confidence
savior (3:6).

of the righteous

(comes) from God their

To whom will you be good, 0 God, except to those who
call upon the Lord?
He will cleanse from sins the soul
in confessing, in restoring.
. You made a covenant
with our ancestors concerning us, and we hope in you
when we turn our souls toward you (9:6a,10).
36S0 Schrenk [TDNT, 2:197], concludes that
that God may exercise unmerited mercy in virtue
righteousness is one which stands on the margin
Judaism and which would be inconceivable in the
Solomon."

"the idea
of His
of later
Psalms of

37Lane, 134. One side of the "dialectic" is exhibited
in expressions of trust in God (5:7-10,13-16,21;
7:1-9;
11:8-9; 15:1-3; 16:7-8; 17:51; 18:1-4), and the other aspect
by statements of confidence in one's own deeds (9:6-10 and
as cited previously in 14:1-2; Gray's translation).
As an
example of the latter's influence on Paul, Lane states
[135], "The self-confidence fostered by the strictures of
piety and discipline within early Pharisaism is echoed in
Paul's statement that in legal rectitude he had achieved
blamelessness {Phil. 3:6)."
38Lane, 135. However, Wright, 645, concludes, "There
is little in [the psalmist's] expressed ethic which presupposes the intense absorption with the specific interpretations and fulfillment of Torah that characterized the
Pharisees."
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For a moment my soul was poured out to death; [I was]
near the gates of Hades with the sinner.
Thus my soul
was drawn away from the Lord God of Israel, unless the
Lord had come to my aid with his everlasting mercy
. Do not take your mercy away from me, 0 God, nor
your memory from my heart until death.
. Direct the
works of my hands before you, and protect my steps in
your remembrance. (16:2-3,6,9).
As a result, one should guard against
entirety

of these psalms

works righteousness.
demonstrably
explained

present

characterizing

as expressions

of legalism

or

On the other hand, such elements
and cannot be simply overlooked

are

or

away.39

In order to demonstrate

that the Psalms of Solomon

not the only work among the Apocrypha
which gives evidence

of the approach

from the arena of justification
of other passages
evaluated.

the

and Pseudepigrapha
which Paul is excluding

in Romans

from this literature

It has been contended

are

3:19-31,

a number

should be noted and

and can be conceded

that

these works also do, at times, express what is apparently

39For example, E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian
Judaism (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1977), 92-97,
contends that "the ton condition' passages indicate the
attitude which should govern one who counts himself in the
covenant," rather than being the basis upon which he regards
himself as such. He concludes [408-9], that in the Psalms
of Solomon, "God's covenant is the basis of salvation, and
the elect remain in the covenant unless they sin in such a
way as to be removed.
. The pious, in other words, think
that they are the true Israel in the sense that they live as
Israelites should.
On the other hand, they hope that all
Israel will one day be !pious', which indicates that the
rest have not been definitely excluded from the covenant .
. They have not given up on the rest of Israel, except the
worst sinners."
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the very opposite
example,

4 Ezra

of any "works righteousness."4o

(2 Esdras)

For

7:17 states,41

Then I answered and said, "0 Sovereign Lord, behold,
have ordained in your Law that the righteous shall
inherit these things, but that the ungodly shall
perish."
Likewise

you

1 Enoch opens by declaring,

There shall be a judgment upon all, [including] the
righteous.
And to all the righteous he will grant
peace.
He will preserve the elect, and kindness shall
be upon them (1 En. 1:7b-8a).
Here the righteous
God.

However,

becomes

"inherit"

the crucial

and are "granted"

question

one of "the righteous"

things by

is determined

and maintains

by how one

his status as

such so that God will grant to him these good things.42
answer, which

stands

in contrast

to the upcoming

One

quotations,

comes from 4 Ezra.
For in this, 0 Lord, your righteousness
will be declared, when you are merciful
have no store of good works (8:36).

and goodness
to those who

40As further examples, see 1 Enoch 5:5-9 where "the
elect.
. shall inherit the earth.
. And then wisdom
will be given to the elect" (7,8).
In 2 Baruch 54:21 God
"will glorify the faithful ones" and, 85:15, "will purge
them from sins."
However, Sanders, Paul and Palestinian
Judaism, 427, contends that this is exclusively the case.
This is unwarranted as will be demonstrated.
41For an introduction to this work and the translation
utilized here, see B. M. Metzger, "The Fourth Book of Ezra,"
in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha,
1:516-59.
He dates
this work to the late first century A.D.
Sanders, Paul and
Palestinian Judaism, 427, concludes that "IV Ezra is not a
particularly good representative of Judaism."
42Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 17, is not far
off of the mark here by summarizing the essential "function"
of a religion to be "how getting in and staying in are
understood."
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In addition,
Solomon

the "dialectic"

is also evidenced

noted above in the Psalms

even within verses

of 4 Ezra 9 which apparently

of

seven and eight

offer two alternate

routes to

salvation:
And it shall be that everyone who will be saved and will
be able to escape on account of his works. or on account
of the faith by which he believed will survive the
dangers that have been predicted, and will see my salvation.
(emphasis mine; see also 13:23).
Here both of the beliefs which Paul considers
rically

opposed

to each other and mutually

to be diamet-

exclusive

are

exhibited.
This being recognized,
statements

which very clearly

doctrine

of justification

3:21-26.

These closely

resemble

from justification,

and 28.

The following

a person's
Enoch,43

contend

to the

in Romans
which Paul

in Romans
and convey

3:19-20
that

will be based upon the weighing

works upon "scales."

the Similitudes

the antithesis

particularly

citations

judgment

other

stand in opposition

by faith as expounded

excludes

God's righteous

there are numerous

contain

Within

of

the book of 1

the following

vision of

heaven:
And after that, I sawall
the secrets in heaven, and how
a kingdom breaks up, and how the actions of the people
are weighed in the balance.
And there I saw the
dwelling place of the sinners and the company of the
holy ones (41:1-2a; emphasis mine).

43For an introduction to 1 Enoch, as well as for the
translation used here, see E. Isaac, "1 (Ethiopic Apocalypse
of) Enoch," in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha,
1:5-89.
The Similitudes comprise chapters 37-71 of 1 Enoch.
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He (the Lord of the Spirits) placed the Elect One on the
throne of glory; and he shall judge all the works of
the holy ones in heaven above, weighing in the balance
their deeds.
And when he shall lift up his countenance
in order to judge the secret ways of theirs, by the word
of the name of the Lord of the Spirits, and their
conduct, by the method of the righteous judgment of the
Lord of Spirits, then they shall all speak with one
voice.
(61:8-9a; emphasis mine).
After Enoch's

visit through

"the seven heavens,"

he makes

this report to his family in Second Enoch regarding
person's

achievements

how each

will affect his judgment:44

For I am swearing to you, my children [.
] that
before my person existed, a place of judgment was
prepared for him, and the scale and the weight bY means
of which a person will be tested were prepared there
ahead of the time. And, as for me, I have put into
writing the achievements of every person, [and] no one
can escape.
Now therefore, my children, live in
patience and meekness for the number of your days, so
that you may inherit the endless age that is coming
(49:1-50:2; emphasis mine).
After an extended

list of blessings

and curses,

2 Enoch 52

concludes,
Happy -- is he who organizes the works of his hand, so
as to raise them up.
Cursed -- who looks [
] to obliterate the works
of others.
Happy -- who cultivates the love of peace.
Cursed -- who disturbs the peace of others by means of
love.
Happy [is he who] even though he does not speak peace
with his tongue, nevertheless in his heart there is
peace toward all.
Cursed -- who with his tongue speaks peace, but in his
heart there is no peace [but a sword].
[For] all these things

[will be weighed]

in the balances

44This quotation is from the shorter recension (A).
For an introduction and the translation used here, see F. I.
Andersen, "2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch," in The Old
Testament Pseudepigrapha,
1:91-221.
This work is also
referred to as The Secrets of Enoch.
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and exposed in the books on the great judgment
(52:7-8,10-15).
2 Baruch makes this prophecy
standing

concerning

day

how one's

will be reckoned:45

in the judgment

For behold, the days are coming, and the books will be
opened in which are written the sins of all those who
have sinned, and moreover, also the treasuries in which
are brought together the righteousness of all those who
have proven themselves righteous (24:1; emphasis mine).
Here people must "prove themselves
from sin.

In addition,

with that which
presumably

a person's

a reference

51:7 similarly

saved on judgment
because

by refraining

righteousness

is kept in "the treasuries."
to the merits

which have been done in fulfillment
Baruch

righteous"

is equated

This is

of a person's

works

of the Torah.46

2

speaks to the issue of why some are

day and links the basis of that "salvation

of works" with the Law in this way (emphasis mine):

Miracles, however, will appear at their own time to
those who are saved because of their works and for whom
the Law is now a hope, and intelligence, expectation,
and wisdom a trust.

4 Ezra, cited above to show that "works righteousness"
is not exclusively

dominant

in this literature,

charac-

45However, 2 Baruch 24:2 continues, "And it will happen
at that time that you shall see, and many with you, the
long-suffering of the Most High, which lasts from generation
to generation, who has been long-suffering toward all who
are born, both those who sinned and those who proved
themselves righteous" (emphasis mine).
For an introduction
to and the translation of 2 Baruch employed here, see A. F.
J. Klijn, "2 (Syriac Apocalypse of) Baruch," in The Old
Testament Pseudepigrapha,
1:615-52.
46This is especially
see below, pp. 160-62.

clear in the rabbinic

material,
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terizes

judgment

day as follows:47

And the Most High shall be revealed upon the seat of
judgment, and compassion shall pass away, and patience
shall be withdrawn; but judgment alone shall remain,
truth shall stand, and faithfulness shall grow strong.
And recompense shall follow, and the reward shall be
manifested; righteous deeds shall awake, and unrighteous deeds shall not sleep.
. He answered me
and said, ".
. do not be associated with those who
have shown scorn, nor number yourself among those who
are tormented.
For you have a treasure of works laid up
with the Most High; but it will not be shown to you
until the last times.
." (7:33-35, 76-77; emphasis
mine) .

474 Ezra is often compared to Paul's writings, especially in its view of the universality of sin and its
despair in regard to the possibility of keeping the Torah.
For example, it states, "For the first Adam, burdened with
an evil heart, transgressed and was overcome, as were also
all who were descended from him.
Thus the disease became
permanent; the law was in the people's heart along with the
evil root, but what was good departed, and the evil remained" (3:21-22).
In its seventh chapter, 4 Ezra declares,
"For who among the living is there that has not sinned .
. For all who have been born are involved in iniquities, and
are full of sins and burdened with transgressions.
. 0
Adam, what have you done?
For though it was you who sinned,
the fall was not yours alone, but ours also who are your
descendants" (7:46,68,118; compare Rom. 5:12-21).
Bill
Loader, "Paul and Judaism:
Is He Fighting Strawmen?"
Colloguim 16 (1984):17, concludes that "significant parallels exist between Paul's thought and that of this apocalypticist.
. Paul was both an eschatologically
and apocalyptically orientated Pharisee."
He further contends [17],
that in both Paul and 4 Esdras, "When salvation is defined
primarily as a gift of the eschaton, there lies open the
possibility that Torah is seen as means of achieving
adequate qualification to earn and deserve the gift.
This
distorts the meaning of Torah.
. Where this is present,
realist Jews despair of ever being able to obey the Torah
to the required degree."
However, it has been demonstrated that Paul does not
view justification as a gift of the eschaton but rather
emphasizes its present possession (pp. 102, 106). Neither
does Paul distort the Torah.
He battles against those who
had distorted it, viewing its fulfillment as a means to
righteousness, rather than as a means of recognizing sin and
its consequences (see Rom. 3:20; 4 Ezra 7:72!).
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In addition,

the very passage

the Lord is "merciful
(8:36), is preceded

cited above as evidence

that

to those who have no store of works"

by this description

of "the righteous":

For if you have desired to have pity on us, who have no
works of righteousness, then you will be called merciful. For the righteous, who have works laid up with
you, shall receive their reward in consequence of their
own deeds (8:32-33; emphasis mine).

4 Ezra then clearly expresses
are those who possess

the fact that "the righteous"

"works of righteousness"

which have a

reward or merit that is stored up with and valid before God.
This brief study has not been a comprehensive
the Apocrypha

and Pseudepigrapha,

and it admits that some

of the passages

cited here do employ biblical

can be properly

interpreted.

also revealed

the Law," which Paul excludes
within

However,

that expressions

a number

in Romans

The Literature
In his introduction
English,

Geza Vermes

eousness

sounds

assertion
assert

these passages

have

"by works of

3:19-31,

are present

works of this category.

of Qumran

to The Dead Sea Scrolls

contends

in

that "no note of self-right-

in the Qumran writings."48

will be debated

imagery and

of justification

of the literary

look at

While this

here, it is again improper

that only notes of self-righteousness

to

sound forth

48The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, trans. and intro.
Geza Vermes, 2nd ed., Penguin Books (New York:
Viking
Penguin, 1975), 39. All quotations from the Dead Sea
Scrolls here will be from Vermes' translation unless
otherwise specified [Hereafter, DSSE].
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from the Dead Sea Scrolls!49
between Qumran

In noting

and Paul, Millar

the similarities

Burrows

concludes,

The point of prime importance here is that while man has
no righteousness of his own, there is a righteousness
which God, in his own righteousness freely confers.
The
meaning of the righteousness of God in Romans 3:21-26 is
thus illustrated.5o
Sanders

properly

states that such expressions

in the hymnic material."51
Hymns refers to himself
pot of wickedness."52
shall be righteous
expressed

For example,

man, nor is perfection

the composer

as "a shape of clay

.

of the

. a melting-

He asks, "Who, when he is judged,

before Thee?"53

previously.

are "clearer

His answer has been

"Righteousness,

I know, is not of

of way of the son of man."54

As a

49S0 Ernst K~semann, Commentary on Romans, trans. and
ed. G. Bromiley (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1980),
26, concludes that "the Jewish doctrine of justification
, at least in some Qumran strata, appeals to sola
gratia no less than [Paul] himself does" {emphasis mine}.
50Millar Burrows, Dead Sea Scrolls (New York:
Viking
Press, 1955), 334. However, he further contends, 334, that
the meaning conveyed by Paul is here "shown to be rooted in
pre-Christian Judaism."
Certainly it is expressed in
certain places within pre-Christian Judaism, but its roots
are assuredly in the Old Testament.
51Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 306. However,
by the word "clearer" he would imply that it is present
everywhere.
This is not exclusively the case as will be
demonstrated.
52DSSE,

151.

53Ibid.,

175.

54Ibid.,

163.

These hymns are also denoted

1QH.
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result,

his outlook

is expressed

in these words:55

I lean on Thy grace and on the multitude of Thy mercies,
for Thou wilt pardon iniquity through Thy righteousness.
Rejoice the soul of Thy servant with Thy truth and
cleanse me by Thy righteousness.
In addition,
Manual

these words

of Discipline

from the hymn which concludes

sound very compatible

the

with Paul's view

of justification:56
As for me, my justification [~~~wo] is with God.
He will wipe out my transgression through His righteousness.
. From the source of His righteousness is my
justification.
. As for me, if I stumble, the
mercies of God shall be my eternal salvation.
If I
stagger because of the sin of flesh, my justification
[~~~wo] shall be by the righteousness [np,~]of God
which endures forever.57
However,

other expressions

in regard to "righteous-

55Ibid., Psalm 7, p. 164 and Psalm 18, p. 188.
However, what is evident appears to be forgiveness of past
transgressions only as Hymn 14, page 180, confirms, when the
psalmist states, "I delight in forgiveness, and am consoled
for the former transgression."
Thus Hymn 21, page 193,
optimistically concludes, "With an oath I have undertaken
never to sin against Thee."
And in that same Hymn, the
closer the composer approaches to "an understanding of Thee
. the more am I filled with zeal against all the
workers of iniquity."
Like the rich young man who approached Jesus (Matt. 19:20; Mark 10:20; Luke 18:21), Hymn
22, page 194, contends, "I have loved Thee freely and with
all my heart and soul."
56This document called The Community Rule by Vermes and
is also referred to as 1QS. For the concluding hymn, see
DSSE, 89-94.
57DSSE, 92-93.
The Hebrew is cited from Eduard Lohse,
ed., Die Texte Aus Qumran (Darmstadt:
Wissenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft,
1964), 40. Whether ~~WO is here justifiably translated "justification" is debatable.
If so,
its definition must be drawn from the entirety of the Qumran
material, and not simply equated with Paul's use of the
term.
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ness" are also made throughout
the harsh dualism
"the righteous"

expressed

are clearly

the literature

by the Manual
those within

of Qumran.

of Discipline,58
the Community,

is, "all the men of the lot of God who walk perfectly
His ways."59
it rigidly

In speaking

concludes

In

of the admission

that

in all

of new members,

that they must now also live perfectly.

His flesh.
. shall be made clean by the humble
submission of his soul to all the precepts of God.
Let
him then order his steps to walk perfectly in all the
ways commanded by God.
. and he shall be accepted by
virtue of pleasing atonement before God.60
The Damascus
doctrine
virtue

Rule contains

that a person's

of and dependent

further evidence

"acceptance"

of the

before God is by

upon perfectly

fulfilling

"the

58This is similar to, but even more rigid than the
categorization of people in the Psalms of Solomon (see
above, p. 134, notes 25-30).
Whether there is a direct
link between the Psalms of Solomon and this Community is
uncertain, but Qumran's messianic expectations certainly are
not unlike those expressed in the Psalms of Solomon.
For
Qumran's messianism, see, for example in DSSE, the Manual of
Discipline, 87; A Messianic Anthology (4Q test), 247-49;
and A Midrash on the Last Days (4Q flor), 245-47.
For the
Psalms of Solomon, see above, p. 133, note 22.
59DSSE, sec. II, p. 73. They are [73], to "curse all
men of the lot of Satan" and [72], "to hate all the sons of
darkness."
In regard to these "sinners," the "righteous"
finally plead [73], "May God not heed when you calIon
Him,
nor pardon you by blotting out your sin."
See also sec.
VIII, p. 85, where the Community is called "that precious
cornerstone" and "the elect of Goodwill who shall atone for
the Land and pay to the wicked their reward."
60Ibid., sec. III, p. 75, emphasis
this, see note 55, p. 147.

mine.

In line with
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precepts
account

of God."61
of Abraham

For example,
being reckoned

of his faith (Romans 4:3-5,9),

in contrast
righteous

to Paul's

by God because

it concludes,

Abraham.
. was accounted friend of God because he
kept the commandments of God and did not choose his own
will.
And he handed them down to Isaac and Jacob, who
kept them, and were recorded as friends of God and party
to the covenant forever.62
The Damascus
origins

Rule begins by recounting

of the community

until God "observed

the humble
their deeds,

that they sought Him with a whole heart, and He raised for
them a Teacher

of Righteousness

His heart."63

In reference

this community,
Remnant,"
Damascus

which

to guide them in the way of

to the ~

is identified

"the Priests,"

of the founders
as "Israel,"

and "the sons of Zadok,"

of

"the
the

Rule states,

With the remnant which held fast to the commandments of
God, He made His Covenant with Israel for ever.
The Priests are the converts of Israel who departed from
the land of Judah, and [the Levites] are those who
joined them.
. [They were the first men] of holiness
whom God forgave and who justified the righteous and

61Ibid., 95-117.
This document is also referred to as
CD for Covenant of Damascus.
This conclusion is based upon
interpreting the "pleasing atonement" in the previously
cited passage from the Manual of Discipline to be the
"humble submission of his soul to all the precepts of God."
This seems to be the implication of the context, however,
it is debatable.
62Ibid.,

sec. III, p. 99, emphasis

mine.

63Ibid, sec. I, entitled The Exhortation, p. 97. In
sec. XIV, p. 108, "the voice of the Teacher of Righteousness" is equated with "the precepts of righteousness" which
he spoke.
These "precepts" are likely the commandments of
the Law which he spoke, the observance of which "led to
righteousness."
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condemned
Here

the wicked.64

it is very significant

eous,"

that God justifies

that is, those who have already

strated

themselves

commandments

explicating

of the Damascus

detailed

.

[statutes]
However,

by holding

"fast to the

Rule then continues

rules and regulations

by those who have withdrawn

the camps

become or demon-

of God."65

The majority

observed

as righteous

"the right-

[and whoever

by

which must be

into "the assembly

of

does not hold fast to] these

shall not be fit to dwell in the Land."66

those who have listened

and obeyed

"shall prevail

over all the sons of the earth."67
The literature
statements

concerning

of Qumran

the attainment

God which are, by pauline

standards,

contradictory.

The statements

ture's teaching

on justification

especially

then expresses

a variety

of righteousness
mutually

of

before

exclusive

and

which match up with Scripare not totally unexpected,

in view of the integral

place which the Old

64Ibid., sec. III-IV, p. 100, emphasis mine.
The words
in brackets reflect Vermes's reconstructions of the text.
65This stands in sharp contrast to Paul's statement
that "by works of the Law no flesh will be justified in His
sight" (Rom. 3:19).
Instead, Paul contends that God
"justifies the ungodly" whose "faith is reckoned as righteousness" (Rom. 4:5).
66DSSE, sec. XIII, p. 116, brackets
reconstructions.
67Ibid.,

sec. XIV, p. 108.

reflect Vermes's
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Testament

occupied

in this community.68

Yet the passages

cited here have shown that a legalistic,
doctrine
munity,

of justification

within

was also present

or, at the very least,

documents.69

ticipated

works.70

of the Manual
Qumran's

authors

involved

As a result,

coexist
unan-

and a significant

in the production

number of

of these
hymn

may sound much like Paul,

also contain

well with what Paul excludes
as the community

developed

harsher

or legalism,

moralism

from their

while the author of the closing

of Discipline

writings

teachings

should not be completely

since multiple

years were certainly

in this com-

is readily drawn

That both contradictory

this literature

works-based

expressions

which match up

from justification.

Perhaps,

and became more separatistic,

a

as well as a more militaristic

68This is evidenced by the commentaries on various
sections of the Old Testament found among the Qumran
documents.
However, as Vermes points out, DSSE, 35, "Only
the Teacher [of Righteousness] was able to decipher the
mysteries concealed in the Scriptures; consequently, only
those who accepted his interpretation of the written word of
God could be sure of living in conformity with His desire."
69The interpretation of some of these passages may be
fairly disputed.
For example, see p. 148-49, notes 61 and
63. Still, the presence of legalistic tendencies cannot be
completely denied.
This evaluation of Qumran's teaching is
quite similar to the one made of the varied and, ultimately,
contradictory teachings on justification made in the Psalms
of Solomon (see above, pp. 137-39).
70See, for example,
Events," DSSE, 53-68.

Vermes's

discussion

of "Persons

and
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and eschatological

outlook,

came to the fore.71

Rabbinic
The rabbinic

documents,

Material
particularly

Tosefta

and the Tannaitic

another

major focus in this debate.

material,

he defines

"the Mekilta
Numbers

Talmuds

the "Tannaitic

on Exodus,

The leaders
the centuries

midrashim"

as

and Sifre on

in the two

such as Midrash

Rabbah."73

of these sources will be cited here.

in preserving

and applying

the Torah in

after the exile came to be called

and then, from A.D.

this

"some use of

to Tannaim

and the later midrashim,
a variety

or halakic

the

have been

As Sanders handles

and also makes

which are attributed

As a result,

midrashim,"72

Sifre on Leviticus

and Deuteronomy,"

traditions

or halakic

"the Mishnah,

70 through

"Soferim"74

the second century,

"Tan-

71For this militaristic outlook, see the quote above
from the Damascus Rule (p. 150, note 67), and especially the
document entitled the War Rule (DSSE, 122-48, also denoted
1QM).
In the War Rule, the community, led by the High
Priest, is clearly involved in an eschatological battle
against the Kittim (probably the Romans; see ibid., 123).
Through their participation, they assist in ushering in
their "Kingdom of God" upon this earth.
72Sanders,

Paul and Palestinian

Judaism,

59.

73 Ibid., 60.
74Ezra can properly be identified as beginning the
shift from a "sopher" being a secretary or administrative
official to an "exegete" or "biblical interpreter."
However, he does not exhibit the legalistic approach to the
Law revealed in these later Jewish works.
See Horace
Hummel, The Word Becoming Flesh (St. Louis:
Concordia
Publishing House, 1979), 614; and below, note 84, pp. 15556.
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naim."

From the third to the fifth centuriest

teachers

were called

"Amorim."75

It was after the events of

A.D. 70 that these rabbis became
leaders

of such Jewish

fundamental
extent

"the sole and undisputed

life as survived."76

issue involved

of the Tannaim

may be equated with the doctrines
day.77

and teachings

Moreover,

lem.78

presents

This is because

teachings

attempting

were largely

The debate

of the

leaders

to relate the beliefs
as it is portrayed

a very "complicated"

the sources which contain
compiled

one

or the Amorim

of the religious

of these rabbis to Judaism

in the New Testament

However,

here is a determination

to which the teachings

of Paul's

these

probtheir

long after Paults day.

over the value of these rabbinic

documents

75See Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism, 2nd ed. (Atlanta:
John Knox Press, 1981), 190. For
an attempt to separate between these and to assign approximate dates to various rabbis and their statements, see
Alfred J. Kolath, Who's Who in the Talmud (Middle Village,
NY: Jonathan David Publications, 1964).
Some have identified noticeable shifts in teachings at various times.
For example, Arthur Marmorstein, in his very significant
study entitled The Doctrine of Merit in Old Rabbinic
Literature (New York:
KTAV Publishing House, 1968), 49,
contends that after 135 C.E. we meet "the teachers of a
different period!
. For the general theory of our
doctrine we learn that everything in life depends on the
merits of man."
76Herbert DanbYt The Mishnah
sity Press, 1972), xiii.

(Oxford:

Oxford Univer-

77See Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaismt 60-69, who
discusses the "date and authenticity" of the rabbinic
materials and the history and current state of this question.
78S0 Sanders

concludes,

ibid., 62.
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for studying

the Judaism

Claude Montefiore
ference between
500.80

instance,

contended

that there was no basic dif-

the Palestinian

However,

concludes

and Targum

Midrash

Judaism

in the time of Jesus."81

The various
teachings

the Mishnah.
first document

disputed

involved

to the New Testament

of Rabbinic

now.

For

-- taken at face value -- about

complex problems

The Mishnah,

of A.D. 50 and

that "we cannot read in Mishnah,

Talmud,

rabbinic

Judaism

this is more widely

Chilton

by Paul continues.79

characterized

which Neusner
Judaism,"

in relating

are exemplified
appraises

the
by

as "the

is a systematic

79Many of the other documents cited from Sanders above,
p. 152, notes 72-73, follow after the Mishnah and were
clearly both composed and compiled after the first century
A.D.
However, due to the scarcity of sources directly from
first-century Judaism, a variety of these will also be
utilized here.
As the documents prior to the first century
A.D. (some of the Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha and Qumran
literature) help to shed light on the Judaism of Paul's day,
so also those which come after the first century stem from
it and, at least to some extent, validly represent it.
80Claude Montefiore, "The Genesis of the Religion of
St. Paul," in Judaism and St. Paul (New York:
Arno Press,
1973), 93. See also ibid., pp. 17-22 and 85-93, where
Montefiore discusses this further.
81Chilton, 30. In addition, he here contends that
"Jewish documents from the first century and earlier present
a very different picture."
On 36, he credits Birger
Gerhardsson, The Origins of the Gospel Traditions (London:
SCM Press, 1979), with showing "neither that what the rabbis
said after 70 corresponded to what their predecessors said
before 70, nor that it would have mattered greatly to the
generality of Jews living in the earlier period to know that
a rabbi of the time took a given position."
Chilton notes
that early Judaism was more heterogeneous than rabbinic
Judaism and gave less status to the rabbis.
However, he
also concludes [33], that "the Judaism of the rabbis is
comparable to a great deal in the New Testament."
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compilation
numerous

of a variety

of midrashic

rabbis which had accumulated

Rabbi Judah the Patriarch
taries and opinions

compiled

on the biblical

in the late second century.83
decisive
cannot

point
.

considered

traditions

over the centuries.82

these various

However,

and this is the
of Judaism,

. be certain when these traditions

part of the divine

commen-

texts into the Mishnah

in regard to the origins

as in themselves

from

"we

began to be

final and authoritative

and

revelation."84

82Neusner, "Comparing Judaisms," 181. Danby, Xll,
contends that "the Mishnah marks the passage to Judaism
definitely as the New Testament marks the passage to
Christianity."

as

83Danby, xix-xxi and XXVll-XXVlll,
asserts that the
main leaders after A.D. 70 were Johanan ben Zakkai, who
received traditions from Hillel and Shammai, Eliezer ben
Hyrcanus, Eliezer ben Jacob, Joshua ben Hananiah, Eleazer
ben Azariah, followed by Akiba (c. 50-135), Ishmael ben
Elisha, Tarfon, and Johanan ben Nuri.
Danby theorizes that
those opinions mentioned without a teacher seem to be the
most authoritative and may go back to before or very shortly
after the Temple's destruction.
The Mishnah has undergone
further expansion and interpretation in the Mishnayoth
Gedoloth, the Gemarah of the Palestinian Talmud, compiled in
the late fourth to early fifth century, and the Babylonian
Talmud, completed roughly a century later.
84Ibid., xviii.
The source or origin of the Oral Law
according to Tractate Aboth 1:1 (Danby, 446) is this:
"Moses received the Law from Sinai and committed it to
Joshua, and Joshua to the elders, and the elders to the
Prophets; and the Prophets committed it to the men of the
Great Synagogue."
Danby, 446, note 2, states the this
refers to "the "Or-a I Law'.
. which in the course of the
centuries had come to possess a validity and sanctity equal
to the of the Written Law."
See also the quotation cited
from the Midrash Rabbah to Numbers below in note 92, p. 158.
In addition, Jacob Neusner, Torah From Our Sages:
Pirke
Avot (Chappaqua, NY: Rossel Books, 1984), 76, affirms that
the Torah is not a closed book, but includes Mishnah.
However, in rebuttal to this, see Hummel's discussion,
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Recent
leaders

attempts

of Paul's

to define

the Pharisees,

day who came to dominate

A.D. 70, have gone in very different
the issue.85

complicating

that the Pharisees
concept

over the Sadducees,

directions,

For example,

after

further

Rivkin concluded

Law, carried

it to triumphant

and made it operative

Neusner,

however,

believes

that after the time of Josephus,

and Hillel

Judaism

were "that scholar class that created

of the twofold

the Pharisees

religious

contends

changed

"responsible

concerns

victory

in society."86

the opposite!

"from a political

was largely

out of its political

virtually

the

He

the character

of

party to a sect,"

for directing

the party

and into more passive

quietis-

tic paths."87

611-617, which stresses [613], that "the 'Yahwism' of the
Old Testament must not be confused with the 'Judaism' of
later times that supplements and interprets the Old Testament in the light of an alleged oral Mosaic tradition,
collected in the Talmud."
According to Hummel, 613, while
Ezra can be called a "sopher," he "still stands squarely
within the Old Testament, that is, within 'Yahwism'.
Any self-conscious sense of a closed canon, of a need for
hermeneutical rules to adapt it to an entirely different era
(of 'Judaism') cannot be picked up until the labors of
Hillel and Shammai in the century before Christ."
See also
how the Old Testament was "supplemented" at Qumran in note
68, p. 151, above.
85See also the discussion above, pp. 132-33, on the
relationship between the Pharisees and the Psalms of Solomon.
86Ellis Rivkin, "Defining the Pharisees:
The Tannaitic
Sources," Hebrew Union College Annual 40-41, (1969-1970):
248.
87Jacob Neusner, The Rabbinic Traditions About the
Pharisees Before 70, 3 vols. (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1971),
Part III, "Conclusions," 3:305.
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Thus due to the very nature
are comprised
teachers

of various

from many different

Jewish

any doctrine

summary

of the teachings

which represents

date the origin
an inclusive

of these materials

summary

of them.

to be a complete

"justification"

expressed

within

of Paul's day.89

forth a number
a century

precisely

assessment

of statements

or to provide
is in no way

of the doctrine

these rabbinic

of

documents

be related to the Jews or

It is rather an attempt
from this literature,

or more later, which evidence

Paul portrays

materi-

will be made here to

The following

which could then, to some degree,
Pharisees

of the rabbis on

all of the rabbinic

With this in mind, no attempt

intended

it is very

not only to date them, but even more so, to draw

out one inclusive

Judaism

which

spread over a number of centuries,

difficult

al.88

opinions

of these documents,

aspects

to draw
compiled

of the

in Romans.90

88Marmorstein notes in numerous places, for example
[64], the apparent "difference of opinions" between various
rabbis.
The discussion on pp. 162-65 below is most certainly relevant here.
89This is basically what Sanders attempts in Paul and
Palestinian Judaism.
If this were to be the case here, the
following admonition by Neusner, "Comparing Judaisms," 181,
would be well heeded:
"If we come to Mishnah with questions
of Pauline-Lutheran
theology, important to.
. New
Testament scholarship, we find ourselves on the peripheries
of Mishnaic literature and its chief foci."
90This is in line with the purpose of this chapter
which is to show that what Paul states in regard to justification in first-century Judaism is indeed validly
represented within some of the available documents pertaining to it, and, particularly here, by these rabbinic
materials.
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The prominent
rabbinic

documents

place of the Torah

(6 V6gos)

within

the

cannot be overestimated.

Materially, the Rabbinic understanding of the Torah may
be summed up in two inwardly related principles:
1. God
has revealed Himself once and for all and exclusively in
the Torah; 2. man has his relationship with God only in
his relationship with the Torah.91
Why was the Torah given?
closes

The Mishnah's

tractate

(6:16b) with this very significant

Aboth

answer:

R. Hananiah b. Akashya said:
The Holy One, blessed is
he, was minded to grant merit to Israel; therefore hath
he multiplied for them the Law and commandments, as it
is written, "It pleased the Lord for his righteousness'
sake to magnify the Law and make it honourable."92
There
Torah

is certainly

in rabbinic

an emphasis

literature.93

on the doing of the

For example,

tractate

91Gutbrod, TDNT, 4:1055.
He notes [1054], that Torah
"is also in most instances the equivalent of the NT v6gos."
By this time, the Torah, at the very least, is beginning to
include the Oral Law as well as the written Law (see above,
note 84, pp. 155-56).
See also above, p. 130, notes 10-11,
to the Torah's centrality in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.
92This quotation and all others from the Mishnah will
be from Danby's translation with the page number noted, here
461, unless otherwise specified.
The words of Aboth 6:16
cite Is. 42:21 and are repeated at the close of tractate
Makkoth (3:16).
This quotation is further elaborated in the
Midrash Rabbah:
Numbers, trans. Judah Slotki, vol. 2 of
Midrash Rabbah, 10 vols., trans. and eds. H. Freedman and M.
Simon (London:
Soncino Press, 1939), 613, which reads:
"This alludes to the fact that the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave Israel two Laws, the Written and the Oral.
He gave
them a Written Law which contains 613 commandments in order
to fill them with religious duties and make them meritorious; as it says, 'The Lord was pleased, for His righteousness' sake, to make the Torah great and glorious (Isa. XLII,
21)" (emphasis mine).
93Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 82, admits
this, but states that "the bulk of the halakic material
deals with the elaboration and definition of Israel's
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Sanhedrin

59a of the Babylonian

Talmud

records:

R. Meir used to say, Whence do we know that even a
heathen who studies the Torah is a High Priest?
From
the verse (Ye shall therefore keep my statutes, and my
judgments) which, if man do, he shall live in them.94
This emphasis
evidenced

upon obedience

in Sipra ~idushim

to the Law is also clearly
8 which states:

As the native born Jew takes upon him (to obey) all the
words of the Law, so the proselyte takes upon him all
the words of the Law.
The authorities say, if a
proselyte takes upon himself to obey all the words of
the Law except one single commandment, he is not to be
received.95
The Midrash

Rabbah

on Deuteronomy

records what will happen

11:26 very graphically

if man does not properly

honor the

Torah.
"God said to man:
My law is in your
Rabbi Simeon said:
hand and your soul is in my hand; if you take care of
what belongs to me, I will take care of what belongs to
If you destroy mine, I destroy yours.96
you.
In regard to these rabbinic
has concluded,

materials,

"We learn, therefore,

obligation to God under the covenant.
for the halakic material in general."

Arthur

Marmorstein

[that] God has

This is what accounts

94Hebrew-English
Edition of the Babylonian Talmud, ed.
I. Epstein (London:
Soncino Press, 1969), vol. 7, 59a,
emphasis mine.
This thought is quite similar to what Paul
expresses when he quotes Leviticus 18:5 in both Romans
(10:5) and Galatians (3:12).
95Quoted from George F. Moore, Judaism in the First
Centuries of the Christian Era, 3 vols. (New York:
Schocken
Books, 1971), 1:331, citing in note 3, "Sifra, I}edoshim
Perek 8 (ed. Weiss f. 91a); Mekilta de-R. Simeon ben Yohai
on E~. 12,49; cf. also Bekorot 30b top" (emphasis mine):
96Midrash
7:92.

Rabbah:

Deuteronomy,

trans. J. Rabbinowitz,
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given the Law to enable man to obtain merits."97
somewhat

similar

rabbis express
primarily
pointing

fashion to one use of v6goS

Thus, in

in Paul, the

that "the Torah comes fully to the forefront,

as the Law which claims

the will of man."9B

While

ahead to the reason why man should obey the Torah's

commandments,

the Sifre on Numbers,

115 to 15:41, concludes,

"Why has God given us commandments?
do them and receive
What precisely
the Torah?
emphasizes

Tractate

Is it not that we may

a reward?"99
is the purpose
Kiddushin

of doing or fulfilling

61b of the Babylonian

Talmud

that there is a reward.

As for Rabbi Meir,

it is well:

hence it is written,

"If

97Marmorstein, 20. He further adds these additional
points:
"(2) by not using the reward which is due to him
who observes the Law, they are preserved for the later
generations; (3) Jews and Gentiles are alike in acquiring
merits for good deeds."
He also discusses the various
Hebrew terms [5-11], and concludes that merits are generally
referred to as h~~t,
although an alternate term, MW~~, may
be older.
G. Bertram, TDNT, 2:646, citing in note 31
I!Str(ack]-B[illerbeck], III, 160ff.; IV, 559ff. ,I!contends
that "the works of the commandments (h~~~ ~W~~), often
simply called C~W~~ by the Rabbis, correspond to what Paul
calls the (!;pya v 6Jj.ov • "
9BTDNT,
pp. 55-56.

4:1055.

For this use of

v6Jj.os

by Paul, see

99Cited from TDNT, 4:1058.
However, Jacob Neusner,
Sifre to Numbers, 2 vols., Brown Judaic Studies, 118-19
(Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1986), 2:182 translates it as
follows:
"Why has the Omnipresent given us commandments?
Let us not do them and not collect a reward."
As will be
concluded below, p. 174, this illustrates the necessity of
exploring these documents in the original language before
making a more thorough evaluation.
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thou doest well,
Tractate

Aboth

shalt thou not be rewarded?"lOO

2:16 of the Mishnah

records

these words of

speak of when this reward will come:101

Rabbi Tarfon which

He used to say:
It is not thy part to finish the task,
yet thou art not free to desist from it. If thou hast
studied much in the Law much reward will be given thee,
and faithful is thy taskmaster who shall pay thee the
reward of thy labour.
And know that the recompense of
the reward of the righteous is for the world to come.
Sanders
studying

contends

that in this passage,

is not considered

"It is clear that

to earn the world to come; that

is simply the locale where the just reward
However,
conveys

the Midrash
the opposite

Rabbah on Genesis
impression

is paid."102

1:31 certainly

in regard to one's works.

Rabbi Zehira (c. 300) states:
For him who treasures up
religious acts and good deeds, behold there is paradise;
while for him who does not lay up religious acts and
good deeds, behold there is Gehinnom.103
This statement

from tractate

one's own actions

Berakoth

also teaches

that

will "win the future world":

When R. Eliezer fell ill, his disciples went in to visit
him.
They said to him:
"Master, teach us the paths of
life so that we may through them win the life of the
lOOHebrew-English
Edition of the BabYlonian
vol. 5, Tractate ~iddushin 6Ib.

Talmud,

1 olD an by, 449.

l02Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 126.
Marmorstein, 32, discusses prevalent "objections to Jewish
ethics," the foremost of which is "the reproach that the
ethics of the Rabbis are materialistic."
He concludes [34],
that "the merits one accumulates are not rewarded in this
world but in the world to come."
l03Midrash Rabbah:
Genesis, trans. H. Freedman, 1:68.
"Gehinnom" reflects the Hebrew word for the valley of Hinnom
near Jerusalem which came to be a reference to hell.
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future world."
He said to them:
"Be solicitous for the
honour of your colleagues, and keep your children from
meditation, and set them between the knees of scholars
and when you pray know before whom you are standing and
in this way you will win the future world."104
In addition,

the Mekilta

rewards

are also received

midrash

on Exodus

the wonders

20:15-19

performed

of Rabbi Ishmael asserts

in this world.
suggests

that

The following

that the impetus behind

by Moses was Israel's

merits:

I was going to raise up a prophet.
. in the future,
but by their merits they brought it about sooner.IOS
The extent

to which the commandments

in order to "win the future world"
rabbinic

literature

itself.I06

Gamaliel

II and Akiba

must be fulfilled

is debated

within

The famous encounter

in Sanhedrin

81a reveals

the
between

this.

I04Hebrew-English
Edition of the Babylonian
vol. 1, Tractate Berakoth 28b, emphasis mine.

Talmud,

losJacob Lauterbach, ed. and trans., Mekilta de-Rabbi
Ishmael, 3 vols., The Schiff Library of Jewish Classics
(Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society of America,
1933), 2:271.
It is most interesting that this applies
Deuteronomy 18:18 to Moses himself!
I06Snodgrass, 79, contends that "Judaism.
. did not
require perfection for salvation."
He cites 1QH IV:30-31;
IX:14-15; and XII, 19-20; and also Wisdom of Solomon 15:2;
2 Baruch 84:11; 85:15; 4 Ezra 4:38; 7:46,68.
On the other
hand, he also notes that Abraham was considered as perfect
in Jubilees 23:10 (see also below, note 108, p. 163), and
that Issachar (Testament of Issachar 7:1) and Zebulun (Test
of Zebulun 1:4) are presented as not being conscious of any
sin.
See Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 93, 137,
175-176, 203; and idem, "On the Question of Fulfilling the
Law in Paul and Rabbinic Judaism," in Donum Gentilicum:
New
Testament Studies in Honor of David Daube, ed. by E. Bammel,
C. K. Barrett, and W. D. Davies (Oxford:
At the Clarendon
Press, 1978), 103-26.
See also Daniel Fuller, "Paul and
'the Works of the Law,'" Westminster Theological Journal 38
(1975-76):28-42, especially 31-33.
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When Rabbi Gamaliel read this verse (Exodus 18:9) he
wept, saying, "Only he who does all these things shall
live, but not merely one of them!"
Thereupon R. Akiba
said to him, "
. it means, in one of these things;
so here too, for doing one of these things (shall he
live)."107
The sentiment
in tractate

expressed

by Gamaliel

Yoma 28b which states,

the whole Torah"

even before

II is applied

to Abraham

"Our father Abraham

it was given!108

On the other hand, it seems to be more commonly
that perfection

is not necessary,

all the commandments.
evil is required.109
giving

Instead,

held

nor is the fulfillment

a "majority"

Aboth 3:16-17 asserts

a clear indication

kept

of

of good versus
this, while

of the free will of man,110

l07Hebrew-English
Edition of the Babylonian
vol. 7, Tractate Sanhedrin 81a, emphasis mine.

Talmud,

l08Ibid., vol. 11, Tractate Yoma 28b. This further
claims that he kept the Oral Law, specifically of dishes,
well!

as

l09This recalls the discussion above, pp. 44-45.
However, this view stands in contrast to the biblical
doctrine expressed by Paul in Romans 3:9-10,23 (see also
above, pp. 99-100; Gal. 3:10; 5:3; Jesus' saying in Matt.
5:19; James 2:10).
It also contradicts some statements from
Qumran (see above, pp. 148-49), and what Snodgrass, 79, has
termed, the "usual Protestant answer."
All of these contend
that perfection is necessary.
llOC. E. B. Cranfield, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 2 vols., The
International Critical Commentary, vol. 32, 6th ed. (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1975), 1:192, note 1, concludes that
the usual rabbinic doctrine stresses man's freedom of
choice.
However, Hans Schoeps, Paul, trans. Harold Knight
(Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1961), 185, mentions
the exception of Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus of the late
first century who, like Paul, proclaims the bondage of the
will to sin on the basis of Eccl. 7:20, a verse "always on
his lips."
See also Hebrew-English Edition of the Babylonian Talmud, vol. 7, Sanhedrin 101a.
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through
haggadah

these words of Akiba which are followed
that further explains

by a

them:

All is foreseen, but freedom of choice is given; and
the world is judged by grace, yetIII all is according to
the excess of works (that be good or evil).
He used to
say: All is given against a pledge, and the net is cast
over all living; the shop stands open and the shopkeeper gives credit and the account-book lies open and
the hand writes and everyone
that wished to borrow let
him come and borrow; but the collectors go their round
continually every day and exact payment of men with
their consent or without their consent, for they have
that on whichI12 they can rely; and the judgment is a
judgment of truth; and all is made ready for the banquet.113
So also Tosefta

Kiddushin

balance

good and evil deeds which

between

gives this similar picture
influence

life in this world and will also determine

of the
one's

God's judgment:

Whoever fulfills one 'mitsvah' -- God benefits (they
benefit) him and lengthens his days and his years, and
he inherits the earth.
And everyone who commits one
transgression, God harms him and shortens his days, and
he does not inherit the land.
. A man should always
consider himself as if he were half innocent and half
guilty.
If he fulfills one 'mitsvah', happy is he for
weighting himself down in the scale of innocence.
If he
commits one transgression,
(it is as) if he weighted
himself down in the scale of guilt.
. R. Simeon b.
Eleazaar said in the name of R. Heir:
Since the individual is judged according to the majority (and) the
world is judged according to the majority, if he
fulfills one 'mitsvah', happy is he for weighting
himself and the world down in the scale of innocence.
If he commits one transgression,
(it is as) if he
weighted himself and the world down in the scale of
guilt.
. R. Simeon said:
If a man were righteous
all his days, but rebelled at the end, he would destroy
IlIDanby, 452, note 5, gives a variant
reads, "And not according to works."

here which

I12Ibid., note 6, states that this refers to "God's
record of man's debts."
I13Ibid.,

emphasis

mine.
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everything, as it is said:
righteous shall not deliver
(Ezek. 33:12}.114
Aboth

2:1 presents

rewarding

"The righteousness of the
him when he transgresses"

further evidence

of various

~pya

v6gov

of this balancing

and

from Judah the Patriarch:

Rabbi said:
Which is the straight way that a man should
choose?
That which is an honour to him and gets him
honour from men.
And be heedful of a light precept as
of a weighty one, for thou knowest not the recompense of
reward of each precept; and reckon the loss through the
fulfilling of a precept against its reward, and the
reward that comes from transgression against its loss.
Consider three things and thou wilt not fall into the
hands of transgression:
know what is above thee -- a
seeing eye and a hearing ear and all thy deeds written
in a book.llS
114Tosefta Kiddushin 1:13-15, following Liebermann's
text as cited from Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism,
129-30 (emphasis mine).
Regarding the belief that the
merits of a person can affect the merits of others and even
"the world," Marmorstein, 28, concludes that the rabbis
"developed the doctrine of imputed sins and imputed righteousness of the just.
Sometimes the latter dies for the
sins of others, at other times the death of the righteous
prevents death or plague which threatens the whole community."
For the teaching that the merits of others, and particularly the fathers, can justify, see Marmorstein 49-65.
He concludes [52], that "it is clear that the merits of some
people can protect and justify others."
Abraham is an
especially prominent figure in his discussion (pp. 37-39,
52-53), and this teaching may be reflected in Matt. 3:9 and
John 8:39.
Some of the rabbis also asserted that their own
merits could justify others.
For example, between Abraham
and himself, Jotham ben Uzziah concluded that "we will
justify by our merits all creatures from Abraham up to the
time of the Messiah" (cited from Marmorstein, 52). This is
certainly contrary to the "righteousness of God" expressed
by Paul which excludes not only one's own "works of the
Law," but every human being's ~
from being a source of
justification since all have sinned (Rom. 3:19-20,22-23).
Marmorstein, 65, finally concludes with the disclaimer that
"it is therefore not at all so sure that Rabbinic theology
adopted the doctrine of imputed merit."
11SDanby, 447 (emphasis mine).
In note 8 he identifies
the Rabbi here as Judah the Patriarch.
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The crucial
reasons

then comes in assessing

what the

for and the results of this strict obedience

commandments
proper

question

of the Torah were.

response"

established
obedience
position

of one whose

Were they merely

expressed

as something

in the covenant,

"the

"place in God's plan

on the basis of the covenant"?116
which

but.

to the

[was]

Was this

"maintains

one's

• does not earn God's

grace as such"?117
Sanders

spends thirty-six

terms "The persistence
one of legalistic
demonstrate
founded

what he

religion

as

works-righteousness."118

He seeks to

that this view is unwarranted

and improperly

these characteristics

valuable

of the view of Rabbinic

since "the surviving

directing

pages describing

Jewish

is as free of

as any I have ever read."119

us back to the primary
contribution.

literature

sources,

But, as Snodgrass

In

Sanders makes a
has rightly noted,

His analysis does not do justice to the diversity of
themes or the abuse of these themes in various parts of
Judaism.
. He allows to enter into his description
of Judaism only those statements that agree with his
point.120
As a result,
reinterpret

Sanders unjustifiably
those statements

116Sanders,

Paul and Palestinian

33; see also 33-59.

119 Lb i d ,, 427.
120Snodgrass,

77.

to exclude

which do properly

117 Ibid., 420.
118Ibid.,

attempts

Judaism,

support

75.

or
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Paul's portrayal

of first-century

Judaism's

teaching

on

justification.
On the other side of the spectrum,
assertion

that "the righteousness

cultic and legal action

of casuistically

is the decisive

Jewish piety."121

Largely

documents,

further asserts,

Schrenk

there is the

content

ordered

of later

on the basis of the rabbinic

The synagogue inclines to a one-sided application of the
schema righteous/ungodly
which serves the concept of
reward, which logically decides everything and which
optimistically reckons with the ability of man to attain
to righteousness before God.122
Which of these broader

assessments

is closer to the

truth in regard to what was the dominant
"Rabbinic

religion"

not been determined
that neither
evidence.

or first-century
here.

However,

of them does justice

In regard
signals

sure, Sanders

does not properly

the evidence,

but neither

of Rabbinic
statements

Judaism

Judaism

are evidenced

it must suffice

to say

range of the

and the righteousness
here as well.

account

To be

for or assess all of

do those scholars

who depict all

as if it were represented

of "the righteousness

of either

as a whole has

to the entire

to justification

of God, mixed

teaching

only by

of casuistically

ordered

121Bertram, TDNT, 2:645.
He goes on to note [646],
"isolated impulses" to the contrary which were "not able to
overcome.
. the casuistry [which] constantly expands its
dominion and is even able to penetrate into early Christianity."
122Ibid., 2:186.
"Str[ack]-B[illerbeck],

In note 4, Schrenk
IV, 484ff."

cites for support
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cultic

and legal action."123
Thus Gutbrod

which maintain
the essential
Marmorstein

emphasizes

that we also "find sayings

[that] piety of the heart and fear of God are
prerequisites

of study" of the Torah.124

also characterizes

the rabbis as men who

Were not craving after rewards, but their desire was to
give worthy expression to that deep, immeasurable love
and unlimited faith in the Father in Heaven.125
He concludes

that this is a summary

of Hillel's

teaching:126

Even if we acquired merits, we still have no right to
claim rewards.
All the good deeds a man does in this
world are not sufficient to justify him.
Aboth

1:3 and 2:8 provide

the same body of material
to contend

two further examples

of this from

which has often been cited above

that the very opposite

is the case.

Antigonus of Soko received [the Law] from Simeon the
Just.
He used to say: Be not like slaves that minister
123Ibid.,

2:645.

124Ibid., 4:1058.
For example, Sifre:
A Tannaitic
Commentary on the Book of Deuteronomy, trans., intro., and
notes by Reuven Hammer (New Haven, Connecticut:
Yale
University Press, 1986), Piska 41 on 11:13, page 85,
exhorts, "All that you do: do only out of love."
In
addition, Tractate Shabbath 31a-31b, Hebrew-English Edition
of the Babylonian Talmud, vol. 9, states, "Rabbah b. R. Huna
said:
tA man who possesses learning without [31b] the fear
of heaven is like a treasurer who is entrusted with the
inner keys but not the outer:
how is he to enter?"
125Marmorstein,
30. Thus he concludes [175-83], with
a discussion of the merits of faith, of the Torah, of the
observance of the Sabbath, circumcision, sacrifice, and acts
of charity and lovingkindness.
126Ibid.
However, Hillel adds [38], that "he has to
rely on the works of the fathers."
For this teaching on the
merits of others, and particularly the fathers, see the
discussion above, p. 165, note 114.
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to the master for the sake of receiving a bounty, but be
like slaves that minister to the master not for the sake
of receiving a bounty; and let the fear of Heaven be
upon you.
Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai received (the Law) from Hillel
and from Shammai.
He used to say:
If thou hast wrought
much in the Law claim not merit for thyself, for to this
end wast thou created.127
However,
Gutbrod

in regard to Rabbinic

properly

concludes,

that a man achieves
observance
contended

righteousness

of the Torah."128

and life by study and

While this brief study has not

with all of the sources

documents

or issues, the passages

do reveal,

view of

~pya

v6gov

the rabbinic

quotations,

is properly

the following

(see

in Romans

literature

as

On the basis

appraisal

founded upon the rabbinic

the

that the

which Paul "used disparagingly"
within

of these

3:19-31

concluded

in the sense of Jewish piety."129

of the previous
Judaism

in Romans

It can be justifiably

is indeed represented
"acceptable

that a variety

at least to some extent,

type of Judaism which Paul critiques
also 2:1-3:18).

as a whole,

"This does not alter the fact

here cited have given valid evidence
Rabbinic

literature

of

material

itself:
The aim of Torah is to show man what he should do and
not do in order that, obedient to the Torah, he may have
God's approval, righteousness, life, and a share in the
127Danby,

446 and 448.

128TDNT, 4: 1059 .
129Ibid., 2:645.
Bertram begins this statement
asserting that they "were generally acceptable."

by
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future world of God.130
There

is also evidence

fulfillment

for the contention

of the Law:

n1~b,

.tI1~t, which the Israelite
examples

of the teaching

in accordance

contains

that one's standing

with the predominance

throughout
implies

maintained

the Rabbinic

the maintenance

There are

before God is

of merits

or transgres-

will determine

and judge in favor if the merits

it cannot be properly

with it a merit:

earns before God."131

sions, and that the final judgment
greater

that "every

which

dominate.132

is
Thus

that "righteousness"

literature

is merely

"a term which

of status among the group of the

elect."133

130Ibid., 4:1058.
A further distinctive teaching of
the rabbis which contrasts with the righteousness which
comes through faith as expressed by Paul concerns when one
can be considered righteous.
Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of
the New Testament, 2 vols., trans. Kendrick Grobel (New
York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), 1:279, states, "What
for the Jews is a matter of hope is for Paul a present
reality -- or, better, is also a present reality."
Walter
A. Maier, "Paul's Concept of Justification and Some Recent
Interpretations of Romans 3:21-31," (Paper xeroxed from
Concordia Theological Seminary Library, Springfield, IL,
n.d.), 5, also notes a contrast which "consisted in this,
that pious Jews expected God's justifying verdict and
righteousness to be provided exclusively in his eschatological judgment, whereas Paul taught that the divinely declared
justifying righteousness was already imputed to a man (a
believer in Christ) in the present."
See also TDNT, 2:205.
131TDNT,
132Ibid.,

2:197, citing Strack-Billerbeck,
citing

133Sanders,

Strack-Billerbeck,

Paul and Palestinian

1:251.

1:251 and 4:5.

Judaism,

544.
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Conclusions
It is currently
an essentially

different

found in Palestinian

26.

antithesis
rejects
God.

primarily

which Paul both attributes

has demonstrated

statement

three bodies

of Jewish

literature

and the Rabbinic

righteousness

these Jewish documents.

material

and then
before

each show evidence

of

that

as relying on the Law and

to Paul,135

within

the literature

represented

While the precise

of the Law" which this phrase
as present

the

which have been studied

the attitude

earn or secure one's own righteousness

strated

3:21-

that such an all-

in God (Rom. 2:17) are clearly

may well be unique

regarding

to Judaism

and Pseudepigrapha,

the Jews whom Paul describes
boasting

in Romans

cannot be made in regard to any of the

The Apocrypha

Qumran,

Sanders has

he proclaims

as a means toward attaining

inclusive

from any

in regard to what Paul

he makes the same contention

This chapter

here.

type of religiousness

states as the Gospel

However,

that "Paul represents

Jewish Literature."134

made this statement
positively

being asserted

~pya

v6gou

which strives

to

before God by "works

characterizes

the valid streams

It can be fairly concluded

phrase

within

has been demonof Judaism.

that the growing

predomi-

134Ibid., 543. He further contends [548], that on "the
meaning of 'righteousness,'
. Paul's thought can be
sharply distinguished from anything to be found in Palestinian Judaism."
135See above, pp. 56-59, notes 76-84.
Hebrew equivalents, see note 97 on p. 160.

For the possible
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nance of a legalistic
was clearly

recognized

personally

acquainted

decisively

attacks

ness" revealed,

rather,

by him.

Whether

perhaps

toward

in embryonic

studied here.

documents,

form, within

Unfortunately,

dominant

Paul

"works righteous-

were not squelched

increasingly

of Paul's day

or not he was

with these specific

tendencies

became

in the Judaism

the tendencies

sources of Judaism
legalistic

outlook

the
such

by Paul, but,

and came to full bloom

in later Judaism.
In conclusion,
forensic

meaning

be attained

of justification

Judaism.136

sified" within
with complete

justice"

is "if anything,

The "final judgment

and the verdict

only by God's "righteous"

his tribunal.137

However,

least some elements
to acquire merit
thereby

it is true that in one sense the

attain,

inten-

will be

of "righteous"
judgment

will

and before

it has here been shown that at

in Judaism maintained

"that man is able

in the sight of God by his own efforts"
earn, or deserve

that "righteous"

verdict

and
on

the basis of one's own "works."138
The Jewish view of judgment

stressed

judgment

according

136Leon Morris, The Apostolic Preaching of the Cross,
reprint ed. (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1956), 241.
However, Schrenk, TDNT, 2:205, also says that "the judicial
form would be suspect only if the human view of law were to
distort the matter, i.e., the holiness of God, as in the
Pharisaic idea of a balance-sheet and rewards."
See above,
note 249, p. 103.
137Morris,
138Ibid.

The Apostolic

Preaching

of the Cross,

241-42.
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to works with certain qualifications.
There is an
emphasis on weighing good deeds against bad in some
writings and on keeping ledger books in others.139
While concepts

of weighing

ledger books is certainly
problem

present

in Scripture

here is that these have become

one's standing
portrayed

and accepted

emphasized

as the decisive

before God.140

in these documents,

himself

and establish

as well, the

the means by which

before God is determined.

not one is righteous

justify

good and bad deeds and of keeping

That is, they are
factor in whether

or

The mercy of God is

yet man is ultimately
his own eternal

able to

fate on the

basis of his own actions.
On the other hand, it has also been demonstrated
in each of the three bodies of Jewish
studied

from the centuries

Romans,

such a "works righteousness"

exclusively

proclaimed.

this to be the case.
and Qumran,

Kasemann

literature

surrounding

Neither

Paul's

here

letter to the

is not uniformly

does Paul himself

In reference

that

specifically

or

claim

to 4 Ezra

concludes,

Here, even if Jewish orthodoxy sharply rejected it, the
justification of the ungodly is believed and proclaimed
in Judaism, and thus the most extreme intensification of
Paul's doctrine of grace is recognized.141
One might want to contend with his use of "in Judaism."

But

139Snodgrass, 78. Here he further concludes that "this
cannot be dismissed as easily as Sanders would like."
140See,
62, 169-70.

for example,

141Kasemann,

above, pp. 137-38,

Commentary

on Romans,

27.

148-50,

160-
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if this were replaced
perhaps

with "among first-century

this is where those who decry the negative

als of first-century
righteous

Judaism

have a valid point.

validity

of their blanket

extreme,

such assertions

evaluate

the primary

naively

Jews,"

portrayworks

While one cannot accept the

statements

which err to the other

do direct us to look at and

evidence

or exclusively

as being exclusively

then

more fully and not to rely

upon secondary

sources.

CONCLUSION

A most interesting
Stowers

in The Diatribe

He contends

thesis

and Paul's Letter

substantialll in Romans.2

polemic

element

exchange

to the Romans.l

Stowers

similarities

in the diatribe

of the diatribe

or an attack on the enemies

is not an expression
and opponents

addressing

any particular

polemical,

but rather Paul discussing

appraisal

Paul is not

philosophy

lIis not

with a student;

a

Jew.1I4

3:19-31 merely making

of some abstract

of

lIopponent.1I His argument

or at least an open-minded

Is Paul in Romans

of

that Paul is

in just such a IIdialogue" in Romans.

fellow believer,

are

then notes that lithe

philosophy. 113 On this basis he concludes
engaged

by Stanley

that lithe formal and functional

(to] the dialogical

dialogical

is adopted

a negative

or imaginary

IIstraw-

lStanley K. Stowers, The Diatribe and Paul's Letter
the Romans, Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation
Series, 57 (Chico, CA:
Scholars Press, 1981).

to

2Ibid., 175. Here Stowers is speaking specifically of
Romans 3:27-4:2.
However, he [79-118], also makes a case
for the presence of this throughout various sections of
Romans.
3Ibid.,

175.

4 Ibid.,

165.
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men?"5

If this is not the case and Stowers'

rejected,

then Paul is indeed actively

with real Jews and actual Judaism.
then be faced is this:

Judaism?

Chapter

crucial

question

purpose

of this thesis

that the consensus

which must
realisti-

and then objectively
teachings

of first-

one has demonstrated

that this

is currently

the basis of Scripture

is

in argument

The question

the actual or predominant

century

engaged

Is Paul, in these verses,

cally and fairly characterizing
evaluating

premise

being debated,

and the

is to begin to address
and the Jewish

this issue on

sources.

It is hoped

might once again be that "Paul's views

are fairly well agreed upon; it is rather the explanation
of how Paul the Jew could come to such views"
certainly

occupy

the interest

that should

of all those who study Paul

and his letters.6
E. P. Sanders
possibility
critique

and others have attempted

that Paul's portrayal

of Judaism

to exclude

the

and his

of its view of the Law have been drawn from the

5This is charged against Stowers by Bill Loader, "Paul
and Judaism:
Is He Fighting Strawmen?" Colloquium 16 (May
1984):15.
6Donald Hagner, "Paul in Modern Jewish Thought," in
Pauline Studies, eds. D. Hagner and M. Harris (Grand
Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1980), 144. Although he
speaks this pejoratively, the goal he expresses is a valid
one. On what basis and how accurately did Paul assess and
critique 6 v6goS and, particularly, the current interpretations and applications of it which were being made in his
day?
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recognized

and prevalent

If the influential
dominance
Judaism

conclusions

of "covenantal

are accepted,S

that Paul has branded
Jewish-Christian
law."9

beliefs

of Sanders

nomism"

"the covenantal

opponents

has attempted

intend to portray
contrast
to oppose
covenant

Judaism

to Christianity

of his

by works of the

a different

role to the Law

and, actually,

all of Judaism

to explain

that Paul did not

as a religion

of merits

as one of grace.

and the other faith in Christ,IO

that "this is what Paul finds wrong

the ancient

with the result

in Judaism:

This line of interpretation

7See also the views of Raisanen,
above, pp. 8-10, and 13-18.

in

He rather meant

two ways to life, one which followed

Christianity."ll

the

first-century

theology

as salvation

He has then attributed

Sanders

within

concerning

one is led to agree with Raisanen

than those Jewish Christians
did.

of the Jews of his day.7

it is not

leads Dunn to

Dunn, and Williamson

SE. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1977), 543. Here he concludes
that it is "found uniformly throughout Palestinian Judaism."
9Heikki Raisanen, "Legalism and Salvation in Paul," in
Paulinische Literatur und Theologie, ed. by Sigfred Pederson, Teologiske Studier, no. 7 (Arhaus:
Forlaget Aros,
1980), 78.
IOE. P. Sanders, Paul, the Law, and the Jewish People,
(Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1983), 46-47, note 2;
idem, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 551-52; Francis Watson,
Paul, Judaism and the Gentiles, Society for New Testament
Monograph Series, no. 56 (New York:
Cambridge University
Press, 1986), 78. See also the views of Stendahl, Gaston,
and Gager above, pp. 25-28.
IlSanders,

Paul and Palestinian

Judaism,

552.
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conclude,
Paul is wholly at one with his fellow Jews in asserting
that justification is by faith.
[This was] not a
distinctively Christian teaching .
. but an extension of their Jewish faith.12
In reaction
Judaism,

to these "reappraisals"

a number of the varied

critical

of first-century
(re)interpretations

which are being made of Paul were overviewed

in chapter

and have been noted throughout

On one extreme,

Stowers'
actual

this thesis.

theory about the diatribe

opponent

non-polemical.

and views Paul's
Chapter

strives to eliminate

argument

in Romans

two has demonstrated

one

any

1-3 as

that this

theory must be rejected

since Paul does indeed direct his

very polemical

against

attempted

argument

to assert

a narrower

whom Paul is attributing
before God ~f
against

~pywv

privileges,

or debating

the following

statement

definition

attempts

v6gov.14

a few heretical

actual Jews.13

Others have

of the "Jews" to

to attain

righteousness

If Paul was merely

arguing

Jews who had abused their covenantal
exclusively
by Heikki

with Jewish Christians,

Raisanen

must be honestly

12James Dunn, "The New Perspective on Paul," The John
Rylands Uni versi ty Library Bulletin 65 .(1982-83) :106.
13See, for example, Rom. 2:1-3:31, particularly 2:17;
3:29; and the discussion above on pp. 45, 56-57, 86-88, 1067. Loader, 15, also properly asserts that Paul is engaged
in argument with real people, as is especially evident on
the basis of Romans 3:8 which states, "'And why not do evil
that good may come?' as some people slanderously charge us
with saying."
14See chapter one, pages 15-18, particularly
of Montefiore, Gaston, and Williamson.

the views
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addressed

and answered:

If this is what Paul intended.
. then Paul did not
communicate his message too clearly.
For undoubtedly
most readers do get.
. the impression that Judaism is
based on human efforts as opposed to Paul's new faith.
It is difficult to avoid the impression that Paul at
least as often speaks as if grace were limited to Christianity.15
However,
identify

Paul's

"if we reject as unsatisfactory
'Jews' with a heterodox

suggest

that Paul was thus caricaturing

options

remain?"16

Raisanen

in making

attempts

Judaism,

to

and to

an abuse, what

Is it time for each of us to follow
this statement?

I join the ranks of those who doubt the assertion that
post-biblical Judaism was a man-centered achievement
religion which invited its adherents to earn the favour
of God by doing meritorious works of the law.17
Or, even more dramatically,

should we adopt the directive

15Heikki Raisanen, "Paul's Conversion and the Development of His View of the Law," New Testament Studies 33
(1987):411-412; see also idem, Paul and the Law, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, no. 29
(Tubingen:
J. C. B. Mohr, 1983), 171-172. His main point is
well taken.
However, I would define his use of "Paul's new
faith" to be faith in the Promise of God which was "new" to
him at his conversion (Acts 9). But, at the same time, he
now stood in continuity with the faith of the Old Testament.
Thus, grace prior to Christ's coming was not technically
"limited to Christianity."
16Loader,

15.

17Raisanen, "Paul's Conversion and the Development of
His View of the Law," 411. Here he goes on to concede that
some may have believed this, including Paul before his
conversion, but that to an "'average Jew' observance of the
law can hardly be said to have been the ground of Israel's
salvation.
It was man's response to what God has done."
See also Raisanen, Paul and the Law, 162-191.
In opposition
to this, see Seyoon Kim, The Origin of Paul's Gospel,
Wissenschaftliche
Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 2,
Reihe 4 (Tubingen:
J. C. B. Mohr, 1981), 348-49.
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that
ministers of the gospel should familiarize themselves
with this new scholarship on the Pharisees and cease
perpetuating negative images of the forebears of the
synagogue across the street.18
In opposition
the Jewish

sources

demonstrated

or unjustifiably

from a variety

diversities

and such advice disregard,

"explain

away" clear evidence
to first-century

such monolithic

in early Judaism. "19

Secondly,

also ignore that the Jewish

reappraisals

these re-

sources examined

here

the beliefs which Paul cites as represen-

tative of a "boastful"
the Gentiles

three has

of that era "do not allow for the fundamental

do indeed evidence

3:28-31).

to us, chapter

of the sources pertaining

In the first place,

of the Judaism

appraisals

available

that these attempts

misinterpret,

Judaism.

to these and on the basis of some of

Jewish attitude

based upon the fulfilling

As W. Horbury

toward both God and
of ~pya

v6uov

(2:17;

concludes,

The signs of a tendency to rigorous obedience are more
widespread than could be readily discerned from Professor Sanders' book;
. There may still be room for the
argument that St. Paul was closer to living Judaism in
his criticism and more deeply influenced by the Jewish
fundamentals he retained than Professor Sanders would

18Clark Williamson, "The New Testament Reconsidered:
Recent Post-Holocaust Scholarship," Quarterly Review 4
(Winter 1984):43.
19James Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha
and the New Testament (New York:
Cambridge University
Press, 1985), 51, who directs this charge against Sanders.
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allow.20
The Jewish
"rigorous

sources

studied

obedience"

attainment

in chapter

was viewed

of righteousness,

three reveal that such

as a means toward the

reward,

and this is what Paul decisively

and merit before God,

excludes

from justifica-

tion.
Those who contend

that Paul has merely made "a change

of !entire systems,'''21 both of which Paul himself
ended up at the same goal cannot adequately
exegesis
strated

conducted

here either.

Chapter

that in regard to people,

Jews and Gentiles,
all-inclusive.
theology,

Paul's argument

In addition,

these verses

foundational

explain

the

two has demon-

and, particularly,
in Romans

3:19-31

both
is

in regard to his overall

are justifiably

in nature.22

realized

evaluated

This exegesis

as being

has served to

20W. Horbury, "Paul and Judaism," The Expository Times
90 (1979):117-18.
He also notes [117], that "St. Paul's
polemic on perfect conformity to the Law appears to have
points of contact with contemporary Judaism."
Klyne
Snodgrass, "Justification By Grace - to the Doers," New
Testament Studies 32 (1986):77, likewise charges that
Sanders downplays the aspect of works in Judaism, "even
though he sees obedience (or at least the intention of
obedience) as the condition of salvation in Judaism (but not
its cause)."
See Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism,
141, 146-47, 371.
21Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 550.
See, for
example, Dunn, 106, who similarly contends that "Paul's
appeal here is.
. to Jews whose Christian faith is but an
extension of their Jewish faith" (emphasis mine).
See also
the discussion above, pp. 25-28.
22This is well expressed in Rom. 3:28 which stands in
opposition to Schweitzer, Stendahl, and others who have
attempted to reinterpret Paul's theology by replacing what
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buttress
verses

the "traditional"

Paul is setting

contrast

interpretation

forth justification

to, and exclusion

contemporary

scholars

"evangelize"
(9:3).

also overlook

synagogues.23

efforts

a certain

to

to

Paul normally

began

among the Jews of the diaspora

priority

to regard the Jews as

and many advantages

(1:16; 2:9-10),

(3:2).
b

"the Apostle

in his attempts

journeys

And Paul continued

having been entrusted
God"

or exclusively

his fellow Jews who were "apart from Christ"

his evangelistic

the Gospel

Some

the very significant

but, rather, persisted

Thus in his missionary

having

by faith in

of, "works of the Law."

fact that Paul was not merely
the Gentiles,"

that in these

the foremost

with 6 v6uos

in regard to

of which was their

through the "oracles

Of what did the latter advantage

of

consist?

v6/.!.os
should have led "those who bear the name

{Jew'" (2:17)24 to exclude

any attempt

righteousness"

in any anthropocentric

justification.

or boasting
However,

it grieves

at pursuing

"works
basis for

Paul to realize

that

has long been regarded as its center, the doctrine of
justification by faith.
See, for example, pp. 18-21, notes
51-65.
In response, see pp. 21-22, note 66, and especially
p. 71, note 122.
23For example, Acts 13:5,14-50, especially verses 14
and 43; 14:1; 17:1-3,10-12; 18:1-4; 26:23 and 1 Cor. 9:20.
See also Olaf Moe, The Apostle Paul, vol. 2: His Message
and Doctrine, trans. L. Vigness (Minneapolis:
Augsburg
Publishing House, 1954), 30-33 and 180-81.
24This phrase, in and of itself, certainly need not
have any negative connotation as Kasemann, Commentary on
Romans, 69, points out.
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this has not been the case.
has come to recognize
result,

in Romans

Through

the futility

2:1-3:20

closed because

of ~pyo v6gov

of sin.

revelation,

of such attempts.

he aims to convince

Jews on the basis of the divinely
ment that the avenue

divine

Therefore,

authoritative

(Rom. 3:19).

Rather

than a striving

(9:31-10:5),

and, as a result,

a despair

Yet Paul also asserts
which the privileged
to" the OLKOLoavvn

of b

is impossible

v6uos

and forfeiture

Messiah-now-come,

Messiah

also "testifies

is granted

freely through

(3:21-24).

6 v6goS had

of forgiveness

is making

to them, but it is a

Old Testament

their acceptance

in Romans
v6goS

of Jesus,

the

and such are the Jews with whom

2:1-3:31.

Paul clearly

and the covenant

ahead to Jesus Christ.

saw that the

with Israel pointed

That covenant

in itself, even for the Jews.
25See

a

difficult.

This is the Judaism
Paul debates

to

that this divine v6goS with

eEOO which

this message

which

should

of any attempt

to which many of them have become hardened,

hardening

g£

of their sin (Rom. 3:20),

Jews had been entrusted

faith in the Promised

Gospel

of

which comes from the Law.25

gain the righteous

delivered

Old Testa-

after righteousness

the advantage

have led them to a recognition

his fellow

the attainment

before God through human means

v6gov

As a

has been permanently

righteousness

~pywv

Paul

Rather,

was not a separate
it looked ahead to

above, pp. 55-61, 107-8, 109-12.

end
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its own fulfillment

in what was to be the culmination

entire Old Testament.26
Paul continued

of the

On the basis of this realization,

to contend with those Jews who were separated

from Christ while also laboring
forfeit his own salvation

among them, vowing even to

in order to win them for Christ

(9:3)!

The major question
study is the extent

to which this "works righteousness"

present

in first-century

dominant

were attempts

establish

which has been left open by this

Judaism.

to reject the 6LKOLoauvn

a more exhaustive

ToD

righteousness

A more general

is certainly

evalua-

dependent

upon

which relate

This thesis has only begun to

who ignore or try to explain

before God by works of the Law.
Paul from those who criticize

such Jews as an unfair

responding

v6uou and thus

away all

that some Jews had indeed sought to attain

has also defended
against

~pywv

study of all of the documents

those scholars

of the evidence

8f

eeoD?

"Judaism"

to the Jews of Paul's day.
answer

and

among the Jews of Paul's day to

their own righteousness

tion of first-century

How prevalent

was

to those scholars

caricature

who contend

This study
his argument

of Judaism.

In

that there is no

26Therefore W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism,
4th ed. (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1980), xxxv,
properly states,
"Paul's appeal to the Old Testament for
support seems to make the radical dichotomy between Pauline
'Christianity' and 'Judaism,' in our judgment, untenable."
There is indeed a "radical dichotomy," but it does not stem
from the Old Testament itself.
It rather consists in how
the Old Testament should have been interpreted, especially
in the sphere of justification or righteousness before God.
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evidence

of such a "works" based striving

after righteous-

ness in first-century

Judaism,27

scratched

of this more comprehensive

the surface

this thesis has only

It must be noted, however,
continue
blanket

to be statements
statements

the Law" category,
justification

neither

by faith.

to notice

and, ultimately,
statements

which claim to encompass

them all from

In 2:17 he enumerates

opposing

three

the Jews whom he is both

seeking

to win for the Gospel.28

of "overt stereotype

and polemic"

all the Jews of Paul's era should

and also denounced

and unbiblical.29

It is significant

has he excluded

which characterize

be reexamined

all-inclusive

has not put all Jews into this "works of

criteria

As a result,

in making

about every Jew of Paul's day,

also err to the other extreme.
that Paul himself

that there have been and

which,

seemingly

question.

if they are unwarranted

These have been characterized

as follows:

27For example, Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism,
427, contends that "the surviving Jewish literature is as
free of these characteristics as any I have ever read."
The
latter statement has been proven to be very tenuous!
28"But if you bear the name tJew,' and rely upon the
Law, and boast in God.
." (2: 1 7) • See the discussion of
this verse above, pp. 45, 56-57, 86-88, 106-7.
29George Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature Between the
Bible and the Mishnah (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1981),
2. Here he further laments that "Christian study of
Judaism has often been imperialistic.
Its purpose has been
to enhance the study of Christianity and often to do so by
contrast.
Thus Judaism is mocked up as the dark tbackground' against which is played the glorious triumph of
Christian origins.
. We are interested in seeing how
early rabbinic Judaism and early Christianity sprang from
the same seedbed."
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The frequent charge against Judaism.
. is not that
some individual Jews misunderstood, misapplied and
abused their religion, but that Judaism necessarily
tends toward petty legalism, self-serving and selfdeceiving casuistry, and a mixture of arrogance and lack
of confidence in God.3o
While this characterization
regard to the religion

may indeed be appropriate

of Judaism,

when it is also applied

to every Jew of Paul's day, such "charges"
critical

"are addicted

statement

bound in the fetters
could scarcely

for example,

asserts

to self-righteousness."31

made the blanket

bestowal

warrant

more

scrutiny.

Donald Guthrie,

concludes

in

that the Jews

Emil Schiirer has

that the prayer

of a rigid mechanism,

be any longer spoken of."32

of the Jews "was
vital piety
Walter Maier

that "Jewish piety took for granted"
of the righteousness

that the

of God was conditioned

upon

30Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 427.
It would
be proper to distinguish between individual Jews and
Judaism, since not all of the Jews were followers of what
has come to be known in our day as Judaism.
However, this
cannot be accomplished since virtually everyone describes
all the Jews of Paul's day who adhered to the Old Testament,
whether by works or by faith, as members of Judaism.
31Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 3rd ed.
(Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1970), 415.
Perhaps this is generally so, but it is no more true of all
Jews than it is of all Gentiles!
32Emil SchUrer, A History of the Jewish People in the
Time of Jesus Christ, trans. John Macpherson, Sophia Taylor,
and Peter Christie (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1885),
division 2, 2:115.
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"the keeping

of the law."33

all-encompassing

statement

speak of the righteousness

G. Schrenk

has also made the

that "the Synagogue

does not

of God in the sense of Romans

3:21."34
Statements
inclusive

such as these which make either

generalizations

or completely

ignore not only some of the evidence
of Paul's

time,35

These negative

exclusive

from Jewish

but also the biblical

evaluations

all-

account

fail to account

assertions
literature

itself!

for the fact that

there were a Mary and a Joseph who were not "addicted
self-righteousness,"36

and that there were a Simeon and an

Anna at the temple whose prayers
fetters of a rigid mechanism. "37
ments overlook

to

were not "bound
In addition,

that there were a Zacharias

who "were both righteous

in the

such state-

and an Elizabeth

in the sight of God"

(buov

08

33Walter A. Maier, "Paul's Concept of Justification and
Some Recent Interpretations of Romans 3:21-31," (A paper
xeroxed from Concordia Theological Seminary Library,
Springfield, IL, n.d.), 15.
34Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 10
vols., eds. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich, trans. and
ed. G. Bromiley (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing, 1967),
s.v. "~,"
by G. Schrenk, 2:196, noting the discussion of
Romans 3:21 on Strack-Billerbeck,
3:163.
35See above, pp. 138-41,
36See Matt. 1:18-25,
especially verse 30.
37See Luke 2:22-38,

145-47,

especially

especially

168-69.
verse

19; Lk. 1:26-58,

verse 25.
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son, John the Baptist,

ToD

was a very popular

people who loudly denounced
teousness

of the Law.39

"Righteousness
numerous

any contention

of God was contingent

observance

Luke 1:6).38

680D;

prophet

among the

that the righ-

upon or even attainable

Finally,

of God" Incarnate

by

they ignore that the very

was heard and accepted

Jews in many of the synagogues

also Paul did not characterize

Their

of Galilee.4o

by
So

the entire race of Jews as

following

a system of legalistic

works righteousness

everyone

of them did so hereditarily

as if

to some extreme

from

which all other races are exempt.
This having

been said, it must not exclude

that some, and I would conjecture
of the Jews of Paul's
avenue
~pywv

in attempts
vogou.

many and perhaps

day, did indeed pursue

to establish

By misinterpreting

sought to earn the righteous

the fact
even most

just such an

their own righteousness
and misusing

verdict

6 vogoS,

~
they

of God by their own

38It is interesting that verse six continues by
declaring that they were also "walking blamelessly" (lig8g7TTOL)
in all the commandments and requirements of the Lord."
However, this does not say that this is what earned their
righteous standing before God.
It was, rather, the sanctified behavior which flowed from that righteousness, and is,
therefore, mentioned second here.
39See Matt. 3; Mark 1:1-11; Luke 2:2-18; John 1:19-37;
for his popularity, see especially Matt. 14:5; Mark 1:5.
40See,
for example,
Luke 4:14-15.

Matt. 4:23; 9:35; 11:1; Mark 1:21;
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works.41
There
ultimately

is then a need to reevaluate,
reassert

Paul's assessment

only be done by a careful
the documents

relating

of the authoritative

This can

evaluation

of all of

to first-century

Judaism

that this current

debate must be debated

and resolved.

in Between Athens

which deals largely with relations
before the time of Christ
faith, endeavors

is in the search
of humanity
humanity"

for either

boundaries"

However,

of the Christian

must be emphatically

national,
that "it

common bond that the future

to claim that "the future of
lies in "faith in the

to transcend
rejected

would agree that there is no distinction
community,

. which attests

.

He concludes

Jews or Gentiles

or the effort

a book

Jews and Gentiles

which transcends

boundaries."42

for a universal

lies."43

human community"

between

"to find common ground

and religious

It is

and very critical

and Jerusalem,

and outside

to a faith in the human community
ethnic,

in the light

of Paul in Scripture.

from these two sources

John Collins

and

of Judaism.

and thorough

statements

defend,

"religious

and refuted.

Paul

in the human

"for all have sinned and fall short of the glory

41How dominant this unbiblical doctrine of "justification" was in first-century Judaism is a question with which
I hope to grapple in the future.
42John Collins, Between Athens
Crossroads Press, 1982), 246.
43Ibid.

and Jerusalem

(New York:
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of God"

(Rom. 3:23).

lie within

us, but rather,

who "justifies
3:29,26).
depends

But the future of humanity

of us, with the one God

the one who has faith in Jesus"

The heavenly

which

freely by his grace through

is in Christ

is truly the OtKatOaUvn

Jesus"

eeoO which

the Law and the Prophets"
issue here addressed

(Rom. 3:21).

is, without

(Rom. 3:24).

This

"is being testified
As a result,

to by

the

doubt, one in which this

even in one of its clearest

expressions,

(Rom.

future of both Jews and Gentiles

upon "being justified

the redemption

Gospel,

outside

does not

and most concise

is at stake.

There is also very much at stake here for Lutheranism
which holds at the very heart of its theology
by grace alone,
alone.

faith alone,

It is particularly

currently
emphatic

through

being called
reaffirmation

Paul, the person,
of Luther."44

"was not.

descendant

and a faithful

We may concede

. a straightforward

the theologian,
adherent

is

and, therefore,

it remains our constant

that Luther,

needs

that
prototype

task to

was indeed a direct

to the theology

of the

This is so both in what each of them asserts

positively
exclude

this third aspect which

in our day.

demonstrate

Apostle.

for the sake of Christ

into question

However,

justification

in regard to justification

as false alternatives

righteousness
44 Dunn,

before God.
106.

and also in what they

which aim at attaining

This statement

of Luther

is

191
certainly

one which recalls

the words of Paul in Philippians

1:15-18:
Now there are not a few who preach Christ and read about
him that they may move men's affections to sympathy
with Christ, to anger against the Jews, and such
childish and effeminate nonsense.
Rather ought Christ
to be preached to the end that faith in him may be
established that he may not only be Christ, but be
Christ for you and me,
45
Like Paul and Luther, we should also labor that Jesus might
be the Christ,
Gentiles

the Messiah,

and Jews.

to all the world,

including

"For there is no other name under heaven

given among men by which we must be saved"

(Acts 4:12).

And

this salvation

than

God has revealed

no other way to receive

"being justified

as a gift by His grace through

tion which

is in Christ

man is justified

both

Jesus ..

the redemp-

For we maintain

that a

by faith apart from works of the Law"

(Rom.

3:24,28).

45Martin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian" (1520),
Luther's Works, American Edition, vol. 31, Career of the
Reformer I, ed. Harold J. Grimm and Helmut T. Lehmann,
trans. W. A. Lambert (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg Press,
1957), 357.
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